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Forward
The City of Lake Stevens Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan (CEMP) establishes an allhazards approach to enhance the ability of the City of Lake Stevens to manage emergencies and
disasters. The purpose is to save lives; protect public health, safety of property, the economy and the
environment; and foster a return to a normal way of life.
This plan applies to emergency management activities coordinated by the Snohomish County
Department of Emergency Management (DEM) and the City of Lake Stevens.
This Plan is organized into four sections:
•

Base Plan addresses Policies, Situations, Concept of Operations, Responsibilities, and Plan
Maintenance.

•

Appendices include List of Abbreviations, Acronyms, Training & Drills, Definitions, Authorities &
References, and Distribution.

•

Emergency Support Functions outline lead and supporting agencies’ responsibilities,
capabilities, and resources.

•

Incident Annexes describe event specific response processes and procedures.

For further information, contact:
Lake Stevens Police Department
2211 Grade Road
Lake Stevens, WA 98258
(425) 622-9401
(425) 334-9842 (Fax)
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Emergency Contact Numbers
If immediate city emergency or disaster assistance is required, please call 911 or contact the City of Lake
Stevens Police Department/Emergency Management Office at: (425) 622-9401
City business hours are as follows: 9:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m., Monday – Friday.
After hours, weekends, and holidays: Contact SNO911 Communications Center at (425) 407-3930 and
request the on-duty supervisor contact you by call back number.
Brett Gailey– Mayor
Office: (425) 622-9401
Gene Brazel – City Administrator
Office: (425) 622-9414
John Dyer – Chief of Police
Office: (425) 622-9370
Jeff Beazizo – Police Commander/Emergency Management Coordinator
Office: (425) 622-9373
Craig Valvick – Police Sergeant/Emergency Management Coordinator
Office: (425) 622-9380
Eric Durpos – Public Works Director
Office: (425) 622-9441
DEM Monitored Radio Frequencies:
SERS 800 MHz System (call sign DEM)
DEM OPS
EOC Hail
VHF System (call sign DEM)
154.055 PL Tone 127.3
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CEMP Suggestion/Comment Form
Dear CEMP Reader:
In order to ensure this plan is accurate, complete, legible, and consistent, we welcome any suggestions
or improvements you may have. Please fill in the blanks below regarding which sections you are
commenting on and list any suggested changes. If necessary, add additional sheets.
Mail to:
City of Lake Stevens
Emergency Management Coordinator
2211 Grade Road
Lake Stevens, WA 98258

Name:
Company/Title:
Address:
Contact Number/Email:

Suggestions/Comments: Please list page number, section, heading, etc. in order for us to identify the
section you are commenting on:
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Thank you for taking the time to submit your comments!
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Emergency management is a vital method of organization and management of resources and
responsibilities for dealing with all aspects of emergencies, including mitigation, preparedness,
response, and recovery. It involves the plans, processes, structures, systems and arrangements
established to engage the endeavors of government, volunteer, and private agencies to respond to the
entire spectrum of emergency management needs in a comprehensive and coordinated manner.
This plan is advisory and does not supersede departmental policies, place mandatory or affirmative
obligations upon any party or governmental entity, nor confer rights to any third party. Throughout the
document terms such as “shall,” “should,” “will,” “may,” “might,” or “can” are used. Use of these terms
is not intended to place affirmative obligations; rather, the intent is that the agency, entity, person, or
party, when called upon to act in an emergency situation, will use their best efforts, as personnel and
resources allow, to accomplish the identified tasks related to emergency functions.
A.

Purpose

The City of Lake Stevens will mitigate, prepare for, respond to, and recover from disasters (both
natural and manmade) to the best of its ability with its available resources for the purpose of
protecting lives, property, the environment, and the economy. The purpose of this document is
to provide a framework from which to operate in the provision of a coordinated response to
emergency situations; specifically, it establishes the responsibilities of participating agencies,
commissions, boards, and councils. In addition to response efforts, this plan also outlines
mitigation, preparedness, and recovery activities.
The City of Lake Stevens’ CEMP consists of a basic plan, functional annexes, hazard-specific
appendices, and implementing instructions. The Basic Plan describes the structure and
processes comprising a jurisdictional approach to incident management, i.e. it is designed to
integrate the efforts and resources of local, private sector, and nongovernmental organizations.
It includes planning assumptions, roles and responsibilities, concept of operations, incident
management actions, and plan maintenance instructions.
The Emergency Support Functions (ESF) adds specific information and direction to the CEMP
with a focus on critical operational functions and who is responsible for carrying them out.
These annexes clearly describe the policies, processes, roles, and responsibilities that agencies
and departments carry out before, during, and after any emergency. While the Basic Plan
provides broad, overarching information relevant to the CEMP as a whole, these annexes focus
on specific responsibilities, tasks, and operational actions that pertain to the performance of a
particular emergency operations function.
Hazard-Specific Appendices identify hazard-specific risk areas and evacuation routes, specify
provisions and protocols for warning the public and disseminating emergency public
information, and specify the types of protective equipment and detection devices for
responders. These appendices have tabs that serve as work aids for items including maps,
charts, tables, checklists, resource inventories, and summaries of critical information. Finally,
Implementing Instructions may be included as attachments or referenced. For example, the
Evacuation Annex may be made clearer by attaching maps marked with evacuation routes to it.
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Because these routes may change depending on the location of the hazard, maps may also be
included in the Hazard-Specific Appendices to the Evacuation Annex.
B.

Scope

When activated by the City of Lake Stevens Mayor or designee, the City of Lake Stevens’ CEMP
addresses activities within the City of Lake Stevens and its incorporated areas and is applicable
to all City of Lake Stevens departments and agencies that may be requested to provide
assistance or conduct operations in the context of actual or potential incidents.
C. Limitations
The City of Lake Stevens will endeavor to make every reasonable effort to respond in the event
of an emergency or disaster. However, municipal resources and systems may be overwhelmed.
The responsibilities and tenants outline in the CEMP will be fulfilled only if the situation,
information exchange, extent of actual agency capabilities, and resources are available at the
time.
There is no guarantee implied by this Plan that a perfect response to emergency or disaster
incidents will be practical or possible.
II.

SITUATION
A. Hazard Analysis and Mitigation Overview
This CEMP considers the man-made and natural disasters and emergencies as described in both
the 2014 Snohomish County Comprehensive Management Plan and 2015 Snohomish County
Natural Hazards Mitigation Plan (NHMP). Of particular importance to the City of Lake Stevens
and its participants are the following:
1. Unique/Catastrophic Hazards. Although unlikely, the threat of Earthquakes, Volcanic
Activity, Hazardous Material Spills, Civil Unrest and Terrorism exists. In the event one (or
more) of these incidents should occur, the City of Lake Stevens will almost certainly be
heavily affected, which will in turn require the activation of this CEMP.
2. High Probability Hazards. City of Lake Stevens routinely experiences Severe Storms and
Flooding. Although not always damaging, because of their frequent occurrence these
hazards must be planned for.
3. Mitigation Overview. The City of Lake Stevens has been participating as a planning partner
during the 2010 update to the Snohomish County NHMP.
B. Capability Assessment
The City of Lake Stevens conducts an annual capability assessment in conjunction with the
Snohomish County DEM in order to identify capabilities necessary to address the jurisdiction’s
hazards. This assessment is maintained and updated separately.
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C. Planning Assumptions
1. An emergency or disaster may occur with no advance warning and quickly overcome not
only the City of Lake Stevens’ response capabilities, but the surrounding areas as well.
2. The City of Lake Stevens will make every reasonable effort to respond in the event of an
emergency or disaster; however, the ability to fulfill the responsibilities and tenets outlined
in this plan are subject to the extent of the situation and availability of resources.
3. The City of Lake Stevens will manage emergency management operations within its
jurisdictional borders in accordance with the principles outlined in the National Incident
Management System (NIMS).
4. A large-scale incident may result in numerous casualties; fatalities; displaced people;
property loss; disruption of normal life support systems, essential public services, and basic
infrastructure; and significant damage to the environment. It may also attract a large influx
of spontaneous volunteers and supplies.
5. Depending upon the magnitude of the disaster, outside assistance may be delayed
indefinitely. City of Lake Stevens’ residents, businesses, and industry should plan to be selfsufficient for a minimum of seven days.
6. Communications systems may be overloaded and/or suffer physical disruption from incident
damage and/or loss of staff.
7. Emergency medical facilities may be overloaded and shortage of medical supplies may exist.
8. The City of Lake Stevens and Snohomish County may be unable to satisfy all emergency
resource requests during an emergency or disaster. The arrival of state and/or assistance
may be delayed dependent upon the magnitude of the disaster.
9. The combined expertise and capabilities of government at all levels, the private sector, and
nongovernmental organizations will be required to mitigate, prepare for, respond to, and
recover from large-scale incidents. These efforts may require prolonged, sustained incident
management operations and support activities.
10. During an incident, the top priorities for incident management will be:
(a) Save lives and protect the health and safety of the public, responders, and recovery
workers.
(b) Protect property and mitigate damages and impacts to individuals, communities, the
environment and economy.
(c) Protect and restore critical infrastructure and key resources.
(d) Facilitate the recovery of individuals, families, businesses, governments, and the
environment.
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III.

CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS
Emergency management functions are mutually supporting methods of creating resilient
communities. The purpose of this paragraph is to describe, in general terms, the overall concept of
the response to a disaster and the events associated with the various phases of emergency
management during “day-to-day” operations. The City of Lake Stevens organizes and manages its
emergency management activities utilizing the concepts and principles described in the October
2017 National Incident Management System (NIMS) document.
A. Normal Operations
In accordance with the RCW, overall direction and control of emergency management operations
within a political subdivision is the responsibility of the City of Lake Stevens Mayor.
1. Mitigation. The mitigation function includes programs, plans, and activities designed to
eliminate or reduce the degree of long term risk to life and property, and to reduce future
losses from disasters or events. Mitigation efforts undertaken by City of Lake Stevens
include:
(a) Participate in Snohomish County’s Natural Hazard Mitigation planning efforts by
providing input on the county’s overall mitigation plan and creating a jurisdictional
annex to that plan.
(b) Identify and maintain an inventory of potential mitigation opportunities throughout the
city for possible future grant funding.
2. Preparedness. Preparedness involves actions taken to encourage a state of readiness in
governments, public organizations, the private sector, families and individuals that provide
the capability to prepare for and to survive a disaster or event. Before a disaster strikes,
city, county, and other government agencies shall take steps to reduce the impacts. These
steps should include, but are not limited to:
(a) Conduct continuous planning studies of potential disaster elements in the city and
update the current Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan (CEMP) that outlines
how the City of Lake Stevens shall respond.
(b) Review disaster readiness capabilities and upgrade procedures to keep abreast of
changing and evolving emergency management and response technology.
(c) Encourage and maintain interagency cooperation and coordination of readiness
planning.
(d) Maintain vehicles, equipment, and facilities in a ready condition.
(e) Conduct public information and educational programs on disaster preparedness,
personal safety, and sustainability.
(f) Test and gauge response capabilities by conducting and participating in training, drills,
and exercises. Establish and test “call-down trees” in the event of an emergency.
3. Response. The response function includes actions taken immediately before, during, or
directly after an emergency to save lives, minimize damage, and to enhance recovery
activities. All agencies involved in response shall:
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Response – Increased Readiness Period
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

Comply with established checklists and review response status and procedures.
Notify key personnel according to existing SOPs.
Notify the appropriate organizations.
Prepare and update necessary information for public information.
Activate the appropriate Emergency Operations Center (EOC).
If possible, initiate mitigation and preparedness programs to reduce the effects of the
event.
(g) Initiate all record-keeping, data collection, and control measures to quality control.
Response – Emergency Period
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Initiate and conduct disaster response operations in accordance with established SOPs.
Coordinate their response with all involved agencies and jurisdictions through the EOC.
Keep the public and government officials advised of actions taken.
Assess and evaluate the effectiveness of emergency response efforts and establish
priorities in the application of resources.
(e) Ensure accurate record-keeping, data collection, and control measures are maintained.
(f) Account for the safety and well-being of responders and their families.
4. Recovery. The recovery function involves actions taken to return vital life support systems
to minimum operating standards, and long term activities to return life to “normal” or
improved levels. After the threat to life and property has passed those agencies involved in
response shall:
(a) Obtain detailed damage assessment information.
(b) Coordinate the application of resources to meet the long term needs of the jurisdiction.
(c) Identify deficiencies in response, conduct after action critiques, and implement actions
for improvement.
B. Emergency Operations
The chief executive(s) of the municipality, upon determining that a disaster exists within their
jurisdiction with the potential to affect life, property, or the public peace, may, under RCW
35.33.081 or RCW 36.40.180 and RCW 38.52.070(2) proclaim a state of emergency.
Delegation of this responsibility shall be in writing and a copy provided to the Snohomish County
DEM Director.
1. Incident. A disaster is either imminent or has occurred. Local agencies respond in
accordance with their departmental policies and procedures. If a determination is made
that this event cannot be safely terminated by City of Lake Stevens resources, is multijurisdictional, or for any other reason will require county, state, or federal resources, the
Incident Commander (IC) will request activation of the Emergency Operations Center.
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2. Activation. The decision to activate the City of Lake Stevens Emergency Coordination Center
(ECC) is made by the City of Lake Stevens Mayor or their designee. The City of Lake Stevens
ECC operates at three separate levels depending on the size and complexity of the situation,
as well as the anticipated need for coordination and support. The levels of activation are:
(a) Level I activation involves minor emergencies and will be primarily staffed from existing
personnel and resources.
(b) Level II activation involves incidents which have special characteristics requiring
response by multiple departments and agencies. This level of activation may require
support from agencies outside of City of Lake Stevens and overnight operations.
(c) Level III activation involves catastrophic incidents, which will require a coordinated
response from all levels of government and emergency services throughout the county
in order to save lives and protect property. This level activation will require extended
24/7 operations and utilization of all city personnel.

Once activated, the ECC will:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Save and protect the greatest number of people at risk
Ensure the safety of first responders and City employees
Save and protect as many residential, business and industrial properties as
possible
Save and protect as much vital infrastructure as possible
Restrain the spread of environmental damage
Minimize human suffering and economic interruptions
Facilitate the recovery of Lake Stevens to get “back to normal as quickly as
possible”
Continue to operate until the City of Lake Stevens Mayor or their designee, in
consultation with the on-scene IC, determine ECC assistance is no longer
required.

C. Contingency Emergency Operations Plan
3. Emergency Proclamation/Request for Outside Assistance. When a disaster exceeds the
jurisdiction’s capabilities, the Mayor may issue a proclamation of emergency and request
additional assistance through the Snohomish County Executive to DEM. If the disaster
should exceed the capabilities of the county, the county executive may issue a proclamation
of emergency and request additional assistance through Washington State Emergency
Management Division or to the Governor.
4. Concurrent Implementation of Multi-Jurisdictional Plans.
(a) The Snohomish County CEMP (June, 2014) Basic Plan establishes general policy and
guidance for county-wide emergency response, defines a general concept of how
government will respond, and assigns responsibilities to agencies and organizations.
(b) By law, the City of Lake Stevens Mayor is responsible for disaster operations in their
jurisdiction, while the county executive is the responsible official in the unincorporated
areas. Thus, the City of Lake Stevens retains the authority and responsibility for
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direction and control within its political subdivision of its own disaster operations, use of
local resources, and application of mutual aid within its own boundaries.
(c) Large-scale disaster operations will be conducted by city and county forces,
supplemented as necessary by trained auxiliaries, established cadres, and by work
forces available within the local communities. Use will be made of available mutual aid
from local, state, and federal agencies including, but not limited to, mutual aid
agreements between existing emergency management activities coordinated by DEM.
D. Operations under Department of Homeland Security (DHS) National Terrorism Advisory
System (NTAS)
The DHS National Terrorism Advisory System (NTAS) has two alert levels:
Elevated

Warns of a credible terrorist threat against the United States.

Imminent Warns of a credible, specific, and impending terrorist threat against the
United States.
NTAS Alerts contain a sunset provision indicating a specific date when the alert expires and
therefore there will not be a constant NTAS Alert or blanket warning of an overarching threat.
Due to the unpredictable nature of terrorism (little or no warning of an attack), citizens should
remain ever vigilant to the possibility of an attack and report suspicious behavior to local law
enforcement for investigation.
Beneath each NTAS Alert Level are suggested Protective Measures, recognizing that the heads
of City departments and agencies are responsible for developing and implementing appropriate
agency-specific Protective Measures:
1. General Conditions – Normal Operations. City departments and agencies should consider
the following general measures in addition to the agency-specific Protective Measures they
develop and implement:
•
•
•

Refining and exercising as appropriate preplanned Protective Measures.
Ensuring personnel receive proper training on the Homeland Security Advisory System
and specific preplanned department or agency Protective Measures.
Institutionalizing a process to assure that all facilities and regulated sectors are regularly
assessed for vulnerabilities to terrorist attacks, and all reasonable measures are taken to
mitigate these vulnerabilities.

2. Elevated Alert Level. This condition is declared when there is a credible terrorist threat
against the United States. City departments and agencies should consider the following
general measures in addition to the agency-specific Protective Measures that they will
develop and implement:
•
•

Checking communications with designated emergency response or command locations.
Reviewing and updating emergency response procedures.
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•
•
•
•
•

Providing the public with any information that would strengthen its ability to act
appropriately.
Increasing surveillance of critical locations.
Coordinating emergency plans as appropriate with nearby jurisdictions.
Assessing whether the precise characteristics of the threat require the further
refinement of preplanned Protective Measures.
Implementing, as appropriate, contingency and emergency response plans.

3. Imminent Alert Level. This condition is declared when there is a credible, specific, and
impending terrorist threat against the United States. In addition to the Protective Measures
noted above, City departments and agencies should consider the following general
measures in addition to the agency-specific Protective Measures that they will develop and
implement:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Disseminating the Imminent Alert advisory when the alert is issued.
Contacting all personnel to ascertain their recall availability, modifying staffing schedule
as needed.
Placing EOC on Stand-by or Activating based on the specificity of the threat.
Testing, maintaining, and monitoring communications and warning systems.
Checking all equipment for operational readiness, filling fuel tanks, and checking
specialized equipment.
Checking inventory of all critical supplies and re-ordering if necessary.
Be alert to suspicious activity and report it.
Coordinating necessary security efforts with Federal, State, and local law enforcement
agencies or any National Guard or other appropriate armed forces organizations.
Taking additional precautions at public events and possibly considering alternative
venues or even cancellation.
Preparing to execute contingency procedures, such as moving to an alternate site or
dispersing their workforce.
Limiting access points to critical infrastructure facilities and enforcing entry control
procedures.
Enforcing parking of vehicles away from sensitive buildings.
Keeping critical response vehicles in a secure area and keeping all garage doors closed.
Locking all exterior doors except main entrances; checking all visitors’ identification and
requiring all visitors to sign in; insuring all contractors have valid work orders,
identification, and that they remove all unnecessary tools and equipment.
Reviewing all SOPs and the City’s Emergency Coordination Center Standard Operating
Guidelines.
Implementing staffing/recall plans. Heads of all departments shall stay at or be in direct
communications with their departments.
Considering releasing all non-critical personnel.
Ensuring 24 hour access to the County Executive, Council, and all municipal mayors
and/or their alternates.
Ensuring communications with local TV/Radio stations.
Briefing all EOC staff, government and first responders of any evacuation routes or any
information concerning alert status.
Ensuring regular welfare checks of critical personnel and facilities.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
IV.

Placing on high alert specialized teams including crisis counselors.
Being prepared to control access and evacuation routes to all critical infrastructures and
facilities.
Making positive identifications of all vehicles in staging and support areas.
Restricting all parking within close proximity to all critical buildings.
Controlling access and requiring positive identifications of all persons in critical
infrastructure areas.
Searching everything brought into critical facilities. Accepting only expected deliveries;
any suspicious packages should be opened outside.
Securing all access points.
Making frequent checks of all perimeters and grounds of all critical facilities.
Utilizing volunteer or career personnel to provide 24 hour security watches in critical
facilities.
Assigning emergency response personnel; pre-positioning and mobilizing specially
trained teams or resources.
Monitoring, redirecting, or constraining transportation systems.
Closing public and government facilities.

ORGANIZATION AND ASSIGNMENT OF RESPONSIBILITIES

Incident management activities will be carried out according to existing departmental plans and shall be
coordinated by using the Incident Command System (ICS).
A. Federal Government: See the National Response Framework (NRF), June 2016
B.

State Government: See the Washington State Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan
(CEMP), June 2016

C. County Government: See the Snohomish County Comprehensive Emergency Management
Plan (CEMP), January 2014
D. City of Lake Stevens Government
1. The Mayor and/or Senior Officials should:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)

Establish policy and make major decisions.
Order Evacuations as necessary.
Suspend local ordinances when necessary to support emergency operations.
Direct emergency operations and provide liaisons as necessary.
Preserve continuity of government.
Issue a Proclamation of Emergency and Request for Assistance as needed.
Request additional assistance on behalf of the City through the Snohomish County
Department of Emergency Management.
(h) Inform and warn public
(i) Ensure the implementation of emergency response and recovery plans.
(j) Provide consistent public information in coordination with the Snohomish County DEM
and the County Joint Information Center (JIC).
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2. The City of Lake Stevens Council should:
(a) Adopt and enact ordinances/resolutions and appropriate revenue.
(b) Conduct public hearings and/or meetings, and take action to inform the public and
identify emergency needs.
(c) Provide for the continuity of government and temporarily fill any vacancies of an elected
official by appointment.
3. The City of Lake Stevens Emergency Management Coordinator (in conjunction with
Snohomish County DEM) should:
(a) Be responsible for updating this Plan.
(b) Coordinate emergency activities of local agencies in preparing and responding to
disasters and/or events.
(c) Provide communication coordination for response agencies during a disaster.
(d) Assist elected officials by providing staff assistance in a disaster.
(e) Act as a point-of-contact for requesting disaster assistance from other governmental
agencies (except mutual aid).
(f) Prepare damage assessment, incident reports, or other disaster analysis reports as
necessary.
(g) Warn the public of impending disasters and provide adequate instructions before,
during, and after an emergency event.
(h) Provide reconnaissance and field operations teams.
(i) Provide public information and education as it pertains to preparedness and response.
(j) Coordinate resource availability and use.
(k) Maintain current Standard Operating Guidelines (SOGs) for the City of Lake Stevens
emergency management functions.
4. The City of Lake Stevens Police Department should:
(a) Provide direction and leadership to department staff while fulfilling emergency
management responsibilities.
(b) Mobilize and deploy law enforcement and traffic control operations.
(c) Conduct windshield surveys within City limits.
(d) Alert and warn the public.
(e) Enforce laws and apprehend offenders.
(f) Provide damage assessment surveys and report into EOC.
(g) Provide security at specified locations.
(h) Provide animal control services.
(i) Assist the Snohomish County Coroner’s office with temporary morgue management.
(j) Collect and evaluate information about the incident and forward to the Emergency
Operation Center (ECC) as appropriate.
(k) Use suitable crowd and traffic control procedures to limit access to the disaster area
and/or provide on scene perimeter control.
(l) Assist in warning and carryout the evacuation of citizens from the affected area.
(m) Provide field Incident Commander for:
• Traffic Accident
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• Civil Disturbance
• Major Electrical Outage
• Terrorism
• Bomb Threat
• State of
(n) Carry out search and rescue missions
(o) Provide mutual aid as available
5. The City of Lake Stevens’ Directors and Department Heads Should:
(a) Establish procedures to ensure the preservation of essential records and data, and
maintain the continuity of essential services
(b) Determine internal chain of command and succession authority to ensure continuity of
leadership and operations.
(c) Establish policies and procedures for tracking disaster operations, overtime and other
associated costs.
(d) Designate primary and alternate locations from which to establish internal direction and
control of activities.
(p) Make staff available, when requested by the City Lake Stevens Emergency Management
Coordinator for appropriate training, planning, exercise design and emergency
assignments, such as EOC operations.
(q) Provide staffing to support the EOC operations, damage assessments and/or liaison with
other agencies and organizations when requested by the EOC manager.
(r) When indicated, activate internal emergency operational procedures. This includes
internal communications, conducting roll-call and accountability of personnel,
conducting damage assessment, evaluating needed resources, and continually
communicating this and related information to the EOC.
(s) Maintain current SOPs.
(t) Process any applicable forms needed for personal or real property claims.
(u) Conduct a post-disaster analysis of departmental emergency activities and make
necessary revisions to internal emergency operations plan.
6. The City of Lake Stevens Departments of Finance/Treasury/City Clerk should:
(a) Ensure disaster related expenditures are made in accordance with applicable laws,
regulations, and accounting procedures.
(b) Remove and secure public records as necessary.
(c) Provide personnel for other agencies or for damage assessment teams as needed.
(d) Maintain current SOPs.
7. The City of Lake Stevens Public Works should:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

Maintain and/or repair major thoroughfares for emergency vehicles.
Provide refuse and/or debris removal or disposal.
Keep storm water systems operational.
Provide barricades and other traffic control equipment as needed.
Conduct windshield surveys within City limits.
Provide equipment and operators to assist in emergency situations.
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(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)
(k)
(l)

Provide damage assessment reports.
Provide information on current road conditions.
Assess post-event serviceability of facilities and structures.
Assist with search and rescue operations.
Assist with establishing emergency power (hook up generators) to city facilities.
Provide equipment and operators to assist other agencies/departments with disaster
responsibilities.
(m) Provide information on road conditions and status.
(n) Assist in the City of Lake Stevens EOC as requested.
(o) Maintain current SOPs.
8. Lake Stevens Fire Department District 8 should:
(a) Provide direction and leadership to department staff while fulfilling emergency
management responsibilities.
(b) Mobilize and deploy fire resources for the protection of life, property, and the
environment.
(c) Prevent and suppress fires and mitigate hazardous material incidents.
(d) Assist with search and rescue operations.
(e) Conduct windshield survey within City limits.
(f) Provide mutual aid, if requested and available.
(g) Assist Police with alerting and warning, evacuation efforts, and traffic and crowd control
as needed.
(h) Collect and evaluate information about the incident and forward to the Emergency
Operations Center (EOC).
• Provide on-scene medical assistance.
• Provide the field Incident Commander for:
• Fire
• Flood
• Hazardous Materials
• Earthquake
• Downed Aircraft
• Radiological Incidents
• Industrial Accidents
• Severe Weather
(i) Provide damage assessment reports to the EOC.
(j) Maintain current suggested operating guidelines for the department’s disaster
responsibilities.
9. Private Sector should:
(a) Create business continuity plans in order to facilitate their ability to recover from
incidents that impact their personnel and facilities.
(b) Collaborate with emergency management personnel before an incident occurs to
ascertain what assistance may be necessary and how they can help.
(c) Develop and exercise emergency plans before an incident occurs.
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(d) When appropriate, establish mutual aid and assistance agreements to provide specific
response capabilities.
(e) Provide assistance (including volunteers) to support local emergency management and
public awareness during response and throughout the recovery process.
(f) Provide damage assessment reports to the EOC.
10. Citizens should:
(a) Reduce hazards in and around their homes to lessen the amount of damage caused by
an incident.
(b) Prepare a personal emergency supply kit and household emergency plan to include
supplies for household pets and service animals. Be prepared to be self-sufficient
following a disaster for a minimum of seven days and possibly longer.
(c) Monitor emergency communications carefully to decrease their risk of injury, keep
emergency routes open to response personnel, and diminish demands on landline and
cellular communication.
11. Snohomish County Department of Emergency Management should:
(a) Coordinate emergency activities of local participating cities in preparing and responding
to a disaster.
(b) Provide communications coordination for response agencies during a disaster.
(c) Act as the sole contact point for requesting disaster assistance from other governmental
agencies, except for mutual aid.
(d) Warn the public of impending disasters and provide adequate instructions before,
during, and after emergencies.
(e) Provide reconnaissance and field operations teams.
(f) Provide public information and education as it pertains to disaster preparedness and
response.
(g) Coordinate the use of all available resources.
(h) Send out regular countywide situational reports as it pertains to the incident and
subsequent emergency support function activities.
(i) Coordinate Countywide State and FEMA Public and Private Assistance programs.
(j) Maintain current suggested operating procedures for Snohomish County Department of
Emergency Management.
12. Public Utility District #1 of Snohomish County should:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Restore Electrical Power on a priority basis.
Repair damaged generating facilities and equipment.
Remove downed electrical lines from roadways and other dangerous areas.
Restore water services in its area of responsibility.
Maintain communications and provide situational reports which will be sent to cities via
Snohomish County DEM.

13. Williams Pipeline should:
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(a) Notify the Lake Stevens Fire District or ECC of a natural gas leak if discovered in the
response area.
(b) Contain or shut down the pipeline as expeditiously as possible in the event of a rupture
or leak.
(c) Maintain communications and provide situational reports to Lake Stevens ECC when
requested.
V.

DIRECTION, CONTROL, AND COORDINATION

Protection of life, property, the environment, and the economy within City of Lake Stevens are the
primary concerns of City of Lake Stevens government. As such, City of Lake Stevens shall maintain
control of its own operations. Tactical control of response operations rests with the Incident/Unified
Command, while operational control will be exercised from the City of Lake Stevens ECC. Within
Snohomish County, multi-jurisdictional coordination will be done from the Snohomish County DEM ECC
which, when necessary, will request State and/or Federal assistance through the State of Washington
EMD.
VI.

INFORMATION COLLECTION & DISSEMINATION

The accurate and timely collection, analysis, and sharing of information is critical in developing
situational awareness during an emergency or disaster. This collation of information should result in
creating a Common Operating Picture (COP) of the emergent situation from which appropriate
responses can be formulated.
Information collection and sharing format will normally be by Situation Report (SITREP), which is the
standard established by the Washington State Emergency Management Division. Other formats may be
used when appropriate.
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The following table lists information requirements, sources, and reporting frequency common to
emergencies and disasters. The list should not be considered all-inclusive as other information may be
required based on the situation.

Information Collection Matrix – General Requirements
What is Needed

When Needed

Comes From

Reported To
Department Operations Center to
Municipal ECC to County ECC
Department Operations Center to
Municipal ECC to County ECC
Department Operations Center to
Municipal ECC to County ECC

Incident Summary

Immediately

Incident Commander(s)

Incident Needs

Immediately

Incident Commander(s)

Major
Issues/Activities

Immediately

Incident Commander(s)

Personnel
Accountability

Within first two hours;
Once each operational
period thereafter

Department Head or
Designee

To Municipal ECC to County ECC

Communications
System Status

Within first two hours;
Once each operational
period thereafter

Department Head or
Designee

To Municipal ECC to County ECC

Evacuation or
Relocation

Within first two hours;
Once each operational
period thereafter

Incident Commander(s);
Public

To Municipal ECC to County ECC

Facility Damage
Assessment

Within first four hours;
Once each operational
period thereafter

Department Head or
Designee

To Municipal ECC to County ECC

Utility Status

Within first four hours;
Once each operational
period thereafter

Public Works, PUD, Public

To Municipal ECC to County ECC

Transportation &
movement damage
assessment

Within first four hours;
Once each operational
period thereafter

Public Works, Public

To Municipal ECC to County ECC

Department
Continuity of
Operations

Within first six hours;
Once each operational
period thereafter

Department Head or
Designee

To Municipal ECC to County ECC

Shelter Requirements

Within first six hours;
Once each operational
period thereafter

Incident Commander(s);
Red Cross; Public

To Municipal ECC to County ECC

Causality Summary
(deceased, missing,
injured)

Within first six hours;
Once each operational
period thereafter

Fire; Police; Incident
Commander(s); Public

To Municipal ECC to County ECC

Status of disaster or
emergency
declarations

As soon as possible

Chief Elected Official

To County ECC
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VII.

COMMUNICATIONS

Communications utilized during emergency and disaster operations will include all systems now in use
by all response agencies and emergency support units, provided they are available. Agency two-way
radio communications will be the primary means of communication used to direct, control and
coordinate emergency operations. Telephones and amateur radio systems will be used to support
communications, when necessary and available.
VIII. ADMINISTRATION, FINANCE, AND LOGISTICS
A. Administration
1. All organizations with disaster responsibilities should establish and maintain files of disaster
related directives and forms. These files include, but are not limited to:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Situation Reports
Proclamations of Emergency
Requests for Assistance
Damage Assessment Reports

2. Executive heads of local political subdivisions may command the service and equipment of
citizens under the provisions and limitations of RCW 38.52.110 (2).
3. Emergency workers utilized as outlined in Chapter 38.52 RCW shall be granted liability
insurance coverage provided they meet all legal provisions as stated in Chapter 118-04
WAC.
B. Financial Management
1. Emergency expenditures are not normally integrated into the budgeting process of local
governments. However, disasters may occur which require substantial and necessary
unanticipated obligations and expenditures. The following statutes cover the financing of
emergency response and recovery actions:
(a) Cities with populations under 300,000: RCW 35.33.081 and 35.33.101
(b) Municipal governments are authorized to contract for construction or work on a cost
basis for emergency services by RCW 38.52.390.
2. Records shall be kept so disaster related expenditures and obligations of the cities, and
towns can be readily identified from regular or general programs and activities.
3. Disaster-related expenditures and obligations of the cities, and towns may be reimbursed
under a number of federal programs. The federal government may authorize
reimbursement of approved costs for work performed in the restoration of certain public
facilities and infrastructure after a Major Disaster declaration by the President or under the
statutory authority of certain federal agencies.
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4. Audits of the cities’ and towns’ disaster-related emergency expenditures will be conducted
in the course of normal audits of state and local records. Audits of projects approved for
funding with federal disaster assistance funds are necessary at project completion to
determine the propriety and eligibility of the costs claimed by the applicant. The federal
government conducts these audits.
C. Logistics
1. Each municipal department shall keep a current inventory of all resources (by NIMS
resource typing):
(a) Resource may include but are not limited to heavy equipment, moving vans, milk trucks
(for water), cold storage, construction supplies, veterinary resources, etc.
(b) This inventory shall be provided to Snohomish County DEM upon request and updated
as necessary.
2. The executive heads of local political subdivisions “are directed to utilize the services,
equipment, supplies, and facilities of existing departments, offices, and agencies” of their
political subdivision and “all such departments, offices, and agencies are directed to
cooperate with and extend such services and facilities to the emergency management
organizations of the state upon request notwithstanding any other provision of law.” (RCW
38.52.110 (1))
IX.

PLAN DEVELOPMENT AND MAINTENANCE
D. Development
1. Any department or agency with assigned responsibilities under the CEMP may propose a
change to the plan via the CEMP Suggestion Form. The City of Lake Stevens Emergency
Management Coordinator is responsible for coordinating all proposed modifications to the
CEMP with primary and support agencies and other stakeholders, as required.
2. After coordination has been accomplished, including receipt of the necessary signed
approval supporting final change language, The City of Lake Stevens Emergency
Management Coordinator will issue an official Notice of Change.
3. Once published, the change will be considered part of the CEMP for operational purposes
pending a formal revision and reissuance of the entire document.
E. Maintenance
1. The City of Lake Stevens Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan will be updated as
needed to incorporate new directives, legislative changes, and procedural changes based on
lessons learned from exercises and actual events.
2. The City of Lake Stevens Emergency Management Coordinator is responsible for
coordinating full reviews and updates of the CEMP every 4 years, or as needed. The review
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and update will consider lessons learned and best practices identified during exercises and
responses to actual events, and incorporate new information technologies.
F. NIMS Integration
The City of Lake Stevens Emergency Management Coordinator is responsible for emergency
management activities, utilizing the Incident Command System (ICS) / National Incident
Management System (NIMS).
X.

AUTHORITIES AND REFERENCES

The City of Lake Stevens Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan has been developed and is
maintained under the following authorities:
A. Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950, as amended.
B. Public Law 93-288, “Disaster Relief Act of 1974” as amended by PL 100-707, “Robert T.
Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act”.
C. Public Law 96-342, “Improved Civil Defense”.
D. Public Law 99-49, “Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act of 1986”.
E. RCW 38.52.070, Local Organizations and Local Organizations authorized-establishment,
operation, emergency powers, and procedures.
F. National Response Framework, dated June 2016
G. 44 CFR Emergency Management and Assistance
H. State of Washington CEMP, dated June 2016
I.

Snohomish County CEMP, dated January 2014

J.

Revised Code of Washington (RCW) Chapter 38.52, “Emergent Management”

K. Washington Administrative Code (WAC) Chapter 118-04 WAC, “Emergency Worker Program”
L. Washington Administrative Code (WAC) Chapter 118-30-60 WAC, “Emergency Plans”
M. Snohomish County Code (SCC) Chapter 2.36, Emergency Management
N. Lake Stevens Municipal Code (LSMC) Chapter 9.68, “Mayor’s Emergency Powers”
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Lake Stevens Municipal Code Chapter 9.68
MAYOR’S EMERGENCY POWERS
Sections:
9.68.010 Proclamation of Civil Emergency
9.68.020 Action Which May be Taken
9.68.030 Delivery to News Media
9.68.040 Violation - Penalty
9.68.010 Proclamation of Civil Emergency.
Whenever riot, unlawful assembly or insurrection or the imminent threat thereof, or manmade or
natural disaster occurs in the City and results in, or threatens to result in the death or injury of persons
or the destruction of property to such extent as to require, in the judgment of the Mayor, extraordinary
measures to protect the public peace, safety and welfare, the Mayor shall forthwith proclaim in writing
the existence of a civil emergency.
9.68.020 Action Which May Be Taken.
Upon the proclamation of a civil emergency by the Mayor, and during the existence of such civil
emergency, the Mayor or designee may make and proclaim any or all of the following orders.
A. An order imposing a general curfew applicable to the City as a whole, or to such geographical area
or areas of the City and during such hours as he/she deems necessary, and from time to time to modify
the hours such curfew will be in effect and the area or areas to which it will apply;
B. An order requiring any or all business establishments to close and remain closed until further order;
C. An order requiring the closure of any or all bars, taverns, liquor stores and other business
establishments where alcoholic beverages are sold or otherwise dispensed; provided, that with respect
to those business establishments which are not primarily devoted to the sale of alcoholic beverages and
in which such alcoholic beverages may be removed or made secure from possible seizure by the public,
the portions thereof utilized for the sale of items other than alcoholic beverages may, in the discretion
of the Mayor, be allowed to remain open;
D. An order requiring the discontinuance of the sale, distribution or giving away of alcoholic beverages
in any or all part of the City;
E. An order requiring the discontinuance of the sale, distribution or giving away of firearms and/or
ammunition for firearms in any or all parts of the City;
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F. An order requiring the discontinuance of the sale, distribution or giving away of gasoline or other
liquor flammable or combustible products in any container other than a gasoline tank properly affixed to
a motor vehicle;
G. An order requiring that sale of gasoline be limited to emergency vehicles for preservation of human
life or protection of property;
H. An order requiring the closure of any or all business establishments where firearms and/or
ammunition for firearms are sold or otherwise dispensed; provided, that with respect to those business
establishments which are not primarily devoted to the sale of firearms and/or ammunition and in which
such firearms and/or ammunition may be removed or made secure from possible seizure by the public,
the portions thereof utilized for sale of items other than firearms and ammunition may, in the discretion
of the Mayor, be allowed to remain open;
I. An order closing to the public any or all public places, including streets, alleys, public ways, schools,
parks, beaches, amusement areas and public buildings;
J. An order prohibiting the carrying or possession of firearms or any instrument which is capable of
producing bodily harm and which is carried or possessed with the intent to use the same to cause such
harm; provided, that any such order shall not apply to peace officers or military personnel engaged in
the performance of their official duties;
K. Such other orders as are imminently necessary for the protection of life and property; provided,
however, that any such orders shall, at the earliest practicable time, be represented to the City Council
for ratification and confirmation, and if not so ratified and confirmed shall be void.
9.68.030 Delivery to News Media.
The Mayor or designee shall cause any proclamation issued by him/her pursuant to the authority of this
chapter to be delivered to all news media within the City and shall utilize such other available means,
including public address systems, as shall be necessary, in his/her judgment, to give notice of such
proclamations to the public.
9.68.040 Violation - Penalty.
It is unlawful for anyone to fail or refuse to obey any such order proclaimed by the Mayor. Anyone
convicted of a violation of this chapter shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Ord. 432, 1993: Ord. 15, 1961)
(Chapter 9.68 renumbered from 9.40, Ord. 448, Sec. 2, 1994)
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City of Lake Stevens
Appendix 1 – DEFINITIONS
Biological Agents: The FBI WMD Incident Contingency Plan defines biological agents as microorganisms
or toxins from living organism that have infectious or noninfectious properties that produce lethal or
serious effects in plants and animals.
Chemical Agents: The FBI WMD Incident Contingency Plan defines chemical agents as solids, liquids, or
gases that have chemical properties that produce lethal or serious effects in plants and animals.
Common Program Control Broadcast Station: An element of the Emergency Broadcast System. A
primary broadcast station in each operational (local) area assigned the responsibility for coordinating
the operations for the broadcasting of the common programming for the operational area.
Consequence Management: FEMA defines consequence management as measures to protect public
health and safety, restore essential government services, and provide emergency relief to governments,
businesses and individuals affected by the consequences of terrorism.
Crisis Management: The FBI defines crisis management as measures to identify, acquire and plan the
use of resources needed to anticipate, prevent, and/or resolve a threat or act of terrorism.
Damage Assessment: Estimation of damages made after a disaster has occurred which serves as the
basis of the City administrator’s request to the Governor for a declaration of emergency or major
disaster.
Disaster Analysis: The collection, reporting and analysis of disaster related damages to determine the
impact of the damage and to facilitate emergency management of resources and services to the
impacted area.
Disaster Assistance Center: A center set up in the disaster area where individual disaster victims may
receive information concerning available assistance, and apply for the programs for which they are
eligible. The Disaster Assistance Center will house representatives of the federal, state, and local
agencies that deal directly with the needs of the individual victim.
Emergency: “Any hurricane, tornado, storm, flood, high water, wind-driven water, tidal wave, tsunami,
earthquake, volcanic eruption, landslide, mudslide, snowstorm, drought, fire, explosion, or other
catastrophe which requires emergency assistance to save lives and protect public health and safety or to
avert or lessen the threat of a major disaster.” (Public Law 93-288)
Emergency Alert System: Consists of broadcasting stations and interconnecting facilities that have been
authorized by the Federal Communications Commission to operate in a controlled manner during
emergencies.
Emergency Protective Measures: Those efforts to protect life and property against anticipated and
occurring effects of a disaster. These activities generally take place after disaster warning, if any, and
throughout the incident period.
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Emergency Management: The preparation for and the carrying out of all emergency functions, other
than functions for which military forces are primarily responsible, to minimize injury and repair damage
resulting from disasters caused by natural or human caused.
Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan: A Plan prepared by city, county, municipal government,
or a business owner in advance and in anticipation of disasters for the purpose of assuring effective
management and delivery of aid to disaster victims, and providing for disaster prevention, warning,
emergency response, and recovery.
Emergency Worker: Any person who is registered with a state or local emergency management
organization and holds an identification card issued by the state or local emergency management
director for the purpose of engaging in authorized emergency management, or who is an employee of
the State of Washington or any political subdivision thereof who is called upon to perform emergency
tasks.
Individual Assistance: Financial or other aid provided to private citizens to help alleviate hardship and
suffering, and intended to facilitate resumption of their normal way of life prior to disaster.
Major Disaster: “Any hurricane, tornado, storm, flood, high water, wind-driven water, tidal wave,
tsunami, earthquake, volcanic eruption, landslide, mudslide, snowstorm drought, fire, explosion of other
catastrophe in any part of the United States which, in the determination of the President, causes
damage of sufficient severity and magnitude to warrant Major Disaster assistance under PL 93-288,
above and beyond emergency management by the federal government, to supplement the efforts and
available resources of states, local governments, and disaster relief organizations in alleviating the
damage, loss, hardship, or suffering caused thereby.” (Public Law 93-288)
Standard Operating Procedures: A ready and continuous reference to those roles, relationships and
procedures within an organization which are used for the accomplishment of broad or specialized
functions which augment the Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan.
Terrorist Incident: The FBI defines a terrorist incident as a violent act, or an act dangerous to human
life, in violation of the criminal laws of the United States or of any State, to intimidate or coerce a
government, the civilian population, or any segment thereof in furtherance of political or social
objectives.
Tsunami: A wave caused by a submarine disturbance, such as an earthquake or volcanic eruption.
Utility: Structures or systems of any power, water storage, supply and distribution, sewage collection
and treatment, telephone, transportation, or other similar public service.
Voluntary Organization: Any chartered or otherwise duly recognized tax-exempt local, state, national
organization or group which has provided or may provide services to the state, local governments, or
individuals in a major disaster or emergency.
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City of Lake Stevens
Appendix 2 – ACRONYMS
ACCESS
ARC
BPA
CAP
CEMC
CEMO
CEMP
CERT
CFR
CMNET
COE
CP
CPCS
CTED
DAC
DHS
DEM
DNR
DRC
EAS
EM
EMD
EMC
EMO
EMS
ECC
ESCA
ESF
FAA
FEMA
FRP
HAZMAT
HIVA
IC
ICS
JFO
JIC
LEPC
MAST
MSCA
NAWAS
NOAA
PDA
PIO

A Central Computerized Enforcement Service System
American Red Cross
Bonneville Power Administration
Civil Air Patrol
City Emergency Management Coordinator
City Emergency Management Office
Comprehensive Emergency Plan
Community Emergency Response Team
Code of Federal Regulations
Comprehensive Emergency Management Network
Corp of Engineers
Command Post
Common Program Control Station
Community Trade and Economic Development - Washington State
Disaster Assistance Council or Center
Department of Homeland Security
Department of Emergency Management - Snohomish County
Department of Natural Resources
Disaster Recovery Center
Emergency Alert System
Emergency Management
Emergency Management Division of Washington State
Emergency Management Coordinator
Emergency Management Office
Emergency Medical Services
Emergency Coordination Center
Emergency Services Coordinating Agency, South Snohomish County
Emergency Support Function
Federal Aviation Administration
Federal Emergency Management Agency
Federal Response Plan
Hazardous Material
Hazardous Identification and Vulnerability Assessment
Incident Commander
Incident command System
Joint Field Office
Joint Information Center
Local Emergency Planning Committee
Military Assistance to Safety and Traffic
Military Support to Civil Authorities
National Warning System
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
Preliminary Damage Assessment
Public Information Officer
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RACES
RCW
SAR
SARA
SBA
SITREP
SOP
WAC
WMD
USAR

Radio Amateur Civil Emergency Service
Revised Code of Washington
Search and Rescue
Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act
Small Business Administration
Situation Report
Standard Operating Procedure
Washington Administrative Code
Weapons of Mass Destruction
Urban Search and Rescue
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City of Lake Stevens
Appendix 3 – AUTHORITIES & REFERENCE
(Published Separately)
Federal

National Response Framework (NRF) of 2008(as amended).
National Incident Management System (NIMS) of 2004 (as amended).
Public Law 920, “Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950” (as amended).
Public Law 93-288, “Disaster Relief Act of 1974” as amended by PL 100-707, “Robert T. Stafford
Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act”.
Public Law 96-342, “Improved Civil Defense”.
Public Law 99-499, “Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA) of 1986”.

State of Washington
Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan (CEMP) of 2016 (as amended).
Hazard Identification and Vulnerability Analysis (HIVA) of 2009.
Revised Code of Washington (RCW) Chapter 38.52, “Emergency Management”.
Washington Administrative Code (WAC) Chapter 118-04 WAC, “Emergency Worker Program”.
Snohomish County
Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan (CEMP) of 2014 (as amended).
Hazard Identification and Vulnerability Analysis (HIVA) of 2004.
Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan of 2010.
Snohomish County Code (SCC) Chapter 2.36, “Emergency Management”.
City of Lake Stevens
Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan (CEMP) of 2018 (as amended).
Other Federal, State, and County laws, mandates, or guidance, as applicable
Note: The above list is not intended to be all encompassing - additional definitions, glossary, and
reference material are part of most cited supporting publications.
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City of Lake Stevens
Appendix 4 – TRAINING, DRILLS, & EXERCISES
I.

PURPOSE

To provide a structure for evaluating the four principles of emergency management: preparedness,
response, recovery and mitigation. Exercises are part of the preparedness phase. Undertake to prepare
response and recovery efforts from the hazards that cannot be fully mitigated.
II. OPERATIONAL CONCEPTS
A.

General
1.
2.
3.

B.

Consists of the Preparedness Cycle
1.
2.
3.

C.

Community Hazards
New facilities, personnel, or equipment
Problems that keep reoccurring
New/updated Emergency Operation Plans
Skills that need practice
Role clarification

Define the Scope
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

E.

Planning
Training
Exercising

Assess the Needs
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

D.

Preparedness education, training, and exercises are vital to facilitate the
effectiveness of emergency plans and procedures.
Education and training of emergency response personnel takes place at all levels
of government and in volunteer organizations to enhance decision-making
capabilities.
The City of Lake Stevens will utilize all staff in designing, executing, and
evaluating training, exercise, and drill for the public and private sectors.
Snohomish County DEM Training Section can assist with this process.

Functions
Agencies and Personnel
Hazards
Geographical Area
Exercise Type

Statement or Purpose of Exercise
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1.

Goals of Exercise:
a.

Tabletop:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

b.

Functional:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

c.

Takes place in real-time
Employs real people and equipment
Coordinates many agencies
Tests several emergency functions
Activates the EOC
Produces high stress

2.

Focus and Control of Exercise

3.

Objectives of Exercise

Write Exercise Directive:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

G.

Policy and Coordination personnel practice emergency response
Stressful, realistic simulation
Takes place in real-time
Emphasizes emergency functions
EOC is activated

Full-Scale:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

F.

Informal discussion of simulated emergency
No time pressures
Low stress
Evaluates Plans and Procedures
Resolves questions of coordination and responsibility

Invites and/or requires participation in exercise or drill
Written by Chief Elected Official
Serves as an announcement of the exercise
Directs participation of certain parties
Invites participation of other parties

Develop Objectives-SMART:
1.
2.
3.

November 11, 2020

Simple-A good objective is simple and clearly phrased. It is brief and easy to
understand.
Measurable-The objective sets the level of performance, so that the results are
observable and you can tell when the objective has been reached. This doesn’t
necessarily mean you have to set a quantifiable standard.
Achievable-The objective should not be too tough to achieve. An exercise
should be reasonable in light of the county or city resources.
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4.
5.
H.

Realistic-Even though an objective might be achievable, it might not be realistic
given the exercise.
Task-Oriented-Objectives should focus on behaviors or procedures; they should
relate to an individual emergency function.

Compose Introductory Narrative:
The who, what, why, where and when of the event.

I.

Develop Major and Detailed Events in Scenario

J.

List of Expectations

K.

Develop Control Point
An expected action of a player is a prerequisite for the logical, successful completion of
the exercise.

L.

Prepare Problem Statements or Messages

M.

Prepare Exercise Evaluation Form

N.

Evaluate the Exercise

III. RESPONSIBILITIES – PARTICIPATING JURISDICTIONS
The City of Lake Stevens (in coordination with Snohomish County DEM):
A.
B.
C.
D.

Develop and initiate local training and education programs, exercise, and drills for
executives, local government, emergency response personnel, school districts,
emergency workers, private businesses and the general public.
Develop special training programs that address your hazards.
Provide training, drill, and exercise information in annual progress reports to Snohomish
County DEM Training Division.
Conduct various drills and exercises to validate training, plans, and procedures.

November 11, 2020
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City of Lake Stevens
Appendix 5 – DISTRIBUTION
This Plan will be distributed to all participating city agencies, selected county, state, and federal
government agencies, local fire district, the American Red Cross and other volunteer organizations, the
Snohomish County Library System, private organizations, and any other interested parties or individuals.
This Plan is also available on the City of Lake Stevens website, located at
http://www.lakestevenswa.gov/

November 11, 2020
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EMERGENCY SUPPORT FUNCTION (ESF)
INTRODUCTION
The Federal government and many state and local governments, including the City of Lake Stevens,
organize much of their resources and capabilities under 15 Emergency Support Functions (ESF). ESFs
align categories of resources and provide strategic objectives for their use.
During a response, ESFs are a critical mechanism to coordinate functional capabilities and resources
provided by federal, state and local departments and agencies, along with certain private sector and
non-governmental organizations. ESFs may be selectively activated for any incident where an
Emergency has been declared and/or the City of Lake Stevens Emergency Coordination Center has been
activated. Not all incidents result in activation of ESF’s.
ESF’s may be activated to support ECC, city, and/or field activities. The Incident Command System (ICS)
provides for the flexibility to assign ESF’s and other stakeholder resources according to their capabilities,
tasking, and requirements to augment and support the other sections of the City of Lake Stevens
Emergency Coordination Center (ECC)/Regional Response Coordination Center or National Response
Coordination Center in order to respond to incidents in a more collaborative and cross-cutting manner.
While ESF’s are typically assigned to specific sections at the City of Lake Stevens Emergency
Coordination Center for management purposes, resources may be assigned anywhere in the Unified
Command structure. Regardless of the sections in which the ESF may reside, that entity works in
conjunction with other ECC sections to ensure that appropriate planning and execution of missions
occur. For example, if the City of Lake Stevens must perform a mass evacuation, the City of Lake Stevens
ECC would request personnel from ESF #1 (Transportation), ESF #6 (Mass Care, Emergency Assistance,
Housing, and Human Services), ESF #8 (Public Health and Medical Services). These would then be
integrated into a single branch or group within the operations section to ensure effective coordination
of evacuation services.

Rev. August 2018
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EMERGENCY SUPPORT FUNCTION #1
TRANSPORTATION
I.

PURPOSE
To provide a guideline for accessing and coordinating ground, air and water transportation
resources, personnel and support equipment to support emergency operations.

II.

OPERATIONAL CONCEPTS
A. Local ground transportation resources will be coordinated by the Emergency Coordination
Center.
B. Buses may be used to provide transportation support upon request of the Incident Commander
through the Emergency Coordination Center for:
1. Evacuation of the public.
2. Movement of emergency workers to and from staging areas.
3. Movement of special populations.
4. Command centers and protection from the weather, if needed. (Command center usage will
require equipment be supplied by user.)
5. Detention centers.
6. Bus communication systems can be used to gather damage assessment and situation
information
C. Air transportation resources will be coordinated by the Emergency Coordination Center.
1. Local fields and the Lake Stevens may be used to provide an air support role upon request of
the Incident Commander through the Emergency Coordination Center for:
2. Evacuation of injured public to other regional medical centers
3. Arrival point and staging area for emergency supplies and critical equipment (as needed)
4. Arrival and Departure point for visiting state or federal officials
D. Snohomish County Search and Rescue Helicopters will be used for emergency rescue and critical
equipment and supplies transportation.

III.

RESPONSIBILITIES

Rev. August 2018
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A. City of Lake Stevens shall:
1. Maintain list of local transportation resources.
2. Collect cost recovery information after the emergency, disaster or catastrophic event
that was incurred by transportation providers.
B. Lake Stevens School District shall:
1. Provide safe transportation to the students within their jurisdiction.
2. Provide an agency representative to the Emergency Coordination Center when
requested, if available.
3. Make buses, fuel, maintenance, and facility resources available to support emergency
operations, if available.
4. Maintain cost recovery information.

Rev. August 2018
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Appendix 1 TO ESF 1 – Transportation Routes, Facilities & Resources
Highway
State Route 9 is a two lane highway running north and south with access to the city. State Route 204
intersects State Route 9 in Frontier Village area and leads west to Interstate 5. State Route 92 intersects
State Route 9 in the northwest area of the city and leads east to Granite Falls and the Mountain Loop
Highway. 20th Street SE intersects State Route 9 in the south central area of the city and leads west to
Interstate 5 and east to Machias Road. Lundeen Parkway Intersects State Route 9 in the central area of
the city and leads west to State Route 204 and east to downtown Lake Stevens.
Transit Buses
Community Transit (CT) buses operate in Lake Stevens although they do not operate any offices in the
City. Bus stops are located throughout the city with clearly marked signs. Bus capacity varies from 40 –
60 depending on rider analysis by CT.
DART 8225 44th Ave W. Mukilteo, operates 14 and 21 passenger vans or 11 and 18 passenger with
spaces for three wheel-chairs.
School Buses – Lake Stevens School District – Bus barn
The Lake Stevens School District bus barn does have its own source of fuel including maintenance
facilities. The full-sized buses have fuel tank capacity ranges of 50-100 gallons and 24-65 gallons for the
special needs buses.
Lake Stevens Bus Barn Equipment Inventory: Current as of October 2013
Number of Buses

Type of Fuel Used

Adult Seating Capacity

10
26
13
1
1
2
8
1
1

Diesel
Diesel
Diesel
Diesel
Diesel
Diesel
Diesel
Diesel
Diesel

52
51
48
47
20
11
8
7
6

Rev. August 2018

Child Seating Capacity
OR
OR
OR
OR
OR
OR
OR
OR
OR

78
77
72
70
30
22 + 1 W/C
16 + 1 W/C
14 + 1 W/C
12 + 1 W/C
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Equipment Rental Equipment
U-Haul
2402 131st Ave NE
Lake Stevens WA, 98258
(425) 335-5096
Companies with Tractor Trailers or Other Hauling Capabilities
De Jong
3413 Old Hartford Road
Lake Stevens WA, 98258
(425) 252-1556
Marshbank Construction
3304 Old Hartford Rd
Lake Stevens, WA 98258
(425) 377-9708

Rev. August 2018
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EMERGENCY SUPPORT FUNCTION #2
COMMUNICATIONS
I.

PURPOSE
To establish, coordinate, maintain, augment and provide back-up for all channels and methods of
communication needed for emergency response and recovery.

II.

ORGANIZATIONAL CONCEPTS
A. Police and Auxiliary Services Center (SNO911) is the primary radio communications center
providing dispatch for police and fire within the City of Lake Stevens.
B. Radio Amateur Civil Emergency Services (RACES) is the volunteer amateur radio groups that
will provide communication support to the Lake Stevens Emergency Coordination Center.
C. Amateur Radio Emergency Services (ARES) is a volunteer amateur radio group that will
provide communication support to private and volunteer relief organizations.
D. Incident Commander will initiate City of Lake Stevens Emergency Coordination Center
notification via SNO911.
E. Incident Commander and/or emergency management coordinator will coordinate activation
of Emergency Coordination Center radio/communications section.

III.

RESPONSIBILITIES
A. City of Lake Stevens
1. Maintain Emergency Coordination Center communication equipment, supplies, and
back-up systems.
2. Maintain current suggested operating guidelines for disaster communications.
B. SNO911
1. Collect and disseminate emergency and non-emergency information via established and
alternate communication channels to the appropriate public safety agency/department
and/or community coordination center.
2. Facilitate mutual aid requests for law enforcement and fire.
3. Respond to the direction of the appropriate authority in the utilization and dispatch of
resources.
4. Relay public works and utility information to the appropriate agencies/departments.
REV. August 2018
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C. R.A.C.E.S.
1. Provides auxiliary communication support to government.
2. Will serve as net control for the calling frequency.
3. Will define and assign frequencies to be utilized for specific purposes.
D. A.R.E.S.
1. Provides auxiliary communication support for healthcare agencies and volunteer
organizations.

REV. August 2018
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Appendix 1 TO ESF 2 / City of Lake Stevens Communication System
I.

TELEPHONE
Landline telephone service is provided to the City of Lake Stevens through PRI line and an Integra
Phone System. The system is equipped with an uninterruptible power supply and emergency power.
In the event of an onsite equipment failure single line phone service is available through the City
Hall fax machine.

II.

WIRELESS
Verizon Wireless communication devices provide “cell phone” communications. These devices are
also capable of receiving e-mail messages and SMS text messages

III.

RADIO
The City of Lake Stevens has radio communications capabilities in the VHF, 800 Mhz.
A. Emergency Operations Center
1. 800 Mhz – EOC Hail
B. Police Department
1. 800 Mhz System

IV.

COMPUTER
The City of Lake Stevens operates a local area network for computers at the municipal campus. The
network servers are provided with uninterruptible power supplies. The computers in the police
department and Emergency Coordiation Center are provided with emergency backup power.
Access to the internet and email is provided through Comcast Business Class Internet.

REV. August 2018
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Appendix 2 TO ESF 2 / Communication Plan
The initial emergency communications plan is provided in the following section. An incident specific
communications plans should be developed after the Emergency Coordination Center is activated. The
communications plan developed should take in to account the specific type of emergency as well as the
functionality of the different communications systems.
A. The Emergency Coordination Center will monitor the following frequencies:
1. 800MHz Hail
2. 154.055 County DEM
3. Lake Stevens School District Radio Frequencies
B. Emergency communications with the Emergency Coordination Center and:
1. LSSD Emergency Coordination Center Phone Lines
a. 425-335-1606 Main Line
b. 360-618-6221 Fax
c. runner
2. SNO911
a. Police Supervisor Telephone/Text
b. Fire Supervisor Telephone
c. Fire 800 MHz
d. Sheriff 800 MHz
3. DEM
a. 425-388-5060 Main Line
b. 425-423-9152 Fax
c. 800MHz EOC Hail
d. VHF 154.055
e. Monitor Web EOC at https://www.snoco.org/eoc7/default.aspx

REV. August 2018
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Appendix 3 to ESF 2 / Warning
I.

PURPOSE
To provide rapid warning to key officials and the public in the event of an impending or occurring
emergency. The existing warning systems include the Emergency Alert System, SNO911, NOAA
Weather Radio, My State USA Warning System.

II.

OPERATIONAL CONCEPTS
A. Telecommunications when available is the primary method of notification for elected
officials, department directors and their designees. Pagers will also be used when available.
B. The basic objectives of the warning system are:
1. To provide an organized method to disseminate information essential for the protection
of life and to mitigate property damage;
2. To provide for alternative communications and warning systems in the event of failure
or reduced effectiveness of existing systems along with alternative warning efforts by
responding agencies such as door-to-door warning, the use of public address systems
and vehicle sirens.
C. The Emergency Alert System (EAS) is a communications and warning tool that operates
through designated radio and television stations. It is intended to provide local officials with
the means to rapidly disseminate reliable information and warning in the event of an
emergency.
D. The Emergency Alert System is managed and activated by the Snohomish County
Department of Emergency Management Director or his/her designee. SNO911 is designated
as the primary Emergency Alert System site with Snohomish County Department of
Emergency Management as the alternate. All Emergency Alert System messages will be
coordinated through the Snohomish County Department of Emergency Management
Emergency Coordination Center.
E. My State USA is a computer system that currently utilizes landlines to communicate directly
to specific geographical areas by providing a recorded message regarding situations
affecting the geographic area chosen by emergency responders. The system is activated by
Snohomish County Department of Emergency Management and/or SNO911. It is anticipated
this technology will also be able to send messages to cell phones within the specific
geographic area within the next couple of years also.

III.

RESPONSIBILITIES
A. Incident commander request EAS activation through SNO911.
B. SNO911 is the primary warning point for fire and law enforcement.

REV. August 2018
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C. The City of Lake Stevens Emergency Management Coordinator is responsible for notification
of elected officials, department directors and the public. Sample warning notifications are
located in the Lake Stevens Public Information Plan toolkit.

REV. August 2018
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Warning Templates
Pre-scripted Message – General Road Closure
This is (name/title) of the Lake Stevens Police Department. Because of (type of incident) the following
roads/routes are currently closed and or have detours set up: (Closed Roads with detours if available)
Drivers can expect a delay of up to (estimate duration) and should make alternate plans or take
alternate routes if feasible. Do not call 911 unless you have a life-threatening emergency. For more
information please tune your radio to KIRO 710 or KOMO 1000 or local news stations for more updates.
Pre-scripted Message – Hazardous Material Incident – Evacuation
This is (name and title) of the Lake Stevens Police Department. We have experienced a (type of
incident, i.e. Tanker Vehicle Collision). A release of (type of material in laymen’s terms e.g. A poisonous
gas) has occurred. You are urged to leave your home or business immediately if you live or work in the
following area (describe area and give markers as exact as possible). Do not delay. If you need
transportation assistance, call (hotline #) immediately. Shelter is being provided at (give location if
open). The following transportation routes have been established and are currently open for your use:
List roads, directions (N,S,E,W) and mile markers if known. Do not call 911 unless you have a life
threatening emergency. Please tune your radio to KIRO 710 or KOMO 1000 or local news stations for
more updates.
Pre-scripted Message – General Flood
This is (name and title) of the Lake Stevens Police Department. The recent (weather or special situation
i.e. heavy rain, snow melt landslide, volcano), has caused flooding along the (river, lakeshore). Persons
living or driving near any river or stream should be alert for rapidly rising water and water over
roadways. Currently the following routes are (open or closed): List specific roads and hazard spots
here. If you have a life threatening emergency, call 911. If you have important emergency information
to report to public safety officials please call 360-403-3600. For update information on flood waters and
roads call the flood information line at 425-388-3702. Please tune into radio station KIRO 710 or KOMO
1000 or local news stations for more updates.

REV. August 2018
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EMERGENCY SUPPORT FUNCTION #3
PUBLIC WORKS, ENGINEERING, AND BUILDING SERVICES
I.

PURPOSE
To provide for coordination of county and city public works departments, engineering services and
structural engineers to protect, maintain and restore roads, structures, and lifelines exclusive of
power and natural gas.

II.

ORGANIZATIONAL CONCEPTS
A. Emergency public works, engineering, and building services provide for:
1. The inspection of facilities for structural condition and safety.
2. Demolition of unsafe structures.
3. Debris and wreckage clearance.
4. Temporary repair of essential facilities.
5. Damage assessment.
6. Transportation system restoration and maintenance.
B. Neighboring jurisdictions will provide support as requested through mutual aid pacts.
C. The City of Lake Stevens shall be responsible for its own emergency repairs and restoration of
services. All requests for assistance will be forwarded to the City of Lake Stevens Emergency
Management Coordinator, who will coordinate with the Snohomish County Department of
Emergency Management.
D. The City of Lake Stevens Emergency Management Coordinator will forward damage assessment
and situation reports to the Snohomish County Department of Emergency Management.
E. The City of Lake Stevens Public Works will provide a representative to the unified command at
the City of Lake Stevens Emergency Coordination Center.

III.

RESPONSIBILITIES
A. The City of Lake Stevens Emergency Coordinations Center shall:
1. Maintain public works resource information as identified by public works agencies and
departments.

Rev. August 2018
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2. Develop and maintain lists of structural engineers and other resources critical to damage
assessment and determining structural integrity of buildings.
B. The City of Lake Stevens Public Works Department shall:
1. Coordinate with the Public Utilities District and Lake Stevens Sewer District to maintain
operation of water and sanitary sewer facilities.
2. Coordinate with the Public Utilities District and Lake Stevens Sewer District to Control and
repair water and sanitary sewer leaks.
3. Provide damage assessment information during and following a major emergency, disaster
or catastrophic event to the Emergency Coordination Center.
4. Identify and report status of critical facilities and routes and provide information to the City
of Lake Stevens Emergency Coordination Center.
5. Identify and provide local and agency resource information to Emergency Coordination
Center.
6. Assess and report damage to the Emergency Coordination Center.
7. Coordinate removal of debris and wreckage as necessary to facilitate open transportation
routes and detours for the first response community.
8. Provide barricade and road/bridge closure equipment as needed.
9. Request mutual aid as provided for in the Washington State Public Work Mutual Aid
Agreement via the Lake Stevens Emergency Coordination Center.
10. Request additional resources exclusive of mutual aid through the Lake Stevens Emergency
Coordination Center.
11. Develop and maintain suggested operating procedures outlining emergency, disaster and
catastrophic responsibilities and activities.
12. Provide equipment and manpower as requested and if available.
13. Assist with Identifying critical facilities and routes and provide information to the Emergency
Coordination Center.
14. Assess and report damage to the Lake Stevens Emergency Coordination Center.
15. Provide damage assessment information during and following a major emergency, disaster
or catastrophic event to the Lake Stevens Emergency Coordination Center.
16. Develop and maintain suggested operating procedures outlining emergency, disaster and
catastrophic responsibilities and activities.
Rev. August 2018
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17. Provide equipment and manpower as requested and if available.
18. Provide geographical information system support to the community coordination center.
19. Develop and maintain suggested operating procedures.
C. The City of Lake Stevens Planning Department shall:
1. Develop and maintain procedures for post event evaluation, assessment, and posting of
placards of city facilities.
2. Develop and maintain procedures for post event evaluation, assessment, and posting of
placards on buildings within the city.
3. Provide equipment and manpower as requested and if available.
4. Develop and maintain suggested operating procedures outlining emergency, disaster and
catastrophic responsibilities and activities.

Rev. August 2018
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EMERGENCY SUPPORT FUNCTION #4
FIRE SERVICE
I.

INTRODUCTION
A. Purpose
To provide an organizational framework that will effectively utilize all available firefighting
apparatus and personnel within the City of Lake Stevens, control the dispatching of such
equipment and man power to locations where needed, and provide for effective operations at
the scene during an emergency/disaster.
B. Scope
This ESF addresses all firefighting activities including the detection and suppression of wild land,
rural and urban fires occurring separately or coincidentally with a significant natural or
technological disaster. The scope of this section will not attempt to address details regarding
mutual aid and regional fire mobilization responsibilities and procedures that are contained in
other document.

II.

POLICIES
A. Priority is given to firefighter and public safety.
B. NIMS/ICS are used to manage emergency and disaster operations.
C. Firefighting processes and procedures will align with the Northwest Coordinating Group.
D. The Snohomish County Emergency Medical Services and the Emergency Medical Program
Director Patient Care Protocols is the emergency medical services (EMS) standard of care in
Snohomish County.
E. The Snohomish County Critical Incident Stress Management Team will provide defusings and
debriefings, and personal or interpersonal support for fire personnel and their families when
requested by their respective agency.
F. Fire service mutual aid will be exhausted or nearly exhausted prior to requesting regional or
state fire mobilization resources or when requested by the fire department or incident
commander.
G. SNO911 is the designated public safety answering point (E 9-1-1 dispatch center) for the
dispatch of fire mobilization resources.
H. Each local, state or federal agency will assume the full cost of protection of the lands within
its respective boundaries unless other arrangements are made. Fire protection agencies
should not incur costs in jurisdictions outside their area without reimbursement unless

Rev. August 2018
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there is a local mutual aid agreement between those jurisdictions. It is essential that the
issue of financial limitation be clarified through proper official channels for efficient delivery
of fire services.
I.

Coordination with and support of state and local fire suppression organizations is
accomplished as defined in the state fire mobilization plan.

J.

National support for local and state firefighting operations is coordinated through the
National Interagency Coordinating Center (NICC) located at the National Fire Center (NIFC)
in Boise, ID. This is coordinated among the State Fire Marshal or Washington State
Emergency Operations Center (SEOC) and the Joint Field Office (JFO).

K. Wild land fire operations will adhere to NWWCG protocols and standards.
III.

CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS
A. During emergencies or disasters, Lake Stevens Fire will mobilize all available apparatus and
personnel available to manage the incident. Mutual aid agreements are activated when
initial resources are inadequate. When mutual aid and local resources are exhausted or
nearly exhausted, the provisions for regional and state fire mobilization apply.
B. The Snohomish County Fire Chiefs Association (SCFCA) Emergency Management Committee
is responsible for emergency resource and response planning within fire services and
maintain the Snohomish County Fire Resource Plan (SCFRP). The SCFRP will be utilized for
assessing, requesting and directing fire resources.
C. When activated, the Snohomish County Fire Resource Plan will designate a fire coordinator
for overall coordination of fire service resources. The fire coordinator may operate from a
field command post or the SC-EOC, as necessary. County and municipal fire departments will
report available resources and request resources through the Snohomish County fire
coordinator as directed.
D. Upon occurrence of a disaster, such as an earthquake, Lake Stevens Fire will make initial
assessments of their personnel, apparatus, equipment and facilities and report the
information to the fire coordinator in the SC-EOC.
E. Fire service personnel unable to reach normal work location will report to the nearest fire
station for duty.
F. Fire service personnel may conduct “windshield surveys” when possible and report the
information to the SC-EOC

IV.

RESPONSIBILITIES GENERAL- All primary and supporting ESF agencies must have established
disaster related policies, systems and procedures for:
A. Personnel accountability, safety, lines of authority and succession.
B. Providing logistical support to their personnel and equipment.
C. Facility / Infrastructure damage assessment and reporting.

Rev. August 2018
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D. Continuity of operations to maintain essential services.
E. Facility / Infrastructure repair and restoration.
V.

RESPONSIBILITIES PRIMARY
A. Lake Stevens Fire Department should:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.

Provide fire suppression and immediate life safety services.
Request mutual aid resources as needed.
Maintain readiness of firefighting personnel and equipment resources.
Conduct fire investigation activities within respective jurisdiction or in conjunction
with the Snohomish County Fire Marshal’s Office.
Mitigate fire hazards through fire prevention programs.
Conduct windshield surveys and provide information to appropriate PSAP or EOC.
Staff the EOC with a fire coordinator when indicated or requested.

B. Snohomish County Municipal Fire Departments and Fire Districts should:
i.
ii.
iii.
VI.

Provide fire suppression and immediate life safety services.
Conduct light and heavy rescue operations as appropriate to level or training and
available equipment.
Maintain readiness of firefighting personnel and equipment resources.

RESPONSIBILITIES SUPPORTING
A. Snohomish County Department of Emergency Management should:
i.
ii.
iii.

Open SC-EOC in support of fire operations as indicated.
Maintain 24-hour duty officer coverage in support of fire operations.
Provide representation to the fire coordinator emergency management committee
and other fire service related activities as appropriate.

B. SNO911 should:
i.

Maintain adequate staffing and operational status in support of fire resource
dispatch responsibilities.

C. Snohomish County PUD (Water Department) should:
i.

Repair and/or maintain water mains and systems.

D. Snohomish County PUD #1 should:
i.

Respond to incident sites and render safe (turn off) electrical power as
appropriate/directed by the Incident Commander.

E. Snohomish County Natural Gas Service Providers (Puget Sound Energy and Cascade Natural
Gas) should:
Rev. August 2018
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i.

Respond to incident sites and render safe (turn off) natural gas service as
appropriate/directed by the Incident Commander.

F. Lake Stevens Police Department should:
i.

Support fire suppression operations with crowd/traffic control and criminal
investigations, when indicated.

G. American Red Cross Snohomish County Chapter should:
i.

Coordinate the provision of basic human needs and shelter for persons who are
displace due to residences being uninhabitable due to fire damage.

H. Washington State Department of Natural Resources should:
i.
I.

Washington State Department of Transportation should:
i.

J.

Provide overhead resources when the event is a wild land or wild land interface fire
and requested.

Support fire command and operations when a fire affects state highways.

Washington State Patrol should:
i.

Participate in fire command operations when a fire affects state highways.

K. Snohomish County Critical Incident Stress Management Team should:
i.

Rev. August 2018
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allow and as requested by their agencies.
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EMERGENCY SUPPORT FUNCTION (ESF) #5
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
I.

INTRODUCTION
A.

Purpose
The purpose of Emergency Support Function (ESF) 5, Emergency Management is
coordination and overall management of the resources of the City of Lake Stevens
in responding to a large scale emergency or disaster. The goal is to insure that the
emergency management efforts are coordinated, efficient, and effective.’

B.

Scope
The following activities come under the purview of emergency management:
1. Support all City departments and community agencies involved in emergency
preparedness, planning, response, and recovery.
2. Provide planning and coordination of all City emergency response activities.
3. Coordinate and maintain the City’s Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan
(CEMP) and the City Emergency Coordination Center Standard Operating Guide
(SOG).
4. Coordinate activities related to the emergency/disaster preparedness of the citizens
of the City of Lake Stevens.
5. Provide planning and training to ensure that the City Emergency Coordination
Center (ECC) is equipped and ready to support the emergency operations of the city.
6. Facilitate emergency requests for resources and assistance beyond the capabilities
and resources of the City of Lake Stevens.

II.

POLICIES
A. For the purposes of program management and establishment of the City ECC, the
emergency management function is assigned to the City of Lake Stevens.
B. Incident management within the City of Lake Stevens will conform to the National Incident
Management System (NIMS) and utilize the Incident Command System (ICS).
C. All City departments will provide support within their capability to local incident response
and the staffing and operation of the ECC.
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III.

SITUATION
A.

Emergency/Disaster Conditions and Hazards
The City of Lake Stevens is vulnerable to the effects of flooding, extreme wind and
storm, earthquake damage, fire, and possible effects of a hazardous material release.
These hazards could cause damage such that evacuation and emergency sheltering
would be necessary. While other hazards are possible, they are not expected to
produce significant damage or require extreme response measures.

B.

Planning Assumptions
1. Emergency response resources in the City of Lake Stevens are limited and will
require external support for a large or prolonged incident.
2. All organizations supporting emergency operations in the city must actively share
and compare information throughout the disaster event.
3. Information concerning the emergency situation will be obtained from various
government and public organizations, and private individuals. An information
process must be in place to verify incoming information and include a system to
dispel rumors.
4. Any activation of the City of Lake Stevens ECC will require notification of the
Snohomish County DEM and ECC.
5. Implementing damage assessment procedures early in an emergency situation will
expedite information collection for relief and assistance efforts.

IV.

CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS
A. The City of Lake Stevens supports mitigation actions to eliminate or reduce disaster
damages and injury. Mitigation also includes public and business education and
preparedness activities, preparation and testing of response and recovery plans, and the
application of appropriate land use planning, codes, and permitting.
B. As deemed necessary, the Mayor will declare an emergency. In the event the Mayor is not
available, an emergency may be declared by the Mayor Pro Tem, or the City Administrator.
C. In the event of an emergency or disaster or the likelihood of a significant emergency or
disaster, any of the following individuals may activate the City ECC, initiate incident
response and advise the Mayor and City Administrator of the nature of the emergency and
the significance of the risk for damage. Incident response and ECC activation will not be
delayed waiting formal notifications.
Kevin O’Brien, District 8 Fire Chief
John D. Dyer, Police Chief
Jeff Beazizo, Police Commander
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Craig Valvick, Police Sergeant
Eric Durpos, Director of Public Works
D. In the event of an emergency or disaster the Lake Stevens Police Department or the Lake
Stevens Police Department’s Emergency Management Coordinator will:
1.
2.
3.
4.
V.

Begin key personnel notifications and request staffing for the ECC.
Notify the Snohomish DEM or ECC of the activation and nature of the
emergency.
Activate volunteer amateur radio operators and other volunteers.
Notify adjacent jurisdictions.

RESPONSIBILITIES
A. All City departments shall insure continuity of government by designating more than one
individual in their organizations who are capable of directing and controlling the resources
of their department in times of emergency.
B. All City departments will designate individuals who can be assigned to support ECC
operations.
C. All City departments will provide situation reports and damage assessments as appropriate
to the City of Lake Stevens ECC, who in turn forwards to the Snohomish County DEM ECC.

VI.

RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS
Resource requirements will be unique to each emergency or disaster.

VII.

REFERENCES

VIII.

TERMS & DEFINITIONS
See Appendix 2, Definitions and Acronyms

IX.

TABS
A. TAB A
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TAB A - Volunteer Management
I.

VOLUNTEER & DONATIONS MANAGEMENT

A. The City of Lake Stevens will coordinate volunteer resources to augment emergency
response when a citywide disaster overwhelms professional emergency response resources.
II.

OPERATIONAL CONCEPTS

A. Volunteers acting of their own accord during an emergency should exercise common sense
in responding to minor incidents in their immediate area and be willing to direct the efforts
of other citizens.
B. Volunteer organizations should not respond to an incident or congregate care sites unless
directed by the ECC. Agencies should establish formal agreements with the City of Lake
Stevens to be included in municipally managed emergency response efforts.
C. All volunteers are expected to defer to the direction of the incident commander or to any
emergency response professional that appears on the scene. The incident commander has
the authority to restrict access to a scene.
D. Requests for volunteer resources and services will be coordinated through the Human
Resources Unit at the ECC.
E. General volunteers who have received specific preparedness training such as Community
Emergency Response Training (CERT) may be asked to monitor local conditions and provide
general damage assessment information to the ECC or to provide local public information in
their neighborhoods.
F. Individual or spontaneous volunteers not affiliated with a voluntary agency must register
with the Human Resources Unit of the ECC (or field equivalent) and depending upon
circumstances may not be deployed. Individual or spontaneous volunteers may be directed
to the United Way of Snohomish County or other disaster volunteer management groups to
respond to and provide relief during and after emergencies.
G. Volunteers are protected by and will abide by the State Good Samaritan Law and the
Washington Administrative Code (WAC) 118-04 which implements the provisions of RCW
38.52 by establishing the procedures and qualifications for registration of "emergency
workers" (volunteers) and explains how the compensation program is administered.
Volunteer Protection Act of 1997.
H. Each voluntary agency will designate one representative and one alternate who will be
contacted by the ECC as their services are required.
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III.

RESPONSIBILITIES

A. The responsibilities listed herein are not intended to be departmental checklists. Each
agency will develop internal policies and procedures to perform its assigned duties. At the
discretion of the incident commander not all functions may be performed and nor all
agencies used.
B. City of Lake Stevens Emergency Coordination Center should:
1. Coordinates overall strategic disaster response during a major emergency or
disaster.
2. Secures additional resources through state and federal agencies as needed.
3. Coordinates dissemination of critical public information and instructions regarding
volunteer requirements.
4. Facilitates communication with key agency personnel during a disaster.
5. Establishes formal agreements with voluntary agencies in advance of an emergency.
A. United Way should:
1. Establishes a volunteer center to act as a lead agency for emergency volunteer
coordination during a disaster affecting Snohomish County.
IV.

SUPPORT AGENCIES

A. In addition to the specific functions listed below, voluntary organizations may be requested
by the ECC to enhance emergency response by performing the following roles:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Assist evacuation of persons and animals
Staff congregate care facilities and animal emergency shelters
Act as neighborhood public information officers
Assist local vulnerable residents
Assist traffic management
Provide initial local assessment
Conduct area sweep for victims
Assist local communication links

B. Amateur Radio Emergency Services (ARES) should:
1. Relays damage assessment information between the disaster site and the ECC as
requested by the ECC. Provides equipment and resources to enhance emergency
communications capabilities between the ECC, congregate care facilities, incident sites,
command posts, hospitals, and other critical locations.
2. Provides communication support to volunteer agencies as needed. Assists with warning
and emergency information dissemination as directed by the incident commander or
the ECC. Supports the ECC public information section with communications capabilities
as needed.
Rev. August 2018
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C. Snohomish County American Red Cross should:
1. Acts as the lead agency for sheltering operations and the services associated therein if
available.
2. Operates a disaster welfare inquiry system to document the location and welfare of
victims and displaced persons.
3. Provides food services at congregate care facilities, the incident site, or other sites as
able.
4. Provides basic first aid assistance at non-critical medical mass care sites or congregate
care facilities as able.
5. Assists the EOC with public information dissemination at congregate care facilities and
mobile assistance units.
6. Provides assistance in directing the efforts of individual and spontaneous volunteers.
7. Assists with referral of disaster victims to appropriate community resources or local,
state, or federal agencies for additional assistance.
8. Activates its Air Incident Response Team to perform the mental health and volunteer
coordination functions at an aviation disaster.
D. Community Patrols should:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

Monitors local conditions and provides a general damage assessment to the ECC.
Provides traffic control in local areas as needed.
Provides local public information as directed by the ECC.
Helping Hands Food Bank
Serves as the primary clearinghouse for all food donations to the City during a disaster.
May serve as the primary clearinghouse for all material good donations to the City
during a disaster.
G. Maintains an inventory of food supplies and communicates inventory to the EOC upon
request.
H. Works with the EOC to distribute food donations to congregate care centers and other
agencies conducting disaster relief activities.

E. Salvation Army should:
1. Coordinates with the American Red Cross to provide food services to disaster victims at
congregate care facilities and evacuation centers and to emergency responders at the
incident site and other locations as able.
V.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
A. All state and federal assistance is coordinated through Snohomish County Emergency
Coordination Center.
B. WA State chapter of voluntary agencies may be able to provide additional assistance.
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EMERGENCY SUPPORT FUNCTION #6
MASS CARE, HOUSING and HUMAN SERVICES
I.

PURPOSE
To provide for the utilization of public and private facilities to shelter displaced persons; and to
organize and maintain the capability to furnish basic needs to individuals in the event of an
emergency, disaster or catastrophic event.

II.

OPERATIONAL CONCEPTS
A. The Department of Homeland Security/FEMA has the responsibility by Public Law 93-288 to
provide mass care, which includes long-term shelter and feeding.
B. Public shelter may be required for the short-term and may be provided by the Snohomish
County Chapter of the American Red Cross if they are available.
C. The City of Lake Stevens Emergency Management Coordinator will coordinate shelter and mass
care requirements with the Snohomish County Department of Emergency Management.
D. Interim short-term shelter resources will be developed at the local level to address immediate
response needs with the Lake Stevens Disaster Task Force.

III.

RESPONSIBILITIES
A. City of Lake Stevens
1. Identify and maintain a resource list of the private and public facilities necessary to meet the
needs of short-term sheltering which will be listed as a resource in this document.
2. Maintain suggested operating guidelines for sheltering in-place.
3. Identify alternate care shelter areas for those with special needs, such as space within local
Skilled Care Facilities.
4. Maintain shelter supplies given to the City by the Snohomish County Chapter of the
American Red Cross.
5. Provide resource support for the movement of shelter supplies when a shelter is deemed
necessary and an appropriate facility has been identified.
6. Provide damage assessment/structural survey of identified shelter facilities prior to public
occupancy after an earthquake.
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EMERGENCY SUPPORT FUNCTION #7
RESOURCE SUPPORT
I.

PURPOSE
To identify local resources and emergency resource needs. Provide a system for prioritization,
utilization and reimbursement of those resources during times of emergency.

II.

OPERATIONAL CONCEPTS
A. To assure that up-to-date listings are maintained of the exact resource capability of local
jurisdictions and the private sector.
B. To prioritize, allocate and conserve local resources to serve the greatest good.

III.

RESPONSIBILITIES
A. The City of Lake Stevens Emergency Management Coordinator will collect and maintain a
database of resources that may be available during emergency, disaster and catastrophic events
to save lives and mitigate damage.
B. Public and private agencies and departments will provide the City of Lake Stevens Emergency
Management Coordinator with an up-to-date list of resources (including equipment, materials
and personnel) that may be available for the City of Lake Stevens or other governmental entities
during emergency, disaster and catastrophic events to save lives, assist with response, preserve
the environment and mitigate damage.
C. The City of Lake Stevens Emergency Management Coordinator will work with local businesses,
congregations and private entities to develop memorandums of understanding (MOU) that will
assist the local government help the community with overall response and recovery efforts.
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Essential Operations
Lake Stevens Emergency Management has identified the following critical facilities and personnel:
1. City Facilities
Facility
City Hall
Police Department
Public Works Building

Location
1812 Main Street
2211 Grade Road
1812 Main Street

Contact Number
425-622-9400
425-622-9401
425-622-9403

2. School Districts
Facility
Educational Service Center
Lake Stevens High School
North Lake Middle School
Cavelero Mid-High School
Sunnycrest Elementary School
Glenwood Elementary School
Highland Elementary School
Hillcrest Elementary School
Lake Stevens Middle School
Mt. Pilchuck Elementary School
Skyline Elementary School
Early Learning Center

Location
12309 22nd St NE
2908 113th Ave NE
2202 123rd Ave NE
8220 24th St SE
3411 99th Ave NE
2221 103rd Ave SE
3220 113th Ave NE
9315 4th St SE
1031 91st Ave SE
1031 91st Ave NE
1033 91st Ave SE
9317 4th St SE

Contact Number
425-335-1500
425-335-1515
425-335-1530
425-397-1629
425-335-1535
425-335-1510
425-335-1585
425-335-1545
425-335-1544
425-335-1564
425-335-1587
425-335-1643

3. Utilities
Facility
Snohomish County PUD #1
Puget Sound Energy
Comcast
Republic Services (garbage)
Waste Management

Location
2320 California St, Everett
10885 NE 4th St, Bellevue
15815 25th Av W, Lynnwood
21309 66th Av W, Lynnwood
6211 234th St SE, Woodinville

Contact Number
425-783-1000
800-225-5773
877-824-2288
425-778-0188
800-592-9995

4. Churches
Facility
Elim Lutheran Church
Ebenezer Lutheran Church
Holy Cross Catholic Church
Lake Stevens Assembly of God
Rev. August 2018

Location
11504 26th St NE, LKS
2111 117th Av NE, LKS
6915 SR 92, LKS
9805 31st Pl NE, LKS

Contact Number
425-334-1911
425-334-0421
360-691-2636
425-334-3700
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Lake Country Baptist Church
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints

8830 8th St SE, LKS
10120 Chapel Hill Rd, LKS

425-334-9089
425-377-8921

5. Transportation Services
Facility
Community Transit
D.A.R.T. (Dial-A-Ride)
Everett Transit
Island Transit
Metro Transit
Sound Transit

Location

Contact Number
425-353-7433
425-353-7433
425-257-7777
800-240-8747
206-553-3000
206-398-5000

6. Hospitals
Facility
Cascade Valley Hospital
Children’s Hospital
Harborview Medical Center
Northwest Hospital
Providence Regional Med Ctr
Stevens Hospital
Evergreen Hospital

Location
330 S. Stillaguamish Ave, ARL
4800 Sandpoint Way NE, SEA
325 9th Av, SEA
1550 N 115th St, SEA
1700 13th St, EVT
21601 76th Av W, EDM
14701 179th Av SE, MON

Contact Number
360-435-2133
206-526-2222
206-731-3000
206-368-1765
425-261-2000
425-640-4000
360-794-7497

7. Walk-In Clinics
Facility
Everett Clinic – Gunderson
Everett Clinic – LKS
Everett Clinic – MAR
Everett Clinic – SNO
Everett Clinic – ARL

Location
3927 Rucker Ave, EVT
8910 Vernon Rd, LKS
4420 76th St NE, MAR
401 Second St, SNO
2901 174th St NE, ARL

Contact Number
425-259-0966
425-397-1700
360-651-7490
360-563-8600
360-454-1900

8. Food Banks
Facility
Volunteers of America
Lake Stevens Food Bank
Granite Falls Food Bank
Marysville Food Bank
Snohomish Food Bank
Arlington Food Bank
Rev. August 2018

Location
1230 Broadway, EVT
2111 117th Av NE, LKS
215 S Granite Av, GRF
4150 88th St NE, MAR
1330 Ferguson Park Rd, SNO
18810 59th Dr NE, ARL

Contact Number
425-259-3192
425-334-3430
360-691-4253
360-658-1054
360-568-7993
360-435-1631
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9. Fire Departments
Facility
Lake Stevens Fire
Snohomish Fire
Marysville Fire
Getchell Fire
Arlington Fire
Everett Fire

Location
1825 S Lk Stevens Rd, LKS
1525 Avenue D, SNO
1094 Cedar Av, MAR
8424 99th Av NE, ARL
12131 228th St NE, ARL
2930 Wetmore, EVT

Contact Number
425-334-3034
360-568-2141
360-363-8500
360-659-6400
360-435-3311
425-257-8100

10. Parks
Facility
Lundeen Park
Sunset Park
Wyatt Park
Lake Stevens Community Park
Cavalero Dog Park
Frontier Heights
Eagle Ridge

Rev. August 2018

Location
10020 Lundeen Parkway, LKS
410 E Lake Stevens Rd, LKS
10508 Chapel Hill Rd, LKS
1601 N Machias Rd, LKS
2032 79th Av SE, LKS
Frontier Circle, LKS

Contact Number
425-334-1012
425-388-6600
425-388-6600
425-388-6600
425-388-6600

Soper Hill Road, LKS
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EMERGENCY SUPPORT FUNCTION #8
HEALTH AND MEDICAL SERVICES
I.

PURPOSE
To provide emergency medical, public health, mental health, definitive hospital care, recovery
and mortuary services during and after a declared emergency, disaster or catastrophic event.

II.

OPERATIONAL CONCEPTS
A.

In the event of an emergency, disaster or catastrophic event, Providence Hospital –
Everett Colby Campus is the county's Hospital Bed Control.

B. Hospitals will assess their capability and report information to hospital control in
accordance with Hospital Emergency Plans.
C. The Snohomish County Medical Examiner’s Office has jurisdiction over bodies of all
deceased persons who come to their death suddenly when in apparent good health
without medical attention within the thirty-six (36) hours preceding death.
D. The City of Lake Stevens may be overwhelmed with casualties.
E. Many patients may self refer to Cascade Valley Hospital & Clinics and private local
physician and clinic offices.
F. Emergency medical service agencies may also be called upon to establish and staff local
provisional emergency medical care facilities and may also be called upon to provide
health care services to local evacuation centers until such time as hospitals are available
and accessible.
G. Triage/Aid station locations and capabilities may be developed at the municipal levels
within the zones for medical observation areas. Both primary and alternate locations
shall be identified.
III.

RESPONSIBILITIES
A. Lake Stevens Fire Department
1. Provide triage, treatment, and transport of sick and injured.
2. Assist in establishing and staffing community triage sites in the occurrence of
a major regional event or if hospital services are unavailable or overwhelmed
as personnel and resources are available.
3. Provide situation reports to the Emergency Coordination Center.
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4. Assist in systematic search, extrication and rescue operations to affected
areas.
5. Establish, facilitate and coordinate prearranged aircraft landing zones for
emergency airlift of critically injured, sick patients.
6. Assist in temporary staffing of evacuation shelters for evaluation and minor
treatment of evacuees if resources and personnel are available.
B. Cascade Valley Hospital and Clinics
1. Provide triage and treatment of patients.
2. Assist in establishing and staffing community triage sites in the occurrence of
a major regional event as personnel and resources are available.
3. Provide situation reports to the Emergency Coordination Center.
C. Snohomish Health District
1. Assess community needs following a declared emergency, disaster or
catastrophic event and coordinate all public health issues.
2. Assist the Medical Examiner in coordinating mortuary services.
3. Coordinate and provide environmental health consultation services.
4. Assist with mortuary services by issuing death certificates and burial permits.
5. Manage and provide preventative communicable disease related services.
6. Assist in the coordination of access to non-emergency medical care for the
public.
7. Provide environmental health consultation services concerning food, water,
housing and waste sanitation.
8. Coordinate distribution of sanitary facilities i.e., portable toilets and showers.
D. Snohomish County Medical Reserve Corps
1. May assist with triage and/or hospital and shelter care as requested and
available.
E. American Red Cross
1. May have nurses available in shelter locations to provide basic first aid and
non-emergency health services.
Rev. August 2018
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Appendix 1 to ESF 8 – Mass Casualty
Mass Casualty
The City of Lake Stevens will coordinate mass casualty incident response to minimize loss of life and
human suffering. A mass casualty incident is an event with critical injuries or deaths exceeding the
normal response capability of an emergency medical services organization. A major earthquake,
hazardous materials release, or acts of terrorism are examples of emergencies where a mass casualty
incident might occur.
I.

OPERATIONAL CONCEPTS
A. Direction and control of emergency medical functions at hospitals remain the responsibility
of each facility's management and staff during a mass casualty incident.
B. The City of Lake Stevens will make a reasonable effort to triage known family members to
the same hospital.
C. The City of Lake Stevens may activate a congregate care facility to deliver non-critical mass
medical care to ease congestion at area hospitals. Hospitals may also establish additional
areas to deliver non-critical mass medical care and triage.
D. During a mass casualty incident, qualified medical providers, non-acute care hospitals,
outpatient clinics and other medical facilities should be prepared to treat minor injuries and
perform triage when necessary.
E. If normal communications are disrupted during a disaster, medical personnel are
encouraged to report to the hospital where they practice for possible reassignment.
F. The Washington State Troopers will augment local search and rescue efforts to support a
mass casualty incident.
G. The State Medical Examiner’s Office should be contacted as soon as practicable when a
mass casualty incident has been identified.
H. A Hospital Emergency Alert Response Network (HEARNet) will be established between
emergency medical responders and area hospital. Efforts to include hospitals outside the
local area will be made as necessary and as technological capabilities allow.
I.

Responders at a hazardous materials incident and medical facilities receiving victims from a
hazardous materials site will ensure they fully understand the incident commander’s
situational assessment and take full precautions to protect themselves.

J.

During a mass casualty incident caused by a chemical, biological, radiological, or nuclear
event, the City of Lake Stevens may provide security at hospital emergency rooms to
prevent further contamination.
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K. Initial victim decontamination must be performed in the field to minimize further
contamination as not all hospitals may have adequate decontamination facilities.
L. The ECC in coordination with area hospitals will request a Disaster Medical Assistance Team
immediately upon awareness that an incident may overload area hospitals.
M. The City of Lake Stevens will coordinate a locally based response to support a mass casualty
incident in a neighboring community.
II.

RESPONSIBILITIES
The responsibilities listed herein are not intended to be departmental checklists. Each agency will
develop internal policies and procedures to perform its assigned duties. At the discretion of the
incident commander not all functions may be performed and nor all agencies used.
Primary Agencies
A. City of Lake Stevens Emergency Coordination Center
1. Coordinates overall strategic disaster response during a major emergency or
disaster.
2. Secures additional resources through county, state and federal agencies as needed.
3. Coordinates with and supports requests from field agencies during a major
emergency or disaster.
4. Assumes strategic long-term planning for a mass casualty incident.
5. Coordinates dissemination of critical public information and instructions, including
public health advisories, evacuation instructions, and shelter information.
6. Notifies area hospitals immediately upon identification of a mass casualty incident.
7. Coordinates with local hospitals to determine the need to request outside resources
immediately upon awareness that an incident may overload area hospitals.
8. Ensures activation of communication links between emergency responders and area
hospitals, including HEAR-Net activation.
9. Directs coordination of patient needs, transportation, and hospital capabilities
between field units and area hospitals.
10. Assists the County medical examiner in the establishment of local morgues.
B. Cascade Valley Hospital and Clinics
1. Provides medical care.
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2. Provides updates to the ECC regarding hospital capabilities and capacity.
3. Restocks consumable medical supplies to field units upon ECC request as able.
4. Ensures participation in HEAR-Net communications.
5. Maintains a record of patients transported to its facility by municipal Emergency
Medical Services.
6. Supply a medical liaison to the ECC.
7. Establishes onsite decontamination capabilities whenever decontamination is
necessary.
C. Lake Stevens Fire Department
1. Ensures early notification to the ECC when an incident has the potential to become
a mass casualty incident.
2. Provides emergency responders for emergency care and basic life support.
3. Establishes field medical and triage sites.
4. Establishes decontamination facilities and ensures appropriate and effective victim
and responder decontamination prior to transport.
5. Coordinates victim transportation and hospital capabilities with the ECC.
6. Assists agencies in establishing safe decontamination and patient treatment areas.
7. Maintains a record of patients transported from the incident site to medical
facilities.
8. Dispatches an officer to hospitals to assist transport of incoming patients as able.
9. Assists hospitals with decontamination activities once field decontamination and
other field objectives have been accomplished.
10. Coordinates with the ECC to provide chaplains to deliver comfort and solace for
emergency workers and disaster victims as able.
D. Snohomish Health District
1. Coordinates public health workers to assist with health-related services at mass
casualty sites.
2. Coordinates public health information with the ECC.
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3. Coordinates assistance for vulnerable populations as able.
4. Assists in the provision of any necessary pest control.
5. Maintains a database of medical assets and ensures its availability to the ECC.
6. Analyzes public health impact of the incident and provides information to the ECC.
7. Coordinates recommendations with the Policy Group regarding public health threats
that may necessitate the deployment of the Strategic National Stockpile, Disaster
Medical Assistance Teams, or Recovery Technician Teams.
8. Provides a medical officer to order public health or medical interventions and
guidance as needed.
Support Agencies
A. Snohomish County Medical Reserve Corps
1. Assists the delivery of non-critical medical services at alternate care sites as directed
by the ECC.
B. Amateur Radio Emergency Services (ARES)
1. Provides equipment and resources to enhance emergency communications
capabilities between the ECC, hospitals, and other mass care sites.
C. American Red Cross
1. Provides basic first aid assistance at non-critical medical mass care sites as able.
2. Activates its Air Incident Response Team to establish a staff processing center at or
near the site to coordinate staff and volunteer activities for delivering mental health
services to meet the needs of victims, their loved ones, and Red Cross personnel
responding to the incident.
D. Lake Stevens Police Department
1. Establishes required security at the incident site and establishes a perimeter as
necessary.
2. Conducts investigative and law enforcement activities associated with a manmade
mass casualty incident.
3. Provides traffic control at incident site and ensures access for emergency vehicle
ingress and egress.
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4. Assists fire department with rescue operations as able.
5. Assists in providing death notifications to next of kin.
6. Provides required security at medical facilities, including temporary medical facilities
and triage centers.
E. Public Transportation
1. Assists victim transport as directed by the incident commander or the ECC.
Additional Resources
All state and federal assistance is coordinated through the County Emergency Coordination Center.
The state medical examiner can provide support for identification, storage, disposition, and
documentation of the deceased.
The State Scientific Crime Detection Laboratory may provide support for laboratory analysis
including DNA and evidence testing.
The Snohomish County Sheriff’s Office may augment local search and rescue efforts with helicopter
support and through their management of Snohomish County Volunteer Search and Rescue.
The Federal Emergency Management Agency may provide assistance including the deployment of
Disaster Medical Assistance Teams, Recovery Technician Teams, and Crisis Counseling Assistance
Teams.
The Strategic National Stockpile may be deployed through the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention.
The National Transportation Safety Board will provide assistance in transportation-related mass
casualty incidents.
The Federal Aviation Administration will assist response to mass casualty incidents.
The Federal Bureau of Investigation may assume victim identification responsibilities in incidents
involving interstate commercial carriers, hostage situations, or acts of terrorism.
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Appendix 2 to ESF 8 – Mass Fatality
Mass Fatality
A mass fatality incident is any situation where the number of fatalities exceeds the ability of local
resources to manage the bodies. The primary functions of a mass fatality response are body recovery,
morgue operations, and assisting the decedents’ family members and loved ones. Although the morgue
capacity within the City of Lake Stevens is approximately 100 bodies, an incident with 25 fatalities would
likely overwhelm local capabilities.
A mass fatality incident may be caused by natural or manmade disaster including airline crash, infectious
disease outbreak, structural collapse, avalanche, warfare, and act of terrorism.
I.

OPERATIONAL CONCEPTS
A. As set forth by Washington state law, responsibility for collection, identification, storage,
and dispatch of bodies lies with the Snohomish County Medical Examiner’s Office (SCMEO).
The City of Lake Stevens will contact the SCMEO as soon as practicable when a mass fatality
incident has been identified and will provide resource support for the SCMEO’s actions as
requested and within its capabilities.
B. In an incident where the SCMEO is unable to respond, it may delegate certain duties to local
law enforcement or other personnel.
C. The Federal Bureau of Investigation may assume victim identification responsibilities in
incidents involving interstate commercial carriers, hostage situations, acts of terrorism or
other incidents that include a law enforcement component.
D. The City of Lake Stevens in coordination with SCMEO will submit a request to the state for
disaster mortuary capability immediately upon awareness that an incident may overload
area local mortuary capabilities.
Recovery Activities
1. Recovery activities should occur only after all known survivors of the incident are
reasonably moved to safety.
2. The City of Lake Stevens will ensure that the welfare and mental health needs of staff
working to respond to a mass fatality incident are attended to and will be balanced with
social pressures to quickly complete mortuary procedures and repatriate victims.
3. A mass fatality site occurring from any incident other than a natural disaster should be
treated as a crime scene until the incident commander in consultation with the SCMEO
directs otherwise.
4. The City of Lake Stevens will establish a Joint Information Center (JIC) to ensure accurate
and expedient dissemination of information. All agencies involved in incident response
should coordinate public information activities through the JIC.
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5. Bodies will not be moved from the incident site without approval from the SCMEO.
6. In most situations, the presence of dead bodies is not considered a significant public
health risk. However, because of the possibility of responder contact with bodily fluids a
mass fatality site will be treated as a biohazard site until the incident commander directs
otherwise. Responders having direct contact with bodies will take universal precautions
to protect themselves from contact with bodily fluids.
7. Bodies will not be stacked on top of one another in any storage situation, except in
extreme situations when it is necessary to use refrigeration to preserve the bodies and
space is limited or during transportation.
8. Every attempt should be made to identify the bodies at the site where they are found
regardless of the number of dead. Tags should be attached to the bodies that provide
the name, if known, and the approximate age, sex, and location of the body.
9. Examination of bodies will not be conducted at the incident site with the exception of
checking pockets of victims’ clothing to look for identification documents when directed
by the incident commander.
10. If body bags are not available for the removal of remains, a durable impermeable
substitute may be used.
11. The City of Lake Stevens will establish a resource staging area at or near the incident site
to control the incident response resources.
12. The City of Lake Stevens will establish a body staging and transport area at or near the
incident site where remains can be held temporarily and securely prior to transfer to a
morgue.
Incident Morgue Operations
1. If typical mortuary transport is not available, the City of Lake Stevens will arrange for
bodies to be transported in vans, trucks, or other enclosed vehicles. To the extent
possible, the City of Lake Stevens will cover any identifying markings on vehicles used to
transport or hold bodies.
2. When possible, bodies will be transported to the SCMEO. When the number of victims
exceeds the SCMEO capacity, the City of Lake Stevens may establish a temporary
morgue in facilities with suitable cooling and security capabilities including warehouses,
and empty public buildings.
3. Temporary burials may be justified during a mass fatality incident to help slow
decomposition until conditions allow for the transfer of the remains to their final
destination. Temporary burials may also be authorized during infectious disease
outbreak when public gatherings, such as funerals, should be limited. The use of
Rev. August 2018
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documentation and markers of the temporary burial site should be followed in the same
accordance as final burial in officially established cemeteries.
4. To ensure positive identification of victims, the City of Lake Stevens will employ
established identification methods including forensic odontology, fingerprinting, x-rays,
and DNA.
5. The City of Lake Stevens may establish a private viewing area within the morgue for
decedents’ family members and loved ones. Mental health services will be established
nearby to provide emotional assistance.
6. Under no circumstances will the City of Lake Stevens bury victims in mass graves or
conduct mass cremations.
7. The City of Lake Stevens will make every effort to respect religious rites or cultural
beliefs of families of the deceased with regard to recovery, identification, and burial.
Where the religious or cultural beliefs of the deceased are unknown, the cultural norms
of the community at large will be honored.
8. Unidentified remains will be buried so that they can be exhumed when identification is
possible and returned to their relatives for disposition. Prior to burial, the City of Lake
Stevens will ensure that appropriate samples are taken to proceed with future
identification.
9. The City of Lake Stevens will request the governor authorize expedited certification of
deaths from the disaster when body recovery is impossible because of the nature of the
disaster.
10. During an extended mass fatality incident, such as an infectious disease outbreak, the
mayor may implement resource controls, including refrigeration fuels, to ensure
continued capability for morgue operations.
11. While direction and control of emergency medical functions at hospitals remain the
responsibility of each facility's management and staff, hospitals should coordinate
external efforts including morgue operations through the EOC.
12. The City of Lake Stevens will coordinate a locally based response to support a mass
fatality incident in another Lake Stevens community.
Family Assistance
1. With the exception of a mass fatality incident caused by infectious disease outbreak, a
family assistance center will be established to provide regular briefings and respond to
the questions of family members and loved ones of the missing and dead. If a mass
fatality incident is the result of an industry accident, the City of Lake Stevens will
support any appropriate family assistance activities of the affected industry.
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2. Every effort will be made to protect families at family assistance centers from media and
curiosity seekers.
3. Translation services, if available, may be at family assistance centers established by the
City of Lake Stevens.
4. The City of Lake Stevens will not authorize the release or confirmation of decedents’
names until the next of kin have been officially notified.
5. Every effort will be made to ensure that notification of death is done on an individual
basis.
6. The City of Lake Stevens will support SCMEO’s efforts to establish a database of
presumed victims to be cross-referenced with a separate database of the human
remains undergoing examination.
II.

RESPONSIBILITIES
The responsibilities listed herein are not intended to be departmental checklists. Each agency will
develop internal policies and procedures to perform its assigned duties. At the discretion of the
incident commander not all functions may be performed and nor all agencies used.
Primary Agencies
A. Lake Stevens Office of Emergency Coordination Center
1. Coordinates overall strategic disaster response.
2. Secures additional resources through state and federal agencies as needed.
3. Coordinates with and supports requests from field agencies during disasters.
4. Assumes strategic long-term planning for a mass fatality incident.
5. Disseminates critical emergency information to the public through a joint
information center and deploys field public information officers to mass fatality sites
and family assistance centers.
6. Designates temporary morgue sites and identifies available transportation resources
in advance of a mass fatality incident.
7. Arranges for the delivery of refrigerated trucks, body bags, and other resources to
local hospitals.
8. Facilitates identification of staging areas to support incident response.
B. Lake Stevens Fire Department
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1. Provides aid to viable patients including rescue, triage, treatment, and
transportation.
2. Provides assistance to support management of human remains.
3. Conducts onsite decontamination of survivors if necessary.
C. Lake Stevens Police Department
1. Provides perimeter control and scene security.
2. Assists in activities to document, reconstruct, and investigate the incident.
3. Supports search and recovery activities.
4. Provides assistance to support management of human remains.
Support Agencies
A. Area Hospitals
1. Provides medical care.
2. Provide support for decontamination as needed at their respective facilities.
3. Coordinates special resource requests through the Emergency Coordination Center.
4. Hold decedents until the City of Lake Stevens can arrange transportation to a
morgue.
B. American Red Cross of Lake Stevens
1. Provides trained personnel or volunteers to assist at family assistance centers and to
aid in helping to identify the dead.
C. Health and Human Services
1. Conducts epidemiological surveillance and disease control activities.
D. Parks and Recreation
1. Supports mass fatality incidents by use of its facilities when requested by the
incident commander or the ECC.
Additional Resources
All state and federal assistance is coordinated through the State Emergency Coordination
Center.
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Hospitals in neighboring jurisdictions may be able to provide medical or facility support.
Dignity Funeral Home can provide aid in body recovery, transportation assistance, storage
facilities and with victims’ families, and disposition of decedents.
The Snohomish County Sheriff’s Office will augment local search and rescue efforts with
helicopter support and through their management of Search and Rescue Dogs, Mountain Rescue
group, and other Search and Rescue resources.
The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) may be able to provide financial support
to victims or other persons affected by violent crimes.
FEMA may provide assistance including the deployment of Recovery Technician Teams and Crisis
Counseling Assistance Teams.
The Federal Aviation Administration will assist response to aviation mass fatality incidents.
III.

References
Lake Stevens Emergency Coordination Center SOG, Mass Casualty annex
Lake Stevens Emergency Coordination SOG, Public Information and Warning annex
AS 12.65.005 Duty to Notify State Medical Examiner
AS 12.65.020 Medical Death Investigations
National Response Plan, ESF #6, Mass Care, Housing, and Human Services
Aviation Disaster Family Assistance Act of 1996
US Public Health Act
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EMERGENCY SUPPORT FUNCTION #9
SEARCH AND RESCUE
I.

INTRODUCTION
A.

Purpose
Provide for the effective utilization of search and rescue resources and the control and
coordination of various types of search and rescue operations.

B.

Scope
1. This Emergency Support Function (ESF) addresses urban search and rescue
operations, and includes search and rescue on the ground, from the air, or in the
water occurring separately or coincidentally with a significant natural or
technological disaster.
2. This ESF does not apply to searches conducted by law enforcement related to
criminal apprehension and arrest.
3. This ESF does not address search and rescue operations typically conducted by fire
services such as search and rescue within a burning building or entrapped in
vehicles at an automobile accident.

II.

POLICIES
A.

Search and Rescue (SAR) means:
The act of searching for, rescuing or recovering by means of ground, marine, or air
activity any person who becomes lost, injured, or is killed while outdoors or as a result
of a natural or manmade disaster, including instances involving searches for downed
aircraft when ground personnel are used. (RCW 38.52.010[7])

B.

In accordance with RCW 38.52.400(1), the chief law enforcement officers of each
political subdivision within the county shall be responsible for SAR activities within their
jurisdiction. Search and rescue operations will use the National Incident Management
System (NIMS) Incident Command System (ICS) and will follow procedures and
responsibilities outlined in the CEMP Basic Plan and this and related emergency support
functions.
1. Search operations are normally an extension of a missing person report and are
normally initiated and commanded by law enforcement personnel. Other
jurisdictions and disciplines may be asked to contribute resources and equipment to
a search operation.
2. Rescue operations are by nature an extension of emergency medical services (EMS)
in that persons requiring rescue often require medical attention either due to their
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condition or to a preexisting medical condition. Fire service personnel generally
provide initial EMS beyond basic first aid. The fire services are also generally
equipped and trained for basic rescue as an extension of removing injured persons
from buildings, vehicles, or other technical entrapment situations.
3. Initial incident command of a SAR operation will be established in accordance with
ICS doctrine. A transfer of incident command due to a change in the technical
mission, that is, from search to rescue will be at the discretion of the IC based on the
existing situation.
C.

The United States Coast Guard (USCG) directs all SAR operations on or above navigable
waters (waters where the USCG maintains navigational aids or where there is
commercial shipping or navigation). Initial response may be undertaken by local
jurisdictions based on urgency, location, and equipment availability. Incident command
will be properly transferred to the USCG as the situation dictates.

D.

The Washington State Emergency Management Division (EMD) will issue SAR mission
numbers to local authorities in response to a downed or missing aircraft for ground
search only, and will coordinate these missions with the Department of Transportation,
Division of Aeronautics.

III.

SITUATION
A.

Emergency/Disaster Conditions and Hazards
1. The City of Lake Stevens is vulnerable to the effects of flooding, extreme wind and
storm, earthquake damage, and landslide. These hazards could cause damage and
injury such that people may be trapped in structures or vehicles or stranded by high
water.
2. Also, persons with mental or emotional conditions and children can and do wander
into woods and underbrush and become disoriented, lost, and require location and
recovery.

B.

Planning Assumptions
1. Law enforcement will generally assume incident command (IC) of a search operation
in the City of Lake Stevens.
2. Land rescue and near shore rescue operations will normally be conducted by the
serving Fire District/Department based on the skills and equipment required.
3. Snohomish County SAR resources responding to a City of Lake Stevens SAR
operation will take their direction from the SAR IC but will be responsible for their
own mission assessment, tactics, and safety evaluation – while coordinating with
local authorities. A unified command may be established between Fire, Snohomish
County SAR and the City of Lake Stevens SAR.
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4. Search or rescue that becomes human remains recovery will be a law enforcement
operation coordinated with the Snohomish County Medical Examiner’s Office.
IV.

CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS
A.

General
1. The chief law enforcement officers of each political subdivision within a county shall
be responsible for SAR activities within their jurisdiction (RCW 38.52.400[1]). The
Police chief of the Lake Stevens Police Department is responsible for SAR operations
in the City.
2. The respective law enforcement officer or the Sheriff’s designated SAR IC will
request search and rescue resources through SNOPAC dispatch. The requesting
officer will be the IC until command is properly transferred.
3. The SAR IC or the Snohomish County DEM, upon request from the SAR IC, will obtain
a SAR mission number from the State EMD duty officer (1-800-258-5990).
Coordination from the incident scene or from the local EOC to the State EOC will be
through normal telephone and radio systems.
4. The City of Lake Stevens Emergency Manager (EM) will register emergency workers
to assist with the SAR mission. These assets may include scent and tracking dog
teams and local amateur radio operators. Any use of volunteers will require a
mission number from the EMD Duty Officer.
5. City and County resources may not be sufficient to provide all the required
equipment or manpower. The SAR IC or DEM acting on the IC’s request may ask for
additional SAR resources through the state EMD Duty Officer.
6. Law Enforcement and Fire Service may establish area commend to support SAR
operations for large scale events like flooding to enhance coordination/response
efforts.

B.

C.
Rev. August 2018

Communications
1.

SNOPAC will assign radio channels (frequencies) for a SAR operation.

2.

A statewide dedicated radio frequency (155.160 MHZ) is available for search
and rescue operations and may be used by the City of Lake Stevens SAR IC as
operations dictate.

3.

The SCFD EM or the Snohomish County DEM may request communications
support from local amateur radio operators registered as emergency workers
(ARES/RACES).

Water SAR
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The Lake Stevens Police Department directs all SAR operations on or above Lake Stevens
(non-navigable waterway). Upon notification of a possible boating accident or possible
drowning, SNO911 will initially notify:
1. The Lake Stevens Police Department and any other appropriate law enforcement
agencies that may respond if appropriate equipment and trained personnel are
available.
2. Lake Stevens Fire.
3. For responder safety, local marine rescue assets should only respond if the incident
type, incident location, and weather are within their equipment capabilities and
level of training. That decision is the responsibility of the leader of the designated
SAR resource.
D.

Downed or Missing Aircraft
1. Upon notification of the possibility of a downed aircraft in or around the City of Lake
Stevens, SNO911 will notify the Snohomish County Sheriff (SCSO) and Snohomish
County DEM. SCSO will:
a. If in the City, coordinate with the Lake Stevens Police Department,
b. Establish incident command, task DEM for a SAR mission number, and
request local SAR trained volunteers to respond.
c. As situation develops, request other SAR or emergency response resources.
Expand the incident command structure as necessary.
2. Notification of a downed or missing aircraft when received from within the City of
Lake Stevens or close around should be reported to the EMD Duty Officer who will
notify the Washington State Department of Transportation, Aviation Division and
the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA).

E.

Lake Stevens Emergency Operations Center (ECC)
1. The Lake Stevens ECC is not normally opened or staffed for SAR operations.
However, if the operation is unusually large or complex, and the incident is within
the City, the Lake Stevens Emergency Management Coordinator will open and staff
the ECC to the appropriate level.
2. If the incident is close to the City of Lake Stevens, the Lake Stevens ECC may be
opened to assist with incident support and unified operations. The ECC, when
opened, will serve as a resource coordination point for the SAR IC. The ECC may also
establish a Joint Information Center (JIC) to support the SAR IC.
3. If opened, the ECC will become the interface between the SAR IC, the Snohomish
County staff, other jurisdictions, and the EMD Duty Officer.
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F.

Safety
1. Emergency responder safety is the first priority in both search and rescue/recovery
operations. SAR IC’s must quickly establish safety rules based on local conditions
and mission hazards. As soon as resources permit, the IC should appoint a safety
officer for the incident.
2. Personnel participating in a SAR operation will not participate in tasks that exceed
their training or equipment capabilities as determined by the resource leader.
3. Volunteer emergency workers participating in a SAR operation will be used only
after a state SAR mission number is obtained. Volunteer emergency workers will
not be used in any situation exceeding their training levels and equipment. State
code prohibits the use of volunteer emergency workers in searches where firearms
or other weapons may be involved.

V.

RESPONSIBILITIES
A.

Local
1.

Lake Stevens Police Department
a. Provides SAR incident command as required by each incident.
b. Secure SAR mission numbers from the state EMD Duty Officer or
coordinates with Snohomish County DEM for a SAR mission number.
c. Coordinates with the City of Lake Stevens Emergency Management
Coordinator for local resources including volunteers or requests volunteer
support from the Snohomish County DEM.

3. Lake Stevens Fire
a. Conducts rescue operations, commensurate with the training and
availability of appropriate equipment.
b. Assists with lost person searches when resources are available.
c. Provides medical aid and medical transport.
d. Provides technical rescue support commensurate with training and
equipment.
e. Provides incident command and staff for rescue operations or searches
when requested Snohomish County DEM
4. Snohomish County DEM
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a. As requested by SAR IC, obtains SAR mission number from EMD Duty
Officer.
b. Maintains a database list of registered emergency worker volunteers, their
training and SAR qualifications. Activates emergency worker volunteers as
requested by the SAR IC.
c. As required by the incident, requests additional SAR resources by contacting
the EMD Duty Officer.
B.

State EMD
1. Coordinates state and regional SAR resources when requested by local SAR IC and
when county resources are exhausted or not trained or equipped to the level of the
incident.
2. Requests federal (U.S. Navy) assistance when requirements dictate.

VI.

RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS
Additional resources will be determined by the incident commander.

VII.

REFERENCES
A.

RCW 38.52.400, Search and Rescue Activities, Powers and Duties of Local Officials

B.

RCW 38.52.410, Search and Rescue Activities, Distribution of Funds for Compensation
and Reimbursement of Volunteers

C.

WAC 118.04.120, Classes and Qualifications of Search and Rescue Emergency Workers

D.

WAC 118.04.240k, Mission Numbers, Requests and Requirements

E.

WAC 468-200, Emergency Air Operations Search and Rescue/Disaster relief

F.

Washington State Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan (CEMP), ESF 9 Search
and Rescue

G.

City of Lake Stevens CEMP Appendix 1, Authorities and References

VIII.

TERMS & DEFINITIONS
See City of Lake Stevens CEMP, Appendix 2, Definitions and Acronyms

IX.

TABS
Standard Building Search and Rescue Structure Marking Instruction
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TAB A - Standard Search and Rescue Structure Marking Instruction

The following pattern and information will be used in the City of Lake Stevens to indicate by
whom and when a building has been searched and cleared by first responders or volunteer CERT
teams.
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EMERGENCY SUPPORT FUNCTION #10
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
I.

INTRODUCTION
A.

Purpose
Emergency Support Function (ESF 10) establishes the policies and procedures to insure a
coordinated response to a hazardous materials incident, oil spill, or other release while
minimizing the effects of a hazardous materials incident on people and the
environment.

B.

II.

Scope
1.

ESF 10 describes the situation, planning assumptions, concept of operations and
the responsibilities of a hazardous materials response in Lake Stevens,
Snohomish County.

2.

Agencies responding to hazardous materials releases have their own internal
procedures. This ESF does not supersede those procedures; instead it is
designed to support coordination of the efforts of the various agencies
responding to the same incident.

POLICIES
A. The City of Lake Stevens is member of the Snohomish County Local Emergency Planning
Committee (LEPC). Each LEPC is required to establish its own emergency response plan.
This ESF is the City of Lake Stevens’s implementation of that plan.
B. All Hazardous Material (HAZMAT) responses shall be conducted using NIMS ICS as the
incident management system as mandated in Presidential Decision Directive #8.

III.

SITUATION
A.

Emergency/Disaster Conditions and Hazards
1. In the City of Lake Stevens, hazardous materials emergencies could occur from any
one of several sources including roadway accidents, pipeline releases, or fixed
facility accidents.
2. Response to a Hazardous Materials incident will be defensive in nature and
responding departments will perform only to the level at which they are trained and
equipped. Primary consideration will be given to protection of the public by either
evacuation or sheltering in place.
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3. Evacuation and sheltering in place may be required to protect residents and
businesses in the City of Lake Stevens and the surrounding area.
4. Victims of a hazardous materials incident may require special medical treatment not
available in or near the City of Lake Stevens.
5. Hazardous materials emergencies generally occur without warning, requiring
immediate emergency response (defensive) actions.
6. Every incident will be different depending on the chemical or the waste involved,
size of the release, location of the spill, and other factors such as weather and time
of day.
7. In the event of a serious hazardous material incident spontaneous evacuations may
occur without official recommendations to do so.
B.

Planning Assumptions
1. An accidental release of hazardous materials could pose a threat to the local
population or environment. A hazardous materials incident may be caused by
another emergency, such as flooding, a major fire, or earthquake.
2. Lake Stevens-area business and industrial facilities, in compliance with EPCRA rules,
should have coordinated their facility emergency response plans with the Lake
Stevens Fire Department.
3. A major transportation (road, rail, or pipeline) HAZMAT incident will require some
evacuation of Lake Stevens-area citizens.
4. During the course of an incident, changes in weather conditions may require
changes in protective actions.
5. Vulnerable and special needs populations will require assistance to evacuate during
an emergency.
6. Hazardous materials could possibly enter water or sewer systems and may
necessitate the shutdown of those systems.
7. Local equipment and training are insufficient for responding to any but the most
minor petroleum, natural gas, or propane incidents.
8. Protective actions that may be necessary for the public in the affected area my
include Sheltering In Place (SIP), evacuation, or a combination thereof. The choice
of protective measure will depend on time available, magnitude of the event,
characteristics of the area, populations involved, and current weather and route
conditions.

IV.

CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS
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A.

General
1. In the event of a hazardous materials incident, all initial reporting will go to the 9-11 center for dispatch of local fire and law enforcement resources. A hazardous
materials incident includes but is not limited to the following conditions:
a. Any release of a hazardous material which poses or has the potential to
pose a threat to public health, safety or the environment.
b. Any condition that has the potential to become a release that will pose a
threat to public health, safety or the environment.
2. For a reported HAZMAT incident in Lake Stevens, 9-1-1 will notify the Lake Stevens
Fire Department. Given the nature of the report they may also notify the Lake
Stevens Police Department, County DEM and other agencies.
3. The party responsible for causing the incident or the party responsible for the
HAZMAT material, if identified, will notify the National Response Center (1-800-2585990) and the Department of Ecology (1-425-649-7000).
4. The following medical facilities serving Snohomish County have the capability to
accept contaminated victims:
a. Providence General Medical Center, Colby Campus, Everett.
b. Providence General Medical Center, Pacific Campus, Everett.
c. Swedish Hospital, Edmonds.
d. Valley General Hospital, Monroe.
e. Cascade Valley Hospital, Arlington.
5. Activation of the Lake Stevens Emergency Operations Center (ECC) in response to a
HAZMAT incident will necessitate that Snohomish County DEM be notified.
6. The Washington State Department of Ecology (DOE), Washington State Department
of Natural Resources (DNR) and the Snohomish County Health District are
responsible for protection of water supplies and sewage systems. The Snohomish
County DEM/ECC will make these notifications once the magnitude of the incident is
understood.
7. Snohomish County DEM will also notify Washington State Military DepartmentEmergency Management Division (EMD) who will then contact the state DOE and/or
DNR.

B.
Rev. August 2018
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1. The initial first responder at the scene of a HAZMAT incident will be the incident
commander (IC) until command can be properly transferred. In most cases incident
command will be transferred to the first fire Department officer to arrive.
2. A significant incident will justify formation of a unified command (UC) consisting of
Fire, Law Enforcement, Public Works, and others with jurisdiction in the area.
Should the incident take place outside the Lake Stevens limits, Washington State
Patrol will be the incident Commander, and may then form a UC.
3. While each HAZMAT incident is unique, any event within Lake Stevens should
include the planning for and resourcing of an evacuation in the immediate incident
area and downwind, as well as sheltering.
4. A significant event will also require the request for additional HAZMAT resources.
Upon arrival, their representative should be included in the UC.
C.

PROCEDURES
1.

Lake Stevens Fire Department (Responsibilities include, but are not limited to):
a. Provide a limited initial response to hazardous materials incidents based on
responder training and equipment.
b. Notify SNOPAC dispatch when the magnitude of the incident exceeds the
expertise of the initial responder(s).
c. Isolate the area according to instructions given by the Emergency Response
Guidebook published by the USDOT or other appropriate resource
information.
d. Identify the hazardous material without compromising personnel safety (UN
placard number, shipping documents, driver interview, etc. CHEMTREC 24
hour number 1-800-424-9300).
e. Provide for the safety of the public by whatever actions are necessary (e.g.
evacuation, shelter-in-place).
f.

2.

Support the Snohomish County HAZMAT team with personnel, equipment,
and other assistance as required.

Snohomish County Hazardous Materials Response Team (Responsibilities
include but are not limited to):
a. Respond when requested and provide a technical level response to
hazardous materials incidents.
b. Assess initial actions taken by first-in units.
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c. Provide HAZMAT specific incident management expertise and equipment.
d. Establish exclusionary zones.
e. Determine the proper level of personal protective equipment, emergency
medical treatment, decontamination techniques, and additional authorities
requiring notification.
f.

Perform duties as directed by the Incident Commander.

3.

The Washington State Patrol (WSP) will respond to hazardous materials
incidents in accordance with federal, state, local and agency plans and
regulations. The WSP is the HAZMAT Incident Commander for HAZMAT
incidents occurring outside of the Lake Stevens limits on State or Federal roads.

4.

Washington State Department of Ecology will act in accordance with the Ecology
Spill Response Operations Manual and the Northwest Area Contingency Plan.

5.

Snohomish County Department of Emergency Management (SCDEM)
(Responsibilities include but are not limited to):
a. As the Snohomish County Local Emergency Planning Committee (LEPC)’s
representative, notify local, state, and federal authorities as requested by
the Incident Commander or as appropriate to the situation.
b. Implement the LEPC Hazardous Materials Response Plan as applicable.
c. Assist in providing information on chemical nature, behavior, interactions,
disposal concerns and decontamination requirements as requested.
d. Assist the Responsible Party in making notifications, obtaining cleanup
assistance, and meeting applicable federal requirements.
e. Activate the County EOC when necessary.
f.

Support the Incident Commander on scene as requested.

g. Provide resource coordination as requested.
6.

Alerts, Warnings and Emergency Public Notification
Emergency public notification in Lake Stevens will include the following
methods and systems:
a.

Rev. August 2018

Door-to-door notification by uniformed personnel.
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b.

Public announcements through the use of public address systems on
radio equipped city vehicles.

c.

Emergency Alert System (activated by SNOPAC or SNOCOM).

d.

My State USA messages and calls.

e.

News media releases.

f.

Any of the following individuals has the authority to initiate emergency
public notification:
(a) Incident Commander
(b) Fire Chief/Deputy fire Chief
(c) City Police Chief
(d) Public Works Director
(e) Mayor or City Administrator

V.

RESPONSIBILITIES
A.

Lake Stevens Fire Department
1. Act as Incident Commander or form a unified command (except on where the
Washington State Patrol assumes incident command).
2. Request mutual aid.
3. Provide manpower and equipment for field decontamination and emergency
medical aid at the scene of a hazardous material incident.
4. Provide manpower and equipment within capabilities, training, and safety
guidelines for control and containment of a hazardous material release or related
fire.
5. Coordinate search and rescue and local evacuation within capabilities.

B.

Rev. August 2018

Lake Stevens Police Department
1.

Join a unified command if formed.

2.

Provide for traffic control and notification and/or evacuation of area residents
as necessary during a hazardous material emergency.
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C.

3.

Within safety guidelines, establish and enforce a perimeter around the HAZMAT
incident. Request additional law enforcement resources under mutual aide.

4.

Direct evacuation within parameters established for specific incident action
plans, in coordination with the incident command.

5.

Assist where necessary in the rapid dissemination of warning, shelter-in place,
and evacuation information to the public.

6.

Insure that law enforcement personnel are familiar with procedures for the
identification and movement of essential personnel during a hazardous material
emergency.

Public Works:
1. Provide equipment and manpower within safety guidelines to assist in the
containment of a hazardous material release.
2. Provide equipment and manpower to repair essential city facilities damaged as a
result of a hazardous material release.
3. Provide traffic control assistance to law enforcement on evacuation routes and at
the incident scene.
4. Provide protection/mitigation measures to ensure safety and integrity of drinking
water and waste water systems.

D.

E.

Snohomish County HAZMAT Teams.
1.

When dispatched be prepared to assume IC or participate in a UC.

2.

Provide technical advice and assist or assume safety officer duties

SNOPAC Dispatch:
Upon receiving a request for a HAZMAT response from an Incident Commander or when
requested by a Facility Emergency Coordinator:

F.

1.

Call out the appropriate fire service, law enforcement and HAZMAT team(s).

2.

Notify Snohomish County DEM.

Responsible Party
1. The responsible party (owner or shipper) has the ultimate accountability for
ensuring effective and expeditious abatement of a release or threatened release of
hazardous materials (WAC 4.24.314) to include cleanup cost and reimbursement for
local responders.

Rev. August 2018
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2. Will notify all required agencies as required under the appropriate sections of
EPCRA.
VI.

RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS
Resource requirements for hazardous material response and recovery will vary greatly
depending on the substance released and the weather and other factors. Generally, the Lake
Stevens will initially respond to a hazardous material release using on-hand fire fighting and
public works equipment. Law enforcement will have to carry out traffic control, emergency
notification, evacuation control, and perimeter control duties without special equipment.

VII.

REFERENCES
A list of references applicable to hazardous material emergency reporting and response can be
found at TAB G.

VIII.

TABS

A.

TAB A Terms and Definitions

B.

TAB B Sample Evacuation / Shelter-in-Place Public Warning Message

C.

TAB C Population Protection Methods

D.

TAB D Hazardous Substances Identification

Rev. August 2018
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TAB A - HAZMAT TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
ALS
EOC
EOP
FOG
GIS
HAZMAT
HSPD-5
IAP
IC
ICP
ICS
IC or UC
IMT
JIS
JIC
LEPC
NDMS
NGO
NIMS
OSCCR
NRP
POLREP
PIO
PVO
REDNET
RESTAT
ROSS
SERC
SITREP
SO
SOP
UC
US&R

Rev. August 2018

Advanced Life Support
Emergency Operations Center
Emergency Operations Plan
Field Operations Guide
Geographic Information System
Hazardous Material
Homeland Security Presidential Directive - 5
Incident Action Plan
Incident Commander
Incident Command Post
Incident Command System
Incident Command or Unified Command
Incident Management Team
Joint Information System
Joint Information Center
Local Emergency Planning Committee
National Disaster Medical System
Nongovernmental Organization
National Incident Management System
On Scene Command Control Radio
National Response Plan
Pollution Report
Public Information Officer
Private Voluntary Organizations
Fire Department Command Frequency
Resources Status
Resource Ordering and Status System
State Emergency Response Commission
Situation Report
Safety Officer
Standard Operating Procedure
Unified Command
Urban Search and Rescue
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TAB B - Sample Evacuation / Shelter-in-Place Public Warning Message
[Substitute specific local information at underlining]
[Also refer to Incident Annex D – Evacuation and Movement]
ATTENTION! (Police Chief, or Mayor/City Manager of Lake Stevens and the Lake Stevens Fire
Department) has issued the following emergency bulletin at [time] this [morning/afternoon/evening]: A
chemical leak of ____________________ occurred at [time] this [morning/afternoon/evening] at facility
name at [address]. This is a highly poisonous chemical and you are in immediate danger if exposed. No
leak of the chemical is occurring at this time, I repeat there is no leak at this time, but a leak is possible
while workers repair the damaged valve/pipe. You are directed to follow these emergency instructions
now!
All persons within the area bounded by ________________________________Street on the north,
________________________Street on the east, _______________________Avenue on the south and
________________________Avenue on the west are directed to [evacuate immediately / shelter-inplace] immediately.
Shelter-in-Place. Shelter-in-Place is used when there is not time to evacuate or when the chemical
released is expected to disperse with the weather before causing injuries. Close all outside windows
tightly and lock all exterior doors, shut down all heating and air conditioning, and take your family to an
inside room that can be effectively sealed. Tune your radio to (Local station) and listen for further
instructions and the all-clear.
Evacuate. If instructed to evacuate, tie a white cloth or towel to the outside front door knob to indicate
the premises are vacated. Police will secure the area vacated and no one will be allowed to enter.
Use _______________ Avenue to the north and_________________ Street to the east as evacuation
routes. Public shelters are set up at (name and address of facility) and (name and address of facility) if
you need shelter. The (Public Transit System) buses will provide transportation for residents of (facility
name, facility name… and (facility name). School children will (shelter-in-place) / be evacuated to
(facility name) by their school buses. DO NOT go to the school to pick them up.
Evacuation of [name of facility] shall be accomplished in accordance with published emergency plans. If
you need transportation or special help, call (telephone number). DO NOT call 9-1-1 for assistance or
information. Emergency workers are in the area to assist. Stay tuned to this (radio or TV) station for
further instructions and for the “All Clear” to be issued.
The City Public Information Officer (PIO) and the SCDEM PIO will coordinate information to be released
to the public.
For evacuations, the City ECC Manager will provide the Mayor or City Manager with an evacuation order
for signature as soon as possible.

Rev. August 2018
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TAB C - POPULATION PROTECTION METHODS
Warning and Notification (Refer to ESF #2)
Warning and notification shall be performed in accordance with ESF-2 of the City Comprehensive
Emergency Management Plan (CEMP). The Incident Commander will be responsible for additional
evacuation notification. Assembly, staging areas and shelter selection will be determined by the
Incident Commander based upon recommendation from the local American Red Cross and the Office of
Emergency Management in accordance with the ESF-6. The population within the determined
vulnerability zone will be alerted by vehicle mounted public address (PA) systems, automated My State
USA calls, and EAS messages forwarded by commercial media.
Evacuation (Refer to Incident Annex D)
The determination to evacuate will be made by the on-scene Incident Commander. If evacuation is
deemed necessary, the Incident Commander will have the communications center (911) inform the
broadcast media to activate the Emergency Alert System (EAS). EAS personnel will issue the following
information: area(s) to be evacuated, designated shelter sites, evacuation routes, and an emergency
number to call for those who need evacuation transportation. Special population facilities may be
evacuated or instructed to shelter-in-place as determined by the Incident Commander. Evacuation and
assembly area designation will be performed in accordance with guidance provided in Incident Annex D.
The Incident Commander in coordination with the Police, Fire Department and Public works will
determine the primary evacuation routes based on the conditions of the release and available road
networks.
Shelter (Refer to ESF #6)
Temporary Displacement Shelters. When time and/or resources permit evacuation of the affected area
of a vulnerability zone, the Incident Commander or his designee shall select appropriate and available
shelters in coordination with local American Red Cross and/or local Emergency Management
representatives. Shelter information will be communicated through the local media and participating
local EAS stations. Shelter periods of over 12 hours in length shall be considered short-term shelters and
involve the use of public health and sanitation officials to ensure that minimum health standards are
enforced.
Shelter-in-place. When time and/or resources do not permit the evacuation of the effected area of a
vulnerability zone, the Incident Commander or his designee may generate a shelter-in-place directive.
Such a directive will recommend a floor level to shelter-in-place, guidance on substance defense in the
shelter, and general shelter-in-place time duration. Special facilities such as hospitals, nursing homes,
schools and day care centers may be required to shelter-in-place because of resident population
limitations or population mobility constraints. Shelter-in-place directives will be communicated through
the broadcast media, MY State USA messages, and EAS stations. Shelter-in-place guidance shall include,
but not be limited to, the following:
•
•
•
•
Rev. August 2018

Close all doors to the outside and close and lock all windows.
Shut down or set all HVAC systems to "re-circulate".
Turn off all exhaust fans in kitchens, bathrooms and other spaces.
Close all fireplace dampers.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Rev. August 2018

Close as many internal doors as practicable.
Seal all building vents and gaps that may cause substance infiltration.
If necessary, hold a wet cloth over nose and mouth when inhaling.
If necessary, stay in closed bathroom with shower on to "wash" the air.
Minimize use of elevators. Elevators shafts create chimney effects.
Stay tuned to a local radio or TV station for EAS messages and further information and
guidance.
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TAB D - HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES IDENTIFICATION
1. Transportation:
a.

b.

Road.
(1)

Hazardous substances are regularly transported through Lake Stevens primarily
on SR 9, SR 204 and SR 92. The majority of tractor-trailer/tanker transport
vehicles (~79%) are in the 80,000 pound and larger category of vehicles.

(2)

The majority of hazardous items shipped by road are petroleum products
(~63%) which include diesel, gasoline, aviation fuel, and liquefied petroleum gas
(LPG). Retail bulk delivery of heating oil and propane takes place on city streets
throughout the city.

Pipeline.
Northwest Pipeline. Northwest Pipeline/Cascade Natural Gas crosses Lake Stevens and
continues on to the north and south of the city.

Rev. August 2018
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EMERGENCY SUPPORT FUNCTION #11
FOOD AND WATER
I.

PURPOSE
The purpose of this Emergency Support Function (ESF) is to provide food and water for mass feeding
or distribution, and to provide for the transportation of the food and water during and after an
emergency, disaster or catastrophic event.

II.

OPERATIONAL CONCEPTS
A. During a disaster or hazardous material incident, food resources can become contaminated.
In the event of a major emergency, it is essential to execute emergency plans for allocation
of food resources to meet emergency needs.
B. Information regarding food resource needs and preventative measures to be taken to
reduce potential contamination of foodstuffs, crops, livestock, and water will be distributed.
C. The need for food stocks and other supplies for feeding shall be recognized in the area of
Mass Care Feeding and Bulk Food Distribution.
D. Mass Care feeding provides prepared meals for individuals in shelters, emergency workers,
and those whose ability to safely prepare meals has been impacted by the emergency.
E. Bulk Food Distribution provides food stocks to victims whose food supplies have been
destroyed or depleted.
F. Emergency information will be made available regarding the safe preservation of existing
food supplies during adverse conditions such as power outages. Information will also be
disseminated regarding times and locations of mass feedings and bulk distributions.
G. Coordination of food stocks may be made in cooperation with local food banks. (Appendix 1
to ESF 11)
H. Water is a critical resource and will be needed for drinking, cooking, cleaning, sanitation and
fire fighting.
I.

III.

Citizens have been advised to be prepared to be on their own for 7-10 days following a
disaster by stocking enough food and water to care for their family.

RESPONSIBILITIES
A. City of Lake Stevens Emergency Coordination Center
1. Request mass care feeding and bulk food distribution from the Snohomish County
Department of Emergency Management.

Rev. August 2018
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2. Organize local resources (Disaster Task Force/Local Businesses) to provide for
citizens as available.
3. Communicate with Snohomish Health District regarding food preparation areas for
adherence to health standards, assessment of environmental contamination and
public health risks.
4. Provide provisions for emergency workers.
B. Lake Stevens Police Department
1.

Provide security at food storage areas and crowd control at distribution sites if
requested and resources and staffing allow.

C. City of Lake Stevens Public Works Department
1. Provide Lake Stevens Emergency Coordination Center with current water resource
information.
2. Provide debris removal as appropriate so distribution vehicles can proceed to
designated areas.
D. Lake Stevens Fire Department
1. Provide the Lake Stevens Emergency Management Office with current resource list
of water tenders capable of transporting and dispensing water.
2. Provide water tender strike teams to respond as directed by mutual aid agreements
and the fire mobilization plan.
IV.

APPENDICES
A. Food Bank Roster

Rev. August 2018
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EMERGENCY SUPPORT FUNCTION #12
ENERGY
I.

PURPOSE
Provide for the effective restoration of electric power and natural gas to the City of Lake Stevens
during and after an emergency, disaster or catastrophic event.
Provide for the allocation, coordination or possible reduction of utility services and petroleum
products, if the need arises.

II.

OPERATIONAL CONCEPTS
A. Electrical service is provided by Snohomish County Public Utility District #1 (PUD).
B. Natural gas is supplied by Puget Sound Natural Gas.
C. During an emergency, disaster or catastrophic event, these utility companies will restore
service, maintain customer service and release information to the public, media and their
employees.
D. When availability of services is limited, the utility will make a public appeal to obtain voluntary
reduction of consumption. If additional reductions are necessary, the electric utilities will
reduce delivery to major industries and rotate available services to pre-selected locations
throughout the County.
E.

III.

In serious situations, PUD might target a key geographical region and high volume customers
to reduce the load and facilitate system recovery.

RESPONSIBILITIES
A. City of Lake Stevens Emergency Operations Center
1. Provide Snohomish County Emergency Operations Center with energy status reports.
2. Provide Snohomish County Emergency Operations Center with service restoration
priorities.
B. City of Lake Stevens Public Works Department
1. Maintain fuel levels in city operated tanks at least ¾ full.
2. Maintain fuel levels in vehicles and equipment at least ¾ full.
C. City of Lake Stevens Police Department
1. Provide security for alternative fuel locations.

September 2013
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D. Lake Stevens Fire Department
1. Maintain portable generators to be used at Fire Stations.
E. Energy Providers
1. Make every effort to restore service, and continue normal and emergency customer
services during an emergency, disaster or catastrophic event.
2. In the event of disruption of services, use radio, press and other means of informing
the public of the status of restoration and the public needs to obtain alternate
services.
3. Prior to and during an emergency/disaster, arrange and coordinate clearance of and
egress on roads and rights of way with the City of Lake Stevens Emergency Operations
Center.
F. Snohomish County Department of Emergency Management
1. Notify City of Lake Stevens Emergency Operations Center when services are disrupted
to the extent that restoration is not possible for an extended period of time and
provide an estimated time of restoration, if possible.

September 2013
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EMERGENCY SUPPORT FUNCTION #13
PUBLIC SAFETY and SECURITY
I.

PURPOSE
To provide guidelines for maintaining civil order and security under emergency, disaster or
catastrophic event conditions. Provide procedures for evacuation and warning in time of emergency
disaster or catastrophic events.

II.

OPERATIONAL CONCEPTS
A. Law enforcement agencies shall be called upon to perform a wide range of functions, including but
not limited to:
1. Incident command of law enforcement-oriented emergencies, disasters and catastrophic
events.
2. Maintaining law and order.
3. Traffic control.
4. Provide control and limited access to the disaster area.
5. Property protection.
6. Warning.
7. Evacuation.
8. Search and rescue.
9. Damage assessment reporting.
10. Liaison with other first response agencies.
B. A law enforcement-oriented emergency, disaster or catastrophic event is any large scale
emergency situation where the maintenance of law and order is the primary focal point, i.e.,
hostage or terrorist activity, riot and civil disturbance as declared by the chief officer of the law
enforcement agency/department.
C. The Lake Stevens Police Department will retain all authority for activities within the City of Lake
Stevens.

III.

RESPONSIBILITIES
A. The Lake Stevens Police Department shall:
1. Provide a representative to the field command post or Emergency Coordination Center with
the authority to coordinate all law enforcement functions.

Rev. August 2018
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2. Coordinate and control traffic, warn and evacuate the public, control access to affected areas
and protect property.
3.

Advise the Mayor on law enforcement matters.

4. Develop and maintain suggested operating procedures (SOP's) to support emergency
responsibilities and functions.
5. Manage law enforcement resources to provide assistance upon request from municipalities if
available.
6. Provide damage assessment and situation reports to the City of Lake Stevens Emergency
Coordination Center to the maximum extent possible.
7. Establish an on-scene command post and coordinate with support agencies.
B. The Lake Stevens Public Works Department shall:
1. Assist with traffic or crowd control, as requested, by providing:
a. Certified flaggers
b. Traffic control signage
c. Barricades
d. Cones

Rev. August 2018
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EMERGENCY SUPPORT FUNCTION #14
RECOVERY
I.

INTRODUCTION
A.

Purpose
This ESF provides a process to facilitate the City’s transition from disaster response to
disaster recovery and long-term recovery operations.

B.

Scope
1. This ESF applies to all city departments, city contractors, and other organizations
providing services and support to the city in response to the emergency or disaster.
2. This ESF identifies recovery and mitigation services to be provided by Lake Stevens
and its contractors.
3. Planning for every recovery and restoration contingency is beyond the scope of this
ESF.

II.

POLICIES
A. It is the policy of Lake Stevens to coordinate recovery efforts and actions with the long-term
development and mitigation plans of the city.
B. It is the policy of the City to coordinate with county, state and federal agencies to facilitate
the delivery of assistance to the citizens of the city.

III.

SITUATION
A.

Emergency/Disaster Conditions and Hazards
Lake Stevens is vulnerable to the effects of flooding, extreme wind and storm,
earthquake damage, civil disturbance, and hazardous materials release. These hazards
could cause public and private property loss and damage, death and injury, damage to
the environment, and prolonged disruption of commercial activity in the City. These
and other possible hazards will require maximum efforts by available law enforcement
personnel to maintain civil control and property security. While other hazards are
possible they are not expected to produce as widespread or prolonged impact on the
City.

B.

Planning Assumptions
1. There may be an immediate and urgent need for sanitation, food, potable water,
shelter, clothing, and transportation following the disaster or emergency.

Rev. August 2018
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2. It is expected that Citizens of Lake Stevens will plan for and be self-sufficient for a
minimum of seven days following an emergency or disaster. If this is a regional
incident, then the time waiting for outside help will be greatly extended.
3. Needs not met by individual action will be referred to established public or private
programs consistent with individual qualifications, organizational priorities, and
resource availability.
IV.

CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS
A. Short-term recovery efforts will begin as soon as life-saving efforts are accomplished and
the local area can be stabilized or rendered safe to enter or remain in. These efforts include
but as not limited to:
•

An expansion of the ECC

•

Establishing and working toward short term recovery priorities

•

Outlining the steps and resources needed to restore City services

•

Providing accurate and timely public information.

B. The next step is to plan for and transition to longer-term recovery, from the ECC and the
incident command structure to a more traditional city staff structure if possible.
C. Should the incident receive a Presidential Disaster Declaration, the Disaster relief Act of
1974, Section 408, provides guidance on applying for and receiving federal disaster loans
and grants. This act also specifies that recovery actions will include mitigation measures to
prevent a recurrence of the emergency or disaster conditions. The federal assistance is not
intended to provide complete restitution of injuries and property damage or loss.
D. When notified of the implementation of federal assistance programs, city department which
are involved with recovery assistance programs are responsible for the following:
a. Reviewing current program guidelines to ensure familiarity with program
procedures.
b. Collecting appropriate forms, brochures, and program guidelines.
c. Maintaining records of expenditures related to the disaster and communicating that
information to the Finance department.
V.

RESPONSIBILITIES
A.

All City Departments

Rev. August 2018
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1. Based on department mission and functions, include damage assessment activities
in organizational training programs and participate in drills and exercises to evaluate
procedures and to maintain or refine damage assessment skills.
2. During any emergency response, implement detailed cost collection and
documentation procedures to include: manpower cost tracking, maps of damage,
digital pictures of damage, and GPS location data. Request emergency permits for
health, hydraulic, and environmental response and recovery work.
B.

Primary Departments and Personnel
1.

City Administrator
In managing short and long-term recovery efforts, the City Administrator forms
partnerships with other jurisdictions to more economically acquire support and
resources. The purpose of these partnerships is to provide information, advice,
and assistance in the development of recovery plans for Lake Stevens.

2.

Public Works
a. Coordinate debris collection and recycling activities with the City’s
contracted service
b. Public Works coordinates restoration and mitigation actions to return to
City services and repair or replace public infrastructure. Acquire permits
and initiate design and construction as required.

3.

Community Development
a. Develop and maintain procedures for urgent assessment of county buildings
and structures. Enforce city codes.
b. Coordinate mitigation activities as they relate to land use planning and
environmental considerations

4.

Finance Department
Establish emergency or disaster work project codes to track response and
recovery related costs. Coordinate the flow of documentation to ensure that all
grant process requirements are met.

5.

City Attorney
Review emergency agreements, contracts, and disaster related decisions and
documents. Provide legal advice to city staff as it relates to disaster response
and recovery actions.

6.
Rev. August 2018
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Provide information about state and federal programs, individual assistance
programs, small business loans, and the progress of restoring normal services.
City Public information must be closely coordinated with county and federal
information to avoid confusion and incorrect media releases.
VI.

RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS
Personnel trained in the FEMA Public Assistance process and the use and completion of the
preliminary damage assessment forms: PA-1, PA-2, PA-3.

VII.

REFERENCES
A.

Public Assistance Guide, FEMA-322

B.

Public Assistance Policy Digest, FEMA-321

C.

Snohomish County Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan

D.

Washington State Public Assistance Manual, Washington State EMD, May 2006

VIII.

TERMS & DEFINITIONS

A.

See Public Assistance Guide, FEMA-322

B.

See Lake Stevens CEMP, Appendix 2, Definitions and Acronyms

C.

Washington State Public Assistance Manual, Washington State EMD, May 2006

IX.

TABS
A.

TAB A Damage Assessment

B.

TAB B Debris Removal (TBP)

Rev. August 2018
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EMERGENCY SUPPORT FUNCTION #15
EXTERNAL AFFAIRS / PUBLIC INFORMATION
I.

INTRODUCTION
During a disaster or emergency, efficient clear communications will be critical to effectively help
the community through the incident. Effective public information and communication can help
ensure the public trust and credibility of Lake Stevens Emergency Public Information (EPI) Plan.
Education and communication can assist our community by possibly limiting the impact and
effects of the disaster. Utilization of the EPI Plan involves all types of media (TV/radio),
websites, info-lines, conference calls and phone trees, as well as local communication
equipment for first responder and governmental agencies.
A.

Purpose
The purpose of accurate public information during a disaster or emergency event is to
provide a rapid and efficient means of communicating with the public. Emergency
Public Information will enhance public confidence in local governmental officials. It will
provide the public with information to make the best possible decisions for their
families and the community. The first forty-eight hours of the event are most important
to establish public credibility for the remainder of the event. The Lake Stevens
Emergency Public Information Plan will:

B.

•

Provide accurate, consistent, complete information.

•

Provide the public with the facts of the emergency.

•

Address rumors, inaccuracies and misperceptions.

•

Serve as a resource for emergency responders.

•

Through education, minimize hostility and public misconceptions.

Scope
This plan details suggested Emergency Public Information policies and procedures to be
used by Lake Stevens staff during an emergency or disaster.

II.

POLICIES
A. The Lake Stevens will endeavor to release timely and accurate emergency information to
the public concerning emergency preparedness, response and recovery. This will, when
possible, be coordinated with the Snohomish County Department of Emergency
Management (DEM).

Rev. August 2018
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B. The Lake Stevens is entitled to release information concerning its emergency actions. Any
releases prepared by Lake Stevens, the City ECC, and/or Lake Stevens Fire Department
which quote or mentions another agency or department should be coordinated with the
respective agencies or departments before being released.
C. This plan supports the Incident Command System (ICS) Public Information Officer function
and the Joint Information System (JIS).
III.

SITUATION
A.

Emergency/Disaster Conditions and Hazards
Lake Stevens is vulnerable to the effects of flooding, extreme wind and storm,
earthquake damage, fire, and possible effects of a hazardous material release. These
hazards could cause damage such that evacuation and emergency sheltering would be
necessary. While other hazards are possible, they are not expected to produce
significant damage or require extreme response measures.

B.

IV.

Planning Assumptions
1.

The Lake Stevens will have access to media outlets.

2.

A disaster or emergency may necessitate an Emergency Public Information (EPI)
operation and possibly the need for a Joint Information Center (JIC).

3.

Emergency Public Information will be effective in warning the public and
mitigating the impact of a disaster or emergency.

4.

The public has a right to know what the emergency is and to be provided this
information quickly and accurately.

5.

A local disaster or emergency will generate intense, immediate and sustained
media attention.

CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS
A.

General
1. Emergency Public Information (EPI) efforts will focus on specific event-related
information. This information will generally be of an instructional nature focusing
on such things as warning, evacuation, and shelter. It is also important to keep the
public informed of the general progress of events. A special effort will be made to
report positive information regarding emergency response to reassure the
community that the situation is under control. Rumor control will be a major aspect
of the informational program. Along with this will be the use of public feedback as a
measure of the programs’ effectiveness. Education efforts will be directed toward
increasing public awareness about potential hazards and how people can deal with

Rev. August 2018
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them. All information and education efforts will rely heavily on the cooperation of
commercial media organizations.
2. The Lake Stevens designated representative is responsible for emergency
management coordination for Lake Stevens. The City will appoint a Public
Information Officer (PIO) to direct all emergency information activities and to be the
official point of contact for the media during an emergency. Public Information
Officers from other jurisdictions may be called upon to assist.
B.

PRE-INCIDENT PREPARATION
During the pre-incident stage, public information and communications activities will
include the following:
1. Emergency Public Information and Risk Communication Activities for the Public.
Prior to an incident, Lake Stevens staff will conduct regular activities to educate
the public about local hazards, prevention and protection, family preparedness,
and response-level activities. This will be accomplished through a number of
channels, including large-scale education campaigns, press releases, flyers,
workshops, task forces and health and safety fairs.
2. Designation and Training of Public Information Officers and Other Staff.
The City (Mayor or city Administrator) will appoint or designate a City public
information officer (PIO). Additional spokespersons and other PIO staff will be
designated prior to an incident. The PIO and staff will participate in ongoing
training related to emergency public information and risk communication
(verbal and written), knowledge of local hazards, prevention and protection,
family preparedness, public assistance and response-level activities.
3. Plans for Evaluating, Testing and Updating the EPI Plan.
The EPI plan will be reviewed and evaluated by subject matter experts as well as
by Lake Stevens leadership and staff. The plan will be updated each year in
preparation for winter response activities and the Emergency Operations Plan
review. Updates should be based on the after-action exercise/activation reports
(AAR) from the previous year. The Standard Operating Guidelines (e.g.
templates, fact sheets, educational brochures, website, contact information and
forms) will be updated as new technical information becomes available from
other agencies and information sources.
4.

Review and Updating of Community Contact Lists.
Community contact lists will be reviewed and updated every annually or as
required. Basic information that will be kept with contact lists includes phone
numbers (office, home, cell and pager), email addresses, fax numbers, physical
addresses, and web sites. Contact lists should include both names of
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organizations and names of important persons within the organization (e.g.
executive director, public relations staff). Suggested agencies and groups for
maintaining contact with are:
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•

Lake Stevens Staff.

•

Surrounding First Responders (e.g. Police, Fire and Rescue, Emergency
Management).

•

Media (e.g. newspapers, radio, TV).

•

County Health Department Staff.

•

American Red Cross Chapter

•

County governmental departments and services.

•

Lake Stevens School District (District Offices, Principals).

•

Nursing Homes and Assisted Living Facilities.

•

Food Banks.

•

Community Health Centers.

•

Major businesses and employers.

•

Transportation: Community Transit

•

Federal agencies/organizations.

•

Church organizations.

•

Civic organizations (Kiwanis, Rotary, United Way).

•

Senior service organizations.

•

Volunteers of America

•

Mental health resources.

•

United States Postal Service.

•

Social Service organizations.

•

Libraries.
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•
C.

Utilities.

ACTIVATION OF EPI PLAN
1. If it is determined that an incident has or is going to occur and the Emergency
Coordination Center Emergency (ECC) will be activated the EPI operation during
activation will have three functional levels:
a. Level 1: Incident level operation that quickly informs the public using
existing on-scene information and immediate access to media.
b. Level 2: ECC level (ECC staff including the City PIO) that conveys and
coordinates public information issues with the County Department of
Emergency Management/County ECC and other jurisdictions.
c. Level 3: Joint Information Center (JIC) an expanded or expanding incident
that requires a more formal PIO structure and capability. The JIC will serve
as the central point for the coordination and dissemination of public
information to the media with multiple agencies participating (Joint
Information System – JIS) when activated. Lake Stevens will require
external resources and support to establish and sustain a full JIC operation.
2. Many actions that take place at the JIC level interrelate and overlap with actions at
the ECC level, therefore if activated the ECC EPI staff if maintained will need to
coordinate their efforts and resources effectively with the JIC.

D.

EPI STAFF DEFINED
1.

Incident Level PIO Staff
At the Incident Level either the Incident or Unified Commander or his/her
designated PIO will coordinate all public information activities. Some of the
activities for Incident Level include:

2.

•

Relaying communication problems or concerns at the incident level to
the ECC EPI staff.

•

Ensuring that public information tools and messages are appropriately
given to the public.

ECC Level PIO Staff
EPI staff at the ECC will include Lake Stevens PIO and assigned support staff or
volunteers.

3.
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The staffing structure for the JIC is outlined in the JIC Standard Operating
Guidelines (Federal Plan) and will include (at minimum) the ECC PIO, who will
act as lead PIO during local JIC activation. A description of the lead PIO’s
responsibilities is found in the JIC Guidelines – Annex A.
4.

Personnel Shortages/Unavailability
At Incident Level, the Incident/Unified Commander will be responsible for
designating the PIO. If the City PIO is unable to act as ECC PIO during the
incident, the ECC Manager will designate a suitable PIO.

E.

ECC EPI OPERATIONS
1.

Initial Operations
The ECC EPI section may be declared operational when:
a. The Incident Commander (IC) has asked for the ECC to become operational.
b. The ECC has been activated by the Mayor, City Administrator, Fire, Police
Chief, or Public Works Director.
c. The public information line becomes operational and the ECC call center
with 2 or more phone lines is open and staffed and the ECC PIO is present.

2.

Initial Internal Briefing
A situation briefing should take place as soon as possible. It should, at a
minimum, include the following:

3.

•

Review of incident and current status.

•

Report on any media notification.

•

Report on ECC EPI staff that has been notified and current status of ECC
participants.

•

A list of organizations or persons to whom information has been
promised but calls have not been returned.

•

Up-date on any reported rumors or misinformation.

ECC EPI Facility and Equipment
Adequate phone lines will be necessary to conduct ECC operations and support
community inquiries, and a fax machine. Several phone lines should also be
reserved for outgoing calls.
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Space at the ECC facility should be reserved for:
•

EPI staff, including the call center team.

•

Workspace to collate news releases, fact sheets, etc.

•

Status boards/maps.

•

Copy and fax machines.

4.

The first person to arrive at the ECC facility to do the EPI function will, after signin, begin preparing the EPI work and call center area of the room for use by ECC
EPI staff. Equipment/materials stored in labeled movable containers will be
transferred from the storage room to assigned areas of the building. Staff
members arriving before equipment/materials are moved into their respective
areas should retrieve materials for their own areas from the storage room and
begin to set up their areas.

5.

EPI SOP Toolkit Description and Storage Locations
a. An Emergency Public Information Plan toolkit (Annex A) will be available for
use during activation. This toolkit will include sample press releases, media
advisories, fact sheets, checklists for spokespersons, scripts for public
service announcements, contact lists, and other documents necessary for an
effective public information campaign. Electronic copies of the toolkit will
be maintained on the Lake Stevens network as well as on a USB Mass
Storage Unit kept in the City of Lake Stevens ECC.
b. Hard copies of the EPI toolkit will be maintained in the Lake Stevens ECC and
in the Emergency Management office at the Fire Department Administrative
Office.

6.

Mass Reproduction of Printed Materials
a. The Lake Stevens Emergency Management Coordinator will maintain a small
stock of hazard specific fact sheets and information sheets ready for
reproduction and distribution.
b. The Lake Stevens ECC or EPI staff will coordinate for reproduction of fact
sheets and information sheets for the public in the event of Level II or III ECC
activation. The ECC PIO will review and approve all “canned” public
information tools and communicate approval to the Logistics Section Chief,
who will coordinate the mass reproduction of printed materials. Fact sheets
will be produced for all persons >10 years of age. Persons >10 years of age
constitute 83% of Lake Stevens population according to Census 2010 data.
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7.

Plans for Communicating with Specific Audiences
a. First Responders: During activation, first responders will require
information on the nature of the event and the hazards associated to it,
specific activities that are underway, what sources and channels of
information will be used, who is in command, which agencies/organizations
are responding.
b. Children: A public information handout for parents will be distributed to
facilitate concerns that children may have about the current incident or
event. There are additional web based tools specifically targeted to children
through FEMA kid’s web site.
c. Hearing Impaired, Blind and Other Special Needs Individuals: It is important
to consider the needs of hearing impaired, blind and other special needs
individuals. During activation, hearing impaired individuals will be able to
access the public information hotline with TTY/TDD capabilities. The Lake
Stevens website, newspapers and television captions will also be useful in
disseminating information to the deaf. For the blind, radio and television
will be used to disseminate information.
d. Minority Groups: Translation of public information fact sheets in a timely
manner will be coordinated with the local Churches, the Department of
Social Services and all other means available. Non-English speaking media
outlets (e.g. radio stations or newspapers that broadcast or print in specific
languages) may also be used to disseminate public information.
e. Elderly: During activation, the elderly may experience a heightened level of
threat due to existing health problems and reduced ability to respond. To
counteract this, public information tools will be disseminated to elder
service organizations such as Senior Services, elder care facilities and Meals
on Wheels that can assist with delivering emergency-related information
and also provide reassurance about the response efforts and actions being
taken to protect the population.
f.

8.

Animal Owners: Communication tools will include information about
potential effects of hazard exposure to animals, as well as the type of care
that should be taken to protect them from being harmed.

Media Notification before JIC Activation
If a JIC becomes necessary and because it may take a significant length of time
to activate staff and equip a JIC, the EOC PIO should provide information about
the emergency to the local and regional news media through an initial preapproved advisory sent via fax and email.

9.
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The EPI toolkit (Annex A) contains documents to be used to assist in message
development for emergency communication. Subject matter experts may be
called upon as needed to assist in message development.
10.

Procedures for Verification, Clearance, and Release of Information from the
ECC.
a. The development and approval process for media releases is detailed
below:
•

The ECC PIO decides that an incident-related news release
should be issued.

•

The ECC PIO drafts the news release in the approved format (on
letterhead) and reviews with the following for approval:
o

City Mayor

o

ECC Manager

o

ECC Operations Chief

o

The ECC PIO will send the news release to the
Snohomish County ECC or the JIC if open. The release
will be provided to local media.

b. Designated Spokesperson
1) In a crisis, the City spokesperson will be the designated ECC PIO. A
spokesperson should meet the following criteria:
•

Person who can speak with knowledge, authority,
credibility and empathy on the topic;

•

Person with a clear understanding of the principles of
risk communication in a crisis;

•

Person who can stick to key messages who will not
easily be angered flustered or steered off-message.

2) If the designated City PIO is not available, then as soon as possible, a
spokesperson will be designated based upon the criteria stated
above.
3) All spokespersons will be provided with the following helpful
documents located in the toolkit:
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11.

•

“Key to issuing timely and consistent advisories and
instructions for life safety, health and disaster
assistance”

•

“Techniques for Dealing with the Media During a Crisis”

•

“Emergency Public Information Spokesperson
Preparation Worksheet”

Specified Communication Channels and Procedures
The Lake Stevens has identified the following communication channels to be
used at the ECC level during activation:
a. The Lake Stevens will maintain a fax and email system that can be used
when information needs to reach the media, businesses, medical providers,
and other entities listed in the Lake Stevens’ “List of Community Contacts”
on an urgent basis.
b. Website: Emergency information and educational materials for the public
are currently published on Lake Stevens website. During ECC activation,
these websites should be updated at least three times a day (morning,
afternoon, evening) as media advisories are issued. Web site links are listed
in Tab 27.
c. The ECC EPI staff will respond to questions about the emergency through
the use of fact sheets, prepared statements and media advisories. PIO EPI
will maintain a log of queries. The ECC EPI staff will provide (at least daily)
feedback to the ECC PIO on the flow of emergency public information.
•

A member of the ECC EPI staff should attend all meetings and
media communications to gather information on the
emergency. Information provided through the EOC call line will
be consistent with information provided to the media.

•

When an ECC call-taker cannot respond to a citizen question,
they should obtain the caller’s name and telephone number and
refer the call to the ECC PIO or appropriate member of the EPI
staff for follow-up and a reply.

d. Media Interviews: Prior to JIC activation, the Lake Stevens and/or Lake
Stevens Emergency Management PIO, along with the ECC EPI staff will
coordinate this activity. After JIC activation, all interviews will be
coordinated through the JIC.
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e. News Conferences: After JIC activation, news conferences will be held at or
near the JIC or other appropriate location and will be coordinated by the
lead PIO.
f.

12.

Emergency Alert System: In the event of imminent life safety emergencies,
activation of the Emergency Alert System through Snohomish DEM or
SNOPAC will be used to broadcast emergency messages to the public via
radio, television and fire and police community alert megaphone systems.

Communications Feedback and Rumor Control
During any emergency, there is always the possibility for rumors or incorrect
information to be generated.

13.

•

Media monitoring will be performed, as time allows, detecting the
broadcast of incorrect emergency information. This can involve
monitoring and/or taping local television and radio news programs and
viewing media web sites. Media monitoring will be conducted both at
the JIC if activated and as a part of the EOC EPI operation as a rumor
control function.

•

When incorrect information is detected through media monitoring or
other means, this information should be passed to the ECC PIO (if at the
ECC level) or lead PIO (if at the JIC level), who notifies the appropriate
JIC staff member to prepare a response. To manage rumors, all ECC EPI
staff members are responsible for reporting rumors to the ECC PIO.

Backup Communication Systems
The ECC EPI operation will be housed in the ECC, which is equipped with a
backup generator that can function in the event of a power failure. For failures
that affect cell phones, ground lines and computerized systems, ECC EPI staff
will communicate via two-way radio. Additionally, ECC EPI staff should maintain
printed copies of all necessary documentation in the EPI toolbox.

14.

Full Scale versus Reduced Operation
When a change in the scale of the current incident/operation operation is made,
it will be reported to the media and then to the public. Issues that should be
addressed at this point include:
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•

The type of change and significance of this change.

•

Impact on facility locations and hours of operations.

•

Information on specific public actions to be taken, if any.
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F.

EPI DEACTIVIATION
1.

JIC Closure
As the incident or emergency is being closed out or the level of effort reduced,
the JIC if established will begin to enter a deactivation phase. The decision to
close the JIC will be a joint decision between the ECC Manager, the Operations
Section Chief, and the lead PIO. The media will be notified the JIC is being
closed and the media will be referred to the appropriate public affairs
representatives for follow-up queries. The Lake Stevens ECC PIO will handle all
specific inquiries.

2.

ECC EPI Deactivation
The ECC EPI operation will also begin to reduce in size and activity level as the
ECC operations wind down. The decision to close out the PIO section
coordinated decision between the ECC Manager, The Operations Section Chief,
and the ECC PIO.

3.

Disassembly and Storage of Equipment
All ECC EPI staff members are responsible for assisting the disassembly and
storage of ECC EPI equipment and toolkits. ECC EPI staff will retrieve all
equipment/materials containers and re-shelf them in the storage room. Missing
materials or equipment requiring replacement or repair will be noted and
reported to the PIO or the ECC Manager.

4.

ECC EPI Staff Debriefing Meeting
Once operations have ceased and all equipment has been disassembled and
stored, each ECC EPI staff member will provide a report stating his/her
individual perspective of the operation to the ECC PIO. The ECC PIO will then
chair a debriefing meeting for the purpose of discussing problems or concerns
that occurred during ECC EPI operation. The ECC PIO will submit a final report
to the ECC Manager.

V.

RESPONSIBILITIES
A.

PRIMARY AGENCY:
1. Lake Stevens designated agency is the lead agency responsible for organization and
mobilization of the City ECC during threats or actual emergencies.
2. Lake Stevens Emergency Managers responsibilities include:
•
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Develop and maintain a public information plan and education program
for the City Staff and ECC.
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B.

•

Coordinate and maintain a working relationship with the media;
particularly those who will disseminate emergency information to the
public.

•

Support the appointed City Public Information Officer (PIO).

•

Assist with designation of a Joint Information Center that will be the
single, official point of contact for the media during an emergency
within the response boundaries of Lake Stevens

•

As part of the CEMP, list and maintain available media resources (call
letters, names, addresses, and telephone numbers) that will
disseminate emergency information to the public.

SUPPORT AGENCIES:
1. All other agencies and organizations with Public Information Officer
functions shall:
•

Ensure all information regarding Lake Stevens and its
departments is cleared with the Lake Stevens PIO, ECC
Manager, Lake Stevens Mayor, City Administrator, or Incident
Commander before it is released to the media.

•

Provide additional public information staff as requested by the
ECC.

2. Local law enforcement agencies to include Snohomish County Sheriff’s
Office.
3. Local fire service agencies to include the surrounding paid and volunteer
departments and districts may provide additional staffing for the Public
Information section of ECC.
4. Commercial media may assist with emergency information dissemination.
5. Snohomish County Chapter of the American Red Cross may assist with
coordinated emergency information dissemination.
6. The Lake Stevens Chamber of Commerce may assist with citywide
emergency information dissemination to businesses.
VI.

RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS
EPI resource requirements are identified in Annex A, PIO Tool Kit.
(Published separately)
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VII.

TABS
The following annexes are part of the complete Lake Stevens Emergency Public Information
(EPI) Plan published separately:
•

Annex A
PIO Toolkit – Published Separately as part of the Emergency Public
Information (EPI) Plan

•

Annex B

Joint Information Center and Joint Information System

•

Annex C

Post Disaster Evaluation
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ANNEX A
TERRORISM
ICS FUNCTION:

Operations

LEAD:

Lake Stevens Police Department

SUPPORT:

Lake Stevens Emergency Coordination Center (ECC)
Lake Stevens Fire Department
Lake Stevens Public Works (PW)
Lake Stevens School District
Snohomish County Sheriff (SCSO)
Washington State Patrol (WSP)
Washington State Department of Transportation (WSDOT)
Community Transit
American Red Cross (ARC)-Snohomish County Chapter
Additional Federal and State Agencies

I.

INTRODUCTION
A. General
i. Terrorism as defined by the Department of Defense as the calculated use of
unlawful violence or threat of unlawful violence to inculcate fear; intended to
coerce or to intimidate governments or societies in the pursuit of goals that are
generally political, religious, or ideological.
B. Purpose
i. The purpose of the Terrorism Incident Annex (TIA) is to identify agency
responsibilities and the processes for coordination, response, and management
of terrorist Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD) incidents involving Chemical,
Biological, Radioactive, Nuclear, or Explosive (CBRNE) in the City of Lake
Stevens.
C. The Hazard
i. The hazard may be chemical, biological, nuclear, radiological, explosive or cyber.
It may be aimed at human, animal or plant populations within the City or in
nearby lands belonging to other jurisdictions which could affect the City.
1. Possible Terrorist Response Scenarios:
a. Pre-planned and special events.
i. This scenario provides advance notification and allows
for planning, coordinating, and pre-staging of assets,
rehearsing, and conducting joint operations exercises
(e.g., Olympics, Summit of Eight).
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ii. Local, state and federal assets are pre-deployed and
ready to react to any contingency.
iii. Unified command will already be in place.
b. Threat scenario.
i. An articulated threat will immediately initiate the FBI
threat assessment process to determine if it is a
credible threat or a hoax.
ii. If it is a credible threat, the FBI will notify local, state
and federal authorities for appropriate response
actions.
iii. This scenario may or may not provide adequate time for
preparation and pre-deployment of local, state and
federal response assets.

D. The Incident

c. No-notice scenario.
i. The local first responder community is the first to arrive
on site.
ii. The Incident Command System (ICS) organization is
established in accordance with local policies.
iii. The Incident Commander knows that first responders
are “on their own” for the initial critical hours.
iv. Local and state authorities request federal assistance in
accordance with the established emergency operations
plan.
v. The Incident Commander needs to be prepared to
transition from a single to a unified command, to
include the FBI. The FBI will coordinate the arrival of all
federal assets.

i. The Terrorism Incident Annex includes procedures for a coordinated, multiorganizational and multi-jurisdictional response to a credible threat or act of
terrorism in the City of Lake Stevens.
ii. The Annex addresses response to actual or potential terrorist incidents and
includes the appropriate response actions to prevent, minimize, or mitigate a
threat to public health, welfare, or the environment.
iii. The Annex is applicable to local jurisdictions, regional agencies and private
sector groups within Snohomish County and is used in conjunction with the Lake
Stevens Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan (CEMP), and Emergency
Support Functions (ESFs).
iv. Until such time as an incident is determined to be an act of terrorism, response
operations will be implemented IAW response agency SOPs, and the Lake
Stevens CEMP and its ESF components.
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v. The procedures provided in this Annex apply when it becomes obvious or
strongly suspect that a terrorism incident has or is about to occur.
vi. If available information is not sufficient to warrant determination of a terror
threat or action, the provisions of this Annex may be invoked in the interests of
public safety.
E. WMD Hazard Agents
i. Chemical agents are solids, liquids or gases that have chemical properties that
produce lethal or serious effects in humans, animals and plants.
1. Chemical attacks are likely to be overt localized events (point of
exposure and downwind) characterized by the rapid onset of their
effects. They may be introduced by aerosol devices, breaking
containers, or covert dissemination.
a. General Indicators of Possible Chemical Agent Use:
i. Stated threat to release a chemical agent
ii. Unusual occurrence of dead or dying animals
1. For example, lack of insects, dead birds
iii. Unexplained casualties
iv. Multiple victims
v. Surge of similar 911 calls
vi. Serious illnesses
vii. Nausea, disorientation, difficulty breathing, or
convulsions
viii. Definite casualty patterns
ix. Unusual liquid, spray, vapor, powder, droplets, or oily
film
x. Unexplained odor
xi. Low-lying clouds/fog unrelated to weather
xii. Suspicious devices, packages, or letters
xiii. Unusual metal debris
xiv. Abandoned spray devices
xv. Unexplained munitions
xvi. Unidentified powders
ii. Biological agents may be any bioengineered micro-organism, virus, infectious
substance or biological product, or any naturally occurring bioengineered
component of any such microorganism, virus, infectious substance, or biological
product that is, capable of causing death, disease, or other biological
malfunction in a human, an animal, a plant, or another living organism;
deterioration of food, water, equipment, supplies, or material of any kind; or
deleterious alteration of the environment.
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1. Biological attacks are likely to occur covertly with no identifiable crime
scene or clearly defined point of origin. The disease will spread beyond
the point of attack either through contagion or through movement of
the biological agent itself. Detection will likely occur through medical
diagnosis of unusual patterns of illness.
a. General Indicators of Possible Biological Agent Use:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.

Stated threat to release a biological agent
Unusual occurrence of dead or dying Animals
Unusual casualties
Unusual illness for region/area
Definite pattern inconsistent with natural disease
Unusual liquid, spray, vapor, or powder
Suspicious devices, packages, or letters

iii. Radiological weapons (“dirty bombs”) combine conventional explosives with
radioactive materials. The area of radioactive contamination is localized and is
not a nuclear blast.
1. Dirty bomb attacks are likely to be overt localized events (point of
explosion and downwind hazard) whose radiological effects cannot be
detected by the human senses – only radiation detection equipment.
a. General Indicators of Possible Radiological Agent Use:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Stated threat to deploy a nuclear or radiological device
Presence of nuclear or Radiological Equipment
Spent fuel canisters or nuclear transport vehicles
Nuclear Placards/Warning Materials Along with
otherwise unexplained casualties

iv. Nuclear weapons release nuclear energy in an explosive manner as the result of
nuclear chain reactions involving fission and/or fusion of atomic nuclei.
1. An attack with a nuclear weapon is an overt localized event with a
significant downwind hazard. Nuclear blast differs from conventional
explosions in that they are more powerful; create much higher blast
temperatures and brighter light flashes causing skin burns at
considerable distances; and produce radiation.
a. General Indicators of Possible Nuclear Weapons Use:
i. Stated threat to deploy a nuclear or radiological device
ii. Nuclear detonation signature
iii. Thermal light and heat blast traveling ahead of
overpressure blast wave.
iv. Overpressure blast wave.
Rev. August 2018
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b. Explosions at or near ground level will generally produce a
mushroom cloud.
c. The term explosives means any chemical compound, mixture or
device, with a primary purpose of explosion including, but not
limited to, dynamite and other high explosives, black powder,
pellet powder, initiating explosives, detonators, safety fuses,
squibs, detonating cord, igniter cord and igniters.
d. An attack with an explosive material device is the easiest to
procure and/or produce and is the most likely terrorist weapon
to be encountered. The potential exist for single or multiple
bombing events which historically happen without a threat or
warning (less than five percent of actual or attempted bombings
are preceded by a threat).
v. Combined hazards are CBRNE materials that are combined to increase
destruction or are used individually as a primary and a secondary device to
achieve a synergistic effect. Their goal would be to achieve an immediate and
delayed consequence and/or to take advantage of reduced effectiveness of
protective measures/equipment.
vi. Other Terrorism Hazards are terrorist attacks that fall outside of the definition
of WMD/CBRNE hazards and are mentioned here for planning awareness. They
may range from simple, isolated attacks to complex, sophisticated, highly
coordinated acts of destruction.
vii. Low-Tech devices and delivery may take the form of small explosive and/or
incendiary devices left in public areas for later detonation or attached directly to
a suicide bomber for detonation at a time and place for maximum effect.
viii. Infrastructure attacks are intended to destroy and/or disrupt electrical power;
oil and natural gas; telecommunications; transportation; banking and finance;
and/or other vital government/public services.
ix. Cyber Terrorism is malicious conduct in cyberspace to commit or threaten to
commit acts dangerous to human life, or against a nation’s critical
infrastructures, such as energy, transportation, or government operations.
x. Terror attacks can also include wild land or structural arson, mob violence, paramilitary expeditions, psychological assault, and wide spectrum anti-social
activity.
II.

SITUATION AND ASSUMPTIONS
A. Situation
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i. The City of Lake Stevens is not immune to acts of terrorism. While it is generally
assumed that terrorist incidents will occur in large cities, it should be recognized
that smaller communities and targets might be used as “test sites” for a future
strike at a large city. In addition, even the most remote areas may find
themselves to be the location for terrorists planning activities and for the
manufacture of weapons. Due to the number of variables involved, it is almost
impossible to calculate the likelihood of the City of Lake Stevens as a potential
site for a terrorist event. As such, the City assumes a standard posture of
vigilance and preparedness.
B. Environment
i. See CEMP for general geographic and weather data for the City of Lake Stevens.
C. Population
i. See CEMP for City population information.
D. Regional
i. The City of Lake Stevens is bordered by Snohomish County on all four sides. The
City of Marysville borders the northwest corner. The City of Everett is just to
the west, and the City of Snohomish is just to the south.
ii. Critical Infrastructure/Transportation
1. Interstate Highway 5 (I-5) is the major regional transportation corridor
for both personal and commercial traffic running north-south through
Snohomish County just west of the City of Lake Stevens.
2. U.S. Highway 2 (US-2) is a major transportation corridor for both
personal and commercial traffic running east-west just south of the City
of Lake Stevens.
3. Washington State Route 9 (SR-9) is a transportation corridor primarily
for personal traffic running north-south through western Lake Stevens.
4. Washington State Route 92 (SR-92) is the primary transportation
corridor running east-west between SR-9 and the cities of Lake Stevens
and Granite Falls in central Snohomish County.
5. Washington State Route 204 (SR-204) is the primary transportation
corridor for personal and commercial traffic running east-west from the
City of Lake Stevens (Frontier Village area) to SR-2 and I-5 just west of
the City.
iii. Trucking/Transport Activity
1. Olympic Pipeline operates a 16 and 20 inch bulk liquid petroleum
pipeline running north-south through western Snohomish County. The
pipeline has numerous pump-stations, values, and 8 inch feeder lines
throughout its run in the County.
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2. Williams Pipeline operates a 36 inch bulk natural gas pipeline running
north-south through western Snohomish County. The pipeline has
three east-west bulk running distribution runs (1 – northwest county, 1
southwest county, 1 southeast county).
3. Note: Natural gas is odorless and colorless in bulk distribution lines –
scent agents are added in retail distribution lines to aid in leak
identification.
4. Interstate 5 (I-5) Tractor/Trailer Traffic – Over half of the commercial
tractor-trailer traffic moving through Snohomish County on the I-5
corridor consist of bulk fuel tankers and refined petroleum products
(oils).
5. SR 9 / SR 92 Tractor/Trailer Traffic - the City of Lake Stevens is a hub
for much of the heavy tractor-trailer traffic traveling from gravel
quarries in Granite Falls to other parts of the region.
iv. Water Production/Purification
1. Waste Water Treatment Facility is located in the City of Lake Stevens
near the intersection of 10th St SE and SR 204.
v. Power Sub-Stations & Major Distribution Lines
1. Sub-Stations – There are 83+ electrical sub-stations located throughout
Snohomish County. The primary owner / operator is Snohomish County
Public Utility District #1. Seattle City Light owns / operates one facility
near the King / Snohomish County line.
2. Major Distribution Lines – There are 36+ miles Bonneville Power
Administration (BPA) lines running north-south as well as 34+ miles
running east-west throughout Snohomish County. These lines carry
between 500 and 115 kV of electricity to retail electric service providers
in the County as well as other providers throughout the region.
vi. Airports/Airfields
1. Arlington Field (KAWO – General Light Aviation & Annual Fly-In) is
located in northwest Snohomish County near the City of Arlington. The
airfield has two runways (5332 and 3498 feet) capable of handling a
variety of medium to light aircraft and helicopters.
2. Harvey Field (S43 – General Light Aviation) is located in southwest
Snohomish County near the City of Snohomish. The airfield has one
runway (2671 feet) capable of handling a variety of light aircraft and
helicopters.
3. Cascade Air Park (Private Light Aviation) is located in west central
Snohomish County near the City of Lake Stevens. The airfield has one
runway (3800 feet) capable of handling a variety of light aircraft and
helicopters.
vii. Trains
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1. The City of Lake Stevens has no train traffic that travels through the
City.
viii. Government Facilities
1. Federal
a. United States Post Office is located in the City of Lake Stevens
in the Downtown area.
b. United States Post Office has a distribution center located on
36th St NE in the north end of the City.
2. State
a. There are no state facilities in the City of Lake Stevens.
3. County
a. Snohomish County Public Utility District #1 (PUD) maintains
two facilities within the City of Lake Stevens; in the 400 block of
91st Ave NE and in the 12700 block of 36th St NE.
b. Community Transit maintains a Transit Center in the 9700 block
of 4th St NE.
4. Recreation Facilities
a. Boys & Girls Club is located on 16th St NE just to the south of
the downtown area of the City.
5. Arenas (Sporting / Entertainment)
6. Malls / Major Shopping Centers
a. Market Place is an open air shopping center located in west
Lake Stevens at the intersection of SR 204 and 91st Ave NE.
b. Target is a stand-alone general merchandise store in western
Lake Stevens near the intersection of SR 9 and Market Place.
c. Frontier Village is an open air shopping center located in west
Lake Stevens at the intersection of SR 9 and SR 204.
d. Jay’s Market is an open air shopping center located in eastern
Lake Stevens in the Downtown area.
7. Other Facilities
8. Colleges / Universities
9. Hospitals
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10. Military Installations
a. United State Naval Housing is located in the 10300 block of 4th
St NE.
11. HAZMAT Facilities

E. Assumptions

a. See ESF-10 – HAZMAT for information on facilities in Snohomish
County.

i. A terrorist threat or incident may occur at any time of day with little or no
warning, may involve single or multiple geographic areas, and may result in
mass casualties.
ii. No single agency at the local, state, federal, or private-sector level possesses the
authority and expertise to act alone on the many difficult issues that may arise
in response to a threat or act of terrorism, particularly if CBRNE agents are
involved.
iii. A terrorist incident will create a need for special response considerations unlike
other emergency incident, e.g.:
1. A terrorist incident could contain CBRNE agents that are extremely toxic
and not the “typical” hazardous substances generally found at a
HAZMAT incident.
iv. First responders need to be aware of the threat of secondary devices.
v. Close coordination will be required between law enforcement, who will view
the incident as a crime scene, and other first responders, who view the scene as
a hazardous material and/or mass casualty incident site.
vi. First responders may not immediately recognize a terrorist incident. A
responder’s ability to recognize the signs of a terrorist event is critical to their
safety in responding to this type of incident.
vii. In the case of a biological attack:
1. The effect may be geographically dispersed with no determined or
defined “incident site.” Response operations may be conducted over a
multi-jurisdictional, multi-state region.
2. A biological attack employing a contagious agent may require a
quarantine order by Federal, State, local and tribal health officials to
contain the disease outbreak.
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3. If appropriate personal protective equipment and capabilities are not
available and the area is contaminated with CBRNE materials, it is
possible that response actions into contaminated area may be delayed
until the material has dissipated to a level that is safe for emergency
response personnel to operate, or until appropriate personal protective
equipment and capabilities arrive.
4. There may be multiple events carried out to create a diversion of
emergency resources or overwhelm the system.
5. In the event of biological or chemical releases, first responders may
become contaminated or exposed before they are able to recognize the
agent involved.
6. Cross-contamination of critical facilities and large geographic areas may
occur. Victims, not knowing they have been exposed to an agent, may
carry contaminants to businesses, residences, public transportation,
hospitals, and clinics. Emergency responders may unknowingly
contaminate police and fire stations, emergency rooms or other
locations.
7. There will be a stronger, more emotional reaction from the public.
While natural disasters create a nurturing emotional reaction causing
people to assist one another, a terrorist event will evoke a reaction of
extreme fear and anger.
8. As a terrorist incident escalates, local state and federal responders will
be challenged with complexity of command, control and coordination.
III.

CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS
A. General
i. Federal, state and local law enforcement agencies will be responsible for the
gathering and dissemination of intelligence information. Intelligence
information, regarding presumed legitimate threats, will be disseminated by the
local law enforcement agency to any agency which may be directly affected by
an incident. In most cases, the amount of information relayed will be on a need
to know basis and may be limited to information that a legitimate threat has
been received and action is required to place staff in a readiness mode of
operation.
B. Direction & Control guidance is covered in ESF 5 – Emergency Management section of
the Snohomish County CEMP. The information listed here is specific to terrorism
related incidents.
i. Establishing an Incident Command Post (ICP) – Initial coordination of on-scene
emergency activities will normally take place from a command post established
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by the first police or fire emergency units to arrive at the incident scene.
Depending upon the situation, a unified command may be established between
law enforcement, fire/EMS agencies and the Health Department.
ii. Activating the DEM Emergency Coordination Center – The Emergency
Coordination Center (EOC) of Snohomish County Department of Emergency
Management (DEM) will activate to support on-scene activities at major
incidents. The DEM ECC will serve as an initial coordination point for
participating local, state and federal agencies during on-going response and
recovery activities.
iii. Establishing a Joint Operations Center – Depending upon the incident, a Joint
Operations Center (JOC) may be established. The FBI field office, responsible for
the incident site, may modify its command post to function as the Joint
Operations Center (JOC). An Emergency Management representative from DEM
will be assigned to the JOC to coordinate local consequence response activities.
1. Accessing Federal Resources – The JOC will manage the request for
deployment of all federal assets. These requests will be coordinated by
assigned Principal Federal Officer (PFO)/Federal Coordinating Officer
(FCO). Local government is authorized to request assistance from the
next level of government after its resources have been expended
and/or are clearly inadequate to cope with the effects of the disaster.
2. Intelligence and Information Sharing – The JOC provides
communication between separate command posts and between the
command group and the Strategic Information Operations Center (SIOC)
at FBI Headquarters in Washington, DC. The JOC disseminates
intelligence information to keep all components of the response force
abreast of developing situations that would influence the planning and
execution of crisis and consequence management operations.
C. Communications guidance is covered in ESF 2 – Communications section of the
Snohomish County CEMP. The information listed here is specific to terrorism related
incidents.
i. Communications shall be managed through emergency dispatch utilizing
standard operating procedures. The established radio frequencies shall be used,
in combination with telephones, to provide for complete communications
capability. The use of amateur radio operators and frequencies to supplement
communications may be requested through the ECC.
ii. It is anticipated that responders from outside the local area and from state and
federal agencies will operate under separate frequencies. In order to facilitate
communications, equipment may be shared or re-distributed in order to provide
common equipment and frequency access. This will facilitate effective
communications between agencies and departments at the incident as well as
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between the ECC and field command post. The ECC is responsible for
coordinating the provision of additional communication equipment as needed.
iii. Per NIMS guidance, a Communication Unit Leader will be assigned to develop
205 Incident Radio Communications Plan. This unit should work closely with
local dispatchers. All communication between organizations at an incident shall
be in plain talk. No “10 codes” or acronyms shall be used. All communications
shall be limited to essential messages.
D. Warning
i. Advanced warning may or may not be forthcoming for a Terrorism incident.
Factors involved range from intelligence gathered from law enforcement and
other intelligence sources to an actual notification from the terrorist(s) or an
associate. Open communication among local, State, and Federal law
enforcement agencies and emergency response officials is imperative. The local
FBI field office must be notified of all suspected terrorist threats or incidents.
E. Notification
i. Initial notification of first responder agencies will take place through dispatch.
Upon determination that the event may be an incident of terrorism, dispatch
shall notify the DEM Duty Officer and the Everett Office of the FBI.
ii. DEM Duty Officer will notify the Washington State Emergency Management
Division Duty Officer.
iii. Other notifications and requests for outside resources beyond established
mutual aid shall be made through the ECC.
F. Emergency Public Information guidance is covered in ESF 15 – Public Affairs section of
the Snohomish County CEMP. The information listed here is specific to terrorism
related incidents.
i. Accurate and timely information, disseminated to the public and media
immediately and often over the course of the response, is vital to minimize
confusion and public panic.
ii. Initial interaction with the media may be implemented under the direction of
the Incident Commander or ECC Coordinator. As the situation develops, a Joint
Information Center (JIC) will be established with Federal, State, and County
authorities to manage public/media information dissemination. Once
established, the JIC will coordinate all media inquires and releases.
G. Protective Actions guidance is covered in ESF 10 – Hazardous Materials Response and
ESF 13 – Public Safety, Law Enforcement, and Security sections of the Snohomish County
CEMP. The information listed here is specific to terrorism related incidents.
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i. Evacuation may be required from inside the perimeter of the scene to guard
against further casualties, either from contamination by an agent release or the
possibility of secondary devices.
ii. In-place sheltering may be required if the area must be contained because of
the need for quarantine or if it is determined to be safer for individuals to
remain in place. The ECC will coordinate with the Red Cross, County Health
Officials, and other local entities for shelter activation.
iii. Decontamination of casualties and first responder will be under the response
agency with decontamination capability. The setup and operation of
decontamination stations will be situation dependent using agency developed
procedures and protocols. All patients determined to be contaminated shall be
decontaminated prior to transport to a medical facility.
iv. In extreme circumstances, when the public health is endangered because of
refusal by victims to be decontaminated, the Health Officer may issue a Health
Officer’s order under RCW 70.05. Under such an order, an area can be
quarantined such that victims cannot leave the area until they are
decontaminated. Law Enforcement personnel will assist in implementation as
necessary.
H. Mass Care guidance is covered in ESF 6 – Mass Care, Housing, and Human Services and
ESF 8 – Public Health and Medical Services sections of the Snohomish County CEMP.
The information listed here is specific to terrorism related incidents.
i. Location of mass care facilities will be based partly on the hazard involved,
facility capabilities, and facility location.
ii. One or more intermediate stations(s) may need to be established to move
victims out of the way of immediate harm. This would allow responders to
provide critical attention to general life saving support and then evacuate
victims to an established mass care location for further treatment.
I.

Health & Medical guidance is covered in ESF 6 – Mass Care, Housing, and Human
Services and ESF 8 – Public Health and Medical Services sections of the Snohomish
County CEMP.
i. Response to any mass casualty event will require the active collaboration of the
emergency response, medical, and public health service agencies to ensure the
effective utilization of all available resources and personnel both professionally
credentialed and volunteer.

J.

Resource Management guidance is covered in ESF 7 – Resource Support section of the
Snohomish County CEMP.

K. Recovery Operations guidance is covered in ESF 14 – Long Term Community Recovery
section of the Snohomish County CEMP.
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L. Search & Rescue guidance is covered in ESF 9 – Search and Rescue section of the
Snohomish County CEMP.
IV.

ORGANIZATION AND ASSIGNMENT OF RESPONSIBILITIES
A. Local
i. Snohomish County Department of Emergency Management (DEM)
1. Coordinates overall strategic disaster response during a major
emergency or disaster.
2. Coordinates with state or federal agencies to secure additional
resources and advises responding agencies of those available
resources.
3. Coordinates with law enforcement agencies to determine appropriate
readiness actions during periods of increased threat.
4. Activates the Emergency Alert System as needed.
5. Monitors federal threat levels to determine appropriate readiness
actions.
6. Manages all facets of response activities when there is no local incident
site.
7. Assists in the establishment of a joint field office to provide a central
location for coordination of federal, state, and local agencies.
8. Ensures restoration of county services as soon as practicable.
9. Coordinates with the American Red Cross to arrange temporary housing
for evacuees unable to return to their homes.
10. Coordinates logistical and other support to first responders upon
request from the Incident Commander. Logistical support may include
the acquisition of tangible items such as equipment, supplies and
personnel or the acquisition of services such as transportation and
communication.
11. Coordinates the alert and warning of persons located in effected area.
DEM will provide additional support for large-scale evacuation through
mutual aid agreements and request for state assistance.
12. Serves as liaison between local jurisdictions and the Washington State
Emergency Management Division. Request/provide resources when the
capabilities of local response agencies are exceeded.
13. Coordinates the flow of information between the incident command
post and state and federal agencies as directed for operational and
public information purposes.
14. Ensures that tactical interoperable communications plans are being
implemented.
15. Maintains liaison with supporting agencies.
ii. Snohomish County Medical Examiner
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1. Assumes responsibility for the identification and disposition of the dead,
including notification of next-of-kin.
2. Determines the cause and manner of death and provide the information
for death certification to the Snohomish County Health District and Vital
Statistics.
3. Maintains a current list of mortuaries, funeral homes, and other
facilities for the care of the dead. Coordinate release of remains with
these agencies.
4. Pre-identifies suitable facilities for emergency morgues and ensure that
qualified personnel operate them.
5. Ensures adequate documentation of victims and maintain a list of
positively identified deceased individuals. The list will be made
available to appropriate individuals.
6. Provides a representative from the Medical Examiner’s Office to the
Emergency Operations Center (EOC) when available.
7. Obtains additional supplies as needed including body bags, tags, special
manpower, etc. Additional requests should be made through normal
emergency management channels.
iii. Snohomish Health District
1. Assures the availability of and access to critical health services.
2. Detects and identifies possible sources of infectious diseases dangerous
to the general public health of the community.
3. Provides a representative to the EOC for coordination of public health
services.
4. Oversees the coordination of food, water, and sanitation services at
mass care facilities.
5. Provides for the recording and preservation of death certificates.
6. Assists the State Department of Health in providing assessments of the
public health impact of CBRNE incidents.
7. Provides information to local, state and federal health agencies through
appropriate channels.
8. Uses the Joint Information System to provide public information
regarding disease prevention and sanitation precautions.
9. Assures provision of immunizations, prophylaxis, and other preventative
treatment.
10. Coordinates with other agencies to ensure the safety of food and water
supplies.
11. Oversees disposal of human and solid waste in a manner consistent with
public health standards.
12. Declares a public health emergency to protect the general public.
13. Enforces county codes concerning environmental, public health, or
safety issues.
14. Advises the incident commander of decontamination protocols,
symptoms, and recommended medical treatments related to CBRNE.
15. Dispatches a medical officer to the site as necessary.
16. Maintains medical surveillance for CBRNE signs and symptoms.
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17. Coordinates with the State of Washington to activate the Strategic
National Stockpile.
18. Acts as the lead agency for the dispensation of mass prophylaxis or
inoculations, including Strategic National Stockpile assets when
activated.
19. Coordinates isolation and quarantine measures with appropriate state
agencies.
20. Coordinates dissemination of critical public health information.
iv. Critical Incident Stress Management Team
1. Provides on-scene psychological assessment of first responder
personnel during major catastrophic incidents.
2. Provides on-scene psychological assessment of first responder
personnel during incidents of long duration.
3. Provides guidance in managing incident stress experienced by first
responders in order to mitigate long-term psychological trauma.
v. Law Enforcement
1. Identifies, assesses and prioritizes threats.
2. Gathers, analyzes, and disseminates information in cooperation with
the FBI’s Joint Anti Terrorism Task Force.
3. After review of site analysis and recommendations of Bio-Chemical
Response Team (BCRT), FBI, and other technical expertise, assists in
securing bio-chemical facilities, including arrest or detention of persons
of interest in the facility.
4. If required, assists in ensuring that proper monitoring and
decontamination has been conducted on suspects and responders at
site before their transport off premises.
5. Ensures scene ingress and egress for ambulances and other needed
resources.
6. Denies scene access to both the public and self dispatched responders
who have failed to check in with the Staging Officer.
7. Coordinates and conducts evacuation.
8. Provides security and maintains order at decontamination sites, field
and area hospitals, functional areas, and command post.
9. Collects and preserves evidence where equipment and resources allow
(where biological or chemical contamination of evidence is suspected
and immediate review of the material is required, evidence may be
collected by the Regional Drug Task Force Chemical /Bio Response
Team, supported by HAZMAT Team resources. In all other cases, the FBI
will coordinate evidence collection).
10. Maintains scene integrity as possible.
11. Manages deceased incident victims at the scene until the medical
examiner arrives to claim and relocate bodies.
12. Provides situation and status reports, upon request, to the Snohomish
County ECC.
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13. Provides an incident/event debriefing and critique for all participating
agencies and departments.
14. Provides liaison(s) to the FBI JOC.
15. Acts as the lead agency and establishes an incident command post if
first on scene.
16. Coordinates the deployment and operation of counter-terrorist
response elements.
17. Establishes control zones and orders evacuation from the hot and warm
zones.
18. Secures scene, reroutes traffic, and implements crowd control measures
as needed.
19. Provides security at incident site, operational areas, and critical facilities
including Strategic National Stockpile dispensing sites.
20. Provides requested support for evacuation operations.
21. Conducts reconnaissance in vicinity of the incident site to identify
threats from delayed action and secondary weapons.
22. Cooperates with state and federal agencies to investigate the incident
and to identify and apprehend suspects.
vi. Snohomish Regional Drug Task Force Bio-Chemical Response Team (BCRT)
1. Conducts recognizance assessment of potential hazards of situation and
site.
2. Within the training, resources, and equipment constraints of the BCRT
members, and if deemed appropriate, secure bio-chemical facilities.
3. Advises local law enforcement and first response agencies of hazard
assessment, recommended actions, and resources needed.
4. Assists local IC with technical and operational advice and assistance as
appropriate.
5. Assists in the documentation of the bio-chemical site.
vii. Fire Rescue and Emergency Medical Service Agencies within Snohomish County
1. Provides and manages operations of Hazardous Materials (HAZMAT)
Response Teams.
2. Establishes exclusionary zones.
3. Controls “hot zone” - enlist the assistance of law enforcement if
necessary.
4. Conducts monitoring and sampling to determine safety of the incident
site, the potential need for evacuation, the potential health threats
associated with specific agents and the level of access limitation
necessary.
5. Conducts rescue operations as appropriate and safe dependent upon
the nature of the terrorist event.
6. Conducts mass decontamination for victims.
7. Acts as the lead agency and establishes an incident command post if
first on scene.
8. Conducts all fire suppression and rescue operations.
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9. Coordinates search and rescue operations as needed.
10. Deploys EMS teams and implements mass casualty protocols as
required.
11. Deploys hazardous materials response teams and decontamination
units as needed.
12. Integrates all supporting EMS agencies into on scene medical
operations.
13. Identifies and restricts access to unsafe structures as able.
14. Identifies requirements for debris clearance to expedite fire and rescue
operations.
15. Orders evacuations as necessary and provides evacuation support as
able.
16. Provides information to the public under the Community Right-to-Know
Act.
17. Coordinates necessary actions to decontaminate hazardous material
sites and remains on site until immediate health and safety risks have
been resolved.
18. Develops and implements appropriate access controls for areas unable
to be decontaminated in the near term.
viii. Snohomish County Planning and Development Services
1. Conducts post-blast evaluation of buildings.
2. Supports emergency operations as defined in agency emergency
operating procedures or as requested by the ECC, such as damage
assessment.
3. Provides situation and status reports, upon request, to the EOC.
ix. Snohomish County Public Works
1. Provides equipment and personnel resources to assist in evacuations.
2. Assists law enforcement with traffic and crowd control.
3. Constructs emergency berms and dykes with heavy equipment as
necessary.
4. Conducts post-blast evaluation of roads and bridges.
5. Repairs and restores damaged or blocked access routes, critical water,
electrical, sewer utilities, and storm drains.
6. Provides equipment and operators for debris removal.
7. Provides barricades and temporary fencing as requested.
8. Conducts emergency repairs to streets and bridges as necessary.
9. Facilitates remediation and decontamination of any hazardous materials
affecting municipal drainage systems.
B. Inter-Jurisdictional
i. State
1. The Washington Emergency Management Division (EMD) has developed
a Washington State Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan for
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Terrorism (Annex A). The document outlines the core state
responsibilities and resources available for incidents of terrorism.
2. In some situations, the state may activate the Integrated Fixed Facility
Radiological and Chemical Protection Plan. Annex B, Appendix 1 of this
plan details U.S. Department of Energy emergency response assets and
response times that are available by request through EMD. EMD will
also alert and notify jurisdictions, state agencies and Canada of an
incident and will serve as a liaison for federal resources.
ii. Federal
1. In the event of a terrorist response, the Federal government activates
the National Response Plan (NRP) Terrorism Annex. The Terrorism
Annex identifies the Department of Justice/Federal Bureau of
Investigations as the lead federal coordinating agency. Key Cooperating
Agencies are identified as:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Department of Defense
Department of Energy
Department of Health and Human Services
Department of Homeland Security
Department of State
Environmental Protection Agency

2. The NRP Terrorism Annex provides operational concepts for the Federal
law enforcement and investigative response to a threatened or actual
terrorist incident within the United States. The Annex acknowledges
and outlines the unique nature of each threat or incident, the
capabilities and responsibilities of the local jurisdictions and the law
enforcement and investigative activities necessary to prevent or
mitigate a specific threat or incident.
3. According to HSPD-5, “The Attorney General has lead responsibility for
criminal investigations of terrorist acts or terrorist threats by individuals
or groups inside the United States…Generally acting through the Federal
Bureau of Investigations, the Attorney General, in cooperation with
other Federal departments and agencies engaged in activities to protect
our national security shall also coordinate the activities of the other
members of the law enforcement community to detect, prevent,
preempt, and disrupt terrorist attacks against the United States.”
V.

ADMINISTRATIVE AND LOGISTICS
A. Administrative Framework
i. General Support Requirements
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1. There are many factors that make response to a WMD/Terrorist attack
unique among the emergencies that might face the County. Unlike
some natural disasters such as floods, winter storms, drought, etc., the
administration and logistical response to a WMD event may provide
little opportunity for incident specific response preparation due to lack
of forewarning or lack of any immediately obvious indicators of the
nature and timing of the attack. The use of certain WMD agents may
not be immediately apparent and caregivers, emergency response
personnel, and bystanders could already be in imminent danger of
becoming casualties before the realization of the existence of the crime.
Incidents can quickly escalate from one scene to those encompassing
multiple locations and jurisdictions. As a result of these and many other
factors, the complex logistical support requirements must be
continually assessed and adjusted.
ii. Availability of Service
1. DEM maintains a current Resource List encompassing those assets
located within the County and selected resources which might be
available from nearby jurisdictions.
2. All ESFs maintain a function specific Resource List and Contact Roster of
assets and contractors that might be utilized during a terrorism event.
3. Mutual Aid Agreements
4. Emergency Management Assistance Compacts
5. Administrative Policies & Procedures
6. Freedom of Information / Public Disclosure
iii. Policies & Procedures for Law Enforcement Sensitive Information
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INCIDENT ANNEX B
EARTHQUAKE RESPONSE PLAN
ICS FUNCTION:

Operations

LEAD:

Lake Stevens Fire

SUPPORT:

Lake Stevens Public Works Department
Lake Stevens Police Department
Snohomish PUD
Amateur Radio, RACES/ARES
American Red Cross, Snohomish County Chapter

I. INTRODUCTION
A.

PURPOSE
To provide instructions and standard processes for warning, response,
and recovery from the effects of a damaging earthquake affecting the
City of Lake Stevens.

B.

SCOPE
This annex addresses response during and immediately after a damage
producing earthquake and the planned recovery actions. This annex will
not address seismic mitigation measures in building codes, land use
planning, or continuing public preparedness education. Damage
assessment is covered in ESF 14, Recovery.

II. POLICY
A.

The City of Lake Stevens strongly encourages personal, family, and
business emergency preparedness plans. During and after a damage
producing earthquake, City emergency response resources will be
primarily devoted to immediate life safety actions, incident stabilization,
and the protection/recovery of public infrastructure including roads,
streets, and public facilities/utilities.

B.

Business and private property owners need to plan for specific insurance
coverage for structures and contents before an emergency occurs.
Likewise, personal and family emergency plans should include food,
water, prescription medicine, and heating and shelter support for at least
72 hours, if not longer.

REV. August 2018
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III. PLANNING ASSUMPTIONS
A.

The inability to predict or provide timely warning for earthquakes means
that all earthquake planning is reactive or responsive.

B.

The portion of the Lake Stevens located on the Stillaguamish flood plan is
highly susceptible to damage from ground movement and soil
liquefaction.
Seismic damage to dikes and other drainage structures followed by high
winter tides could lead to localized flooding and required evacuation.

C.
D.

The secondary effects of a damaging earthquake such as fire, injury,
building collapse, search and rescue, and hazmat-release (natural gas
leaks, sewage release, other industrial HAZMAT) will be addressed
according to plans and processes already defined for those hazards or
incidents.

E.

City emergency response resources will not be adequate to deal
simultaneously with all the immediate consequences of a damaging
earthquake – individual citizens should be prepared to take care of
themselves and their families for up to 72 hours.

F.

Severe economic consequences will result from an extended loss of
electrical power, city water and sanitation systems, natural gas service, or
a combination of these. The inability to open businesses, provide fuel or
natural gas, prepare food, provide clean water, and maintain sanitation
will immediately and seriously impact business, schools, and adult care
facilities.

IV. CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS
A.

Initial Actions for Everyone. When an earthquake is felt:
Everyone should stop what they are doing and DROP, COVER, and HOLD
onto some large object.

REV. August 2018

1.

If you are driving, stop your vehicle in a safe location and wait
until the shaking stops.

2.

After the shaking stops, evacuate buildings and wait for
aftershocks. Move well away from buildings, brick walls, and
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overhead signs, lights, and power lines.
3.

B.

C.

City Employees
1.

If at home, take care of families and then report to the City
Emergency Coordination Center (ECC). If you cannot return to
Lake Stevens, attempt to call your department or the City ECC and
report your status, location, and a contact telephone number.

2.

At work, account for other employees, treat injuries, and evaluate
the stability of your building and utilities. Shut off gas (if leaking)
and water lines (if leaking). Check for electrical safety and fires.
Shut off power, if necessary. Do not re-enter any building that is
not standing straight or has obvious structural damage.

3.

When safe to do so, move any vehicles and wheeled equipment
out of garages and shops. Park them at a safe distance (1.5 times
building height) away from any buildings.

4.

Re-enter only safe buildings. Stay off telephone and cell phones,
except to call for medical help for injuries. Listen to commercial
radio or TV for emergency announcements and instructions.
Monitor SNO911 radios for instructions and information.

Response and Recovery
1.

REV. August 2018

If safe to do so, shut off gas (if leaking) or water lines (if leaking).
Treat all downed lines as “live electric hazards.” Put-out small
fires, if safe to do so.

Earthquake Response Phase
a.

The Earthquake Response Phase begins when the
earthquake occurs and continues until all immediate life
safety and public infrastructure issues have been
responded to and cleared. This phase may include
opening of the City ECC, initial reporting of damage and
utility outages, and shelter operations. A formal
emergency/disaster declaration may be required then or
at a later date.

b.

Following an earthquake of any size that is felt, the ECC
3
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will be opened to take initial reports and determine the
level of damage, if any, and initiate additional emergency
response actions.
c.

2.

The consequences of an earthquake may include fires,
hazardous material releases, flooding, and the need for
search, rescue, large scale evacuation, and sheltering.
Planned response actions for these types of emergencies
are covered in other parts of the CEMP and will not be
repeated here.

Recovery Phase
The Recovery Phase begins when all new threats to life and
property have stopped. Recovery operations will include
“windshield survey” reports, initial damage reporting for EMD,
continued debris removal, utility restoral, and shelter closing. The
decision to formally declare an emergency or disaster may be part
of this phase.
a.

General recovery actions are discussed in ESF #14,
Recovery. Recovery actions consist primarily of two parts
overlapping in time. Part 1 is restoral and return to service
of public facilities, services, utilities, clean-up of businesses
and residences, and the removal of debris. A general list
of recovery tasks both public and private is in TAB A.

b.

Part 2 is the implementation of a process to accurately
collect and document public and private (including
business) damage assessments. This process is critical to
future efforts to recover costs associated with the
emergency or disaster. The collection of damage
assessment information is complex and requires specific
information within a short period of time. Damage
estimation and documentation is addressed in ESF #14.

V. RESPONSIBILITIES
A.

Lake Stevens Fire (LSF)
1.

REV. August 2018

After the earthquake, LSF will operate the ECC at the appropriate
level, maintain a chronological log of incident events, and
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coordinate for resources. LSF will provide the City PIO with
information for media releases. LSF will activate emergency
communication as necessary and coordinate with the Red Cross
for any sheltering needs.
2.

After the earthquake, LSF will coordinate recovery actions.
Information packets will be made available in areas most
impacted. Finally, LSF will manage the process for collection of
damage assessments, document and report city recovery actions,
and coordinate with Snohomish County and Washington State
EMD for damage surveys.

3.

As necessary, LSF will coordinate with the police and other
organizations to use vehicle mounted public address systems to
provide warnings and critical safety information about fire,
electrical, health, and other post earthquake hazards in damaged
areas.

4.

A telephone information line will be established and staffed to
provide current information. Additionally, recovery information
will also be placed on the city web pages and in newspapers and
other mass media.

B. Other City Departments:
1.

2.
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Planning Development:
a.

Identify and mark unsafe structures, beginning with public
structures and businesses.

b.

Coordinate emergency permitting and inspection
processes for public and private property recovery work to
ensure compliance with safety, environmental, and fire
standards.

Each department with separate buildings or structures:
a.

Following an earthquake account for all employees,
inspect buildings implement building evacuation until
safety of the structure can be determined.

b.

Implement earthquake or other disaster plans including
5
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the inspection and testing of emergency power
generators, emergency lights, flashlights, and generator
fuel status.
c.
3.

4.
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Implement Continuity of Operations (COOP) plans.

Public Works:
a.

Implement earthquake or disaster plans, account for all
personnel.

b.

Designate a PW liaison to the City ECC.

c.

Implement Continuity of Operations (COOP) plans.

d.

Conduct damage surveys and assessments. Document all
damage and emergency work with digital photographs and
GPS locations.

e.

Closely document all emergency work under an assigned
unique work order including equipment and materials
used, fuel consumed, worker overtime, tipping fees and
number or volume of debris loads.

f.

Request emergency health, hydraulic, and environmental
permits for recovery work.

Police
a.

Implement earthquake or disaster plans and account for
all personnel.

b.

Secure weapons and tactical equipment. Coordinate road
closure and debris information with Public Works and
SNOPAC. Emphasize reporting of debris and blocked
roads, power outages, power lines, and possible electrical
and fire hazards.

c.

Coordinate evacuation support with ECC.

d.

Request mutual aid from available agencies.
6
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e.

In coordination with Fire and PW establish and enforce
safety/security perimeters. Increase security patrols and
traffic control.

C. Other Organizations
1.

Snohomish County Public Health Department:
a. Provide emergency water treatment guidance. Assist with
water quality testing.

2.

3.

b.

Monitor the impacted area for signs of water/food related
infection or illness.

d.

As necessary, inspect potable water and water treatment
systems including septic systems. Inspect/monitor flooded
areas, surface water, and shorelines for contamination.

Snohomish County Chapter-American Red Cross
a.

Implement disaster response plans. Based on information
available, assess shelter needs and possible locations.
Alert disaster teams.

b.

Prepare for people using electric medical equipment
(ventilators, dialysis, etc).

c.

Ask City Emergency Management Coordinator to
designate amateur radio emergency support to any
shelters.

d.

Identify a Red Cross liaison for the City ECC when
activated.

Lake Stevens School District
a.

Review and update earthquake and emergency plans.

b.

Provide a liaison to the City ECC.

VI. REFERENCES

REV. August 2018
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A.
B.
C.

Snohomish County CEMP
Lake Stevens CEMP, ESF’s 4, 6, 9, and 14
Lake Stevens CEMP, Incident Annexes 4 - Evacuation, and 7 - HAZMAT

TABS

A.

Typical Post-Earthquake Checks for Individuals and Private Property Owners

REV. August 2018
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INCIDENT ANNEX B
TAB A

AFTER AN EARTHQUAKE
Be prepared for additional earth movements called "aftershocks." Although most of
these are smaller than the main earthquake, some may be large enough to cause
additional damage or bring down weakened structures.

Because other aftereffects can include fires, chemical spills, landslides, dam breaks, and
tidal waves, be sure to monitor your battery-operated radio or TV for additional
emergency information.
INJURIES
Check for injuries. Do not attempt to move injured or unconscious people unless they
are in immediate danger from live electrical wires, flooding, or other hazards. Internal
injuries may not be evident, but may be serious or life-threatening. If someone has
stopped breathing, call for medical or first aid assistance immediately and begin CPR if
you are trained to do so. Stop a bleeding injury by applying direct pressure to the
wound. If you are trapped, try to attract attention to your location.
CHECKING UTILITIES
An earthquake may break gas, electrical, and water lines. If you smell gas: (1) open
windows; (2) shut off the main gas valve; (3) do not turn any electrical appliances or
lights on or off; (4) go outside; (5) report the leak to authorities; and (6) do not reenter
the building until a utility official says it is safe to do so.
•
•

If electric wiring is shorting out, shut off the electric current at the main
box.
If water pipes are damaged, shut off the supply at the main valve.

OTHER PRECAUTIONS
•
•

REV. August 2018

Have chimneys inspected for cracks and damage. Do not use the fireplace
if the chimney has any damage.
Check to see if sewage lines are intact before using bathrooms or
plumbing.
9
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•
•
•
•
•

Do not touch downed power lines or objects in contact with downed
lines. Report electrical hazards to the authorities.
Immediately clean up spilled medicines, drugs, flammable liquids, and
other potentially hazardous materials.
Stay off all telephones except to report an emergency. Replace telephone
receivers that may have been knocked off by the earthquake.
Stay away from damaged areas. Your presence could hamper relief
efforts, and you could endanger yourself.
Cooperate fully with public safety officials. Respond to requests for
volunteer assistance from police, fire fighters, emergency management
officials, and relief organizations, but do not go into damaged areas
unless assistance has been requested.

EVACUATING YOUR HOME
If you must evacuate you home:
•
•

•
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Post a message, in a prearranged location known only to family
members, indicating where you have gone.
Confine pets to the safest location possible and make sure they have
plenty of food and water. Pets will not be allowed in designated public
shelters.
Take vital documents (wills, insurance policies, etc.), emergency supplies,
and extra medications with you.
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INCIDENT ANNEX C
EVACUATION AND MOVEMENT

I.

ICS FUNCTION:

Operations

LEAD:

Lake Stevens Police Department

SUPPORT:

Lake Stevens Emergency Operations Center (ECC)
Lake Stevens Fire Department
Lake Stevens Public Works (PW)
Lake Stevens School District (LSSD)
Snohomish County Sheriff (SCSO)
Washington State Patrol (WSP)
Washington State Department of Transportation (WSDOT)
Lake Stevens Church and Charitable Organizations
Community Transit
American Red Cross (ARC)-Snohomish County Chapter

INTRODUCTION
A. General
Evacuation is the movement of people away from the threat or actual occurrence of a hazard.
Incidents that cause evacuations vary in size and scope, with varying degrees of warning.
B. Purpose
1. The purpose of this plan is to provide the guidelines necessary for Lake Stevens to
organize and conduct an efficient evacuation of all or part of the jurisdictions
population.
2. Due to the variables involved (incident location, size, warning) this plan does not
recommend a specific course of action, but identifies potential incidents, courses of
action, evacuation tools and resources used in an emergency situation.
3. It is understood that the Incident Commander (IC) will direct the development /
employment of specific evacuation plans and routes at the time of the emergency
specific to the incident.
C. Scope
Evacuation planning must be scalable as the scope of an evacuation can grow over time
depending on the nature of the event. In addition, the time frame around evacuations will differ
depending on the geographic area, hazard risk, and local demographics.
1. Geographic Scope
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Lake Stevens covers an estimated 9 square miles of varied topography ranging from rolling
hills to the east and relatively flat lands to the west. The city is dotted with forested areas
and surrounds a lake that is approximately 1040 acres in size.
2. Potential Evacuation Populations
The April 1, 2013 total population estimate for the City of Lake Stevens was 28,960,
according to the State of Washington Office of Financial Management.
D. Limitations
1. All agencies will endeavor to make every reasonable effort to respond in the event of an
emergency or disaster. The responsibilities and tenets outlined in this plan will be
fulfilled only if the situation, information exchange, extent of actual agency capabilities,
and resources are available at the time.
2. There is no guarantee specified or implied by this plan that a perfect response to
emergency or disaster incidents will be practical or possible.
II. AUTHORITIES
This plan is developed under the authorities of the federal, state, and local statues and regulations
listed in References section of the CEMP.
III. SITUATION
A. General
1. The primary responsibility for evacuation activities rests with local government and
officials must be well informed and prepared to initiate evacuation operations.
2. Risk area boundaries, evacuation routes, and destination shelters generally do not
respect jurisdictional boundaries. It is essential the evacuation function be closely
coordinated and managed at a joint local, regional, and state level.
3. Large-scale evacuations spanning multiple jurisdictions or regions will require a
comprehensive response strategy. When multiple jurisdictions are involved, it is
desirable to transition to a Unified Command Structure to support Incident Command
Post (ICP) and Emergency Operations Centers (ECC).
4. In the city, public warning for immediate evacuation is limited to door-to-door
notifications, vehicle mounted public address systems, “My State USA” automated calls,
emergency alert system (EAS) broadcasts, and commercial radio and television news.
The method of warning is governed by the resources and time available, the size of the
area to be warned, and the safety of those providing the warning.
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5. The city is responsible for evacuations that occur within the City limits and may only
order an evacuation after the Mayor or her/his designee has proclaimed a civil
emergency.
B. Planning Assumptions
1. In normal day-to-day operations and small localized incidents each emergency
management agency within the county retains responsibility for their jurisdiction
served.
2. In large scale incidents / disasters Snohomish County Department of Emergency
Management serves as the focal point of coordination with other Local, County, State,
and Federal emergency management agencies.
3. Potential river flood emergencies will generally be preceded by a period of warning.
Tidal flooding may be storm caused and not provide warning.
4. Hazmat releases, earthquakes and other natural hazards may occur without warning or
planning time.
5. Evacuations will normally occur concurrently with another on-going or emergent
situation. Resources will always be insufficient.
6. Once warned, most people will elect to self-evacuate using private automobiles.
7. Evacuation planning for schools, adult care facilities, and businesses are primarily the
responsibility of those entities.
8. Some residents may refuse to evacuate after being so advised - or ordered. Persons to
be evacuated will not want to leave pets, livestock, or possessions. Evacuated personnel
may try to re-enter the evacuation zone prior to it being safe to do so.
9. Initial planning for evacuation by commercial or school bus will be based on 20 persons
per 40 passenger bus to allow for baggage and pets in carriers.
C. Local Limitations
1. Geography
i. The geography of the City of Lake Stevens and Western Washington provides
many challenges to the movement of people, goods, and services.
ii. The primary lines of communication run north/south in the western portions of
the city. State Route 92 provides the only east/west access from the high speed
access to State Route 9, which is the main north/south access to and from the
city.
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iii. Lake Stevens, which is a 1040 acre lake in the middle of the city, limits access for
emergency responders to and from the downtown area.
2. Weather
The City of Lake Stevens is subject to seasonal flooding and winter storms from
November through March that periodically isolates communities and restricts
movement.
IV. HAZARDS
A. All-Hazards
Refer to the Snohomish County Hazard Identification and Vulnerability Analysis (HIVA)
(published separately) for the natural and manmade events that may affect the City of Lake
Stevens.
B. Potential Hazards of Note

Hazard
Flooding
Severe Weather
Earthquake
Hazardous Material
Terrorism

Percentage of County Affected
Limited (10-25%)
Critical (25-50%)
Catastrophic (50%+)
Limited (10-25%)
Limited (10-25%)

Change of Annual Occurrence
Highly Likely (Near 100%)
Highly Likely (Near 100%)
Possible (1-10%)
Likely (10-100%)
Possible (1-10%)

Onset or Warning
More than 24 Hrs
More than 24 Hrs
Minimal
Minimal
Minimal

V. CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS
Local government is responsible for the development of a plan to evacuate and provide mass care
services for citizens in the event of an emergency and should be prepared, if necessary, to receive
and care for people evacuated form an adjacent area directly impacted by a disaster. It is
emphasized the citizens should be prepared to personally sustain themselves, their families, and
their pets / livestock for a minimum of seven (7) days. The State of Washington will assist a county
or local jurisdiction in evacuation and sheltering operations, as necessary.
A. Acknowledgement of State and Local Response Authorities
1. State
Washington State Emergency Management Division (EMD) will support county government
with carrying out evacuation and sheltering activities by coordinating federal, state,
volunteer, and private agency response under their purview.
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During a State-of-Emergency, the Governor can issue such orders as he / she deems
necessary for the security of persons or property (Chapter 38.09, RCW, Powers and Duties of
Governor).
2. County
Snohomish County Department of Emergency Management (DEM) and ESCA will coordinate
intra-county resources and support for evacuation and sheltering operations for
jurisdictions / agencies under their purview.
Within unincorporated county, the Executive and/or Sheriff have the authority to
recommend an evacuation of residents.
3. Local
The City of Lake Stevens will coordinate resources and support for evacuation and sheltering
operations within their jurisdiction.
Within the City of Lake Stevens, the mayor or designee has the statutory authority to order
an evacuation within their boundaries.
B. Planning Considerations
Evacuations can generally be classified into one of four categories:
1. Site Evacuation - A small-scale localized evacuation may be needed as a result of a severe
weather event, hazardous materials incident, major fire, bomb threat, or civil disturbance.
Site evacuation involves a small number of citizens. This typically includes workers at the
site and people from adjacent occupancies or areas. The citizens are easily evacuated and
collected upwind or outside the hazard zone. Evacuation holding times are typically short,
generally less than an hour or two, and citizens are permitted to return to their businesses
or homes.
2. Intermediate Level Evacuation - Intermediate level involves a larger number of citizens and
a larger area. This level affects homes and businesses away from the initial incident area,
however still generally affects less than 100 people. People may remain out of the area for
two to four hours or longer. Evacuation completion times will be somewhat longer than a
site evacuation but generally rapid. Colleting, documenting, and controlling the evacuees
becomes more difficult. Off-site collection sites or shelter areas will need to be determined
and managed. Some evacuees will leave the area on their own or at the direction of their
employers. Site perimeters become larger and perimeter security requires more resources.
Close coordination between involved departments and agencies will be required. The
Emergency Operations Center (ECC) may be activated to support incident activities, as the
situation warrants.
3. Large Scale Evacuation - Large scale evacuation could be required in the event of a
significant natural or technological disaster or threat of a terrorist attack. Thousands of
citizens could potentially be evacuated and rapid initiation of the evacuation process may be
Rev. August 2018
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required. Evacuees may be out of their homes and businesses for many hours or days.
Evacuation completion time frames will be extended. Evacuation shelters and dormitory
style shelters will need to be located, opened, and managed. Documentation and tracking
of evacuees will become more important and more difficult. Close coordination with all
responding agencies will become more critical. Evacuation sites and perimeters will become
extended and require many more resources to maintain. Security of the evacuated area will
become a larger concern. The ECC will be activated to support the incident activities.
4. Mass Evacuation - Mass evacuation could be required due to an event that has, or may
cause, a major disaster in Lake Stevens and/or the surrounding area. The situation may
require the implementation of a regional, multi-jurisdictional evacuation and sheltering
operations, utilizing mutual aid agreements. Entire portions of the City of Lake Stevens may
need to be evacuated for an extended period of time. Large-scale reception operations
would be required and sheltering needs would be regional in nature. Local resources will
not only be part of the evacuating population, but will also be almost immediately
exhausted. Significant regional, state, and federal assistance will likely be required to
support evacuation and sheltering operations. The ECC will be activated to support the
incident activities.
5. Evacuations can further be classified into one of three types:
1.

Voluntary Evacuations - This evacuation is issued when it is believed that a
hazard has a high probability of posing a significant threat to people living in an
area of risk. Citizens are encouraged to leave the danger area, however the
decision to evacuate will be in the hands of the individual citizen. A voluntary
evacuation order will be issued when the probability of hazard impact is
moderate and the life safety risk of the citizens is great. This type of order might
be used when low to moderate level flooding is high probable, though not yet
certain.

2.

Recommended Evacuation Order - This evacuation order is issued when it is
believed that though the possibility of a hazard is high, the potential impact is
low to moderate. Again, the decision to evacuate is solely the responsibility of
the citizens. This type of order might be used when flooding is certain, however
the flood levels will remain reasonably low.

3.

Mandatory Evacuation Order - A mandatory evacuation order is issued when it
is believed that both the probability and impact of a hazard are high and that the
lives of citizens, and any responders attempting to assist them, will be at grave
risk. Though ultimately the decision to evacuate still rests with the individual
citizens, those who choose not to heed the order will, whenever possible, be
warned that the availability of emergency responders to assist them will be
severely hampered or non-existent. Whenever possible, responders will obtain
next of kin contact information from citizens who refuse to leave and explain
that the County will not dedicate resources to assist them if doing so would put
responders at risk. Resources will be dedicated to assisting in the safe
evacuation of those who voluntarily leave.
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C. Evacuation Roles:
There are four roles a jurisdiction may have in an evacuation effort. The size and nature of the
incident may confine these roles within a municipal boundary or encompass an entire region.
Role
Evacuating Jurisdiction

Responsibility
A jurisdiction that evacuates any subset of its population
from a dangerous area to a safer location.

Receiving Jurisdiction

A jurisdiction that receives & shelters evacuees that
have evacuated out of a dangerous area

Pass-Through Jurisdiction
Supporting Jurisdiction

A jurisdiction in which evacuees from another
jurisdiction pass through on their way to their final
destination.
A jurisdiction that provides physical resources (support
staff / equipment) to an evacuating, receiving, or passthrough jurisdiction. Supporting jurisdictions do not
interact directly with evacuees.

•
•
•

Main Areas of Focus
Emergency Response
Traffic Management
Coordination & Communication
Traffic Management
Shelter Requirements (General,
Special Needs, Animal)
Coordination & Communication
Traffic Management
Coordination & Communication

•
•
•

Resource Management
Mutual Aid
Coordination & Communication

•
•
•
•
•

VI. EVACUATION OPERATIONS
Evacuation operations typically have six stages:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Incident Analysis and Decision to Evacuate
Warning
Preparation to Move
Movement and En-Route Support
Reception and Support
Return

A. This section discusses the implementation of the six phases of evacuation. Planning and
implementing an evacuation, should be considered temporary and a round-trip process.
Planning should include the processes to keep people informed as they are being evacuated and
concurrent planning to support their return.
B. Based on the incident and time available, some of the six phases may be combined. Some
incidents – like floods, should be expected and evacuation routes, resources, and coordination
accomplished for known flood areas.
C. Standardized ICS command and staff responsibilities can be applied to the evacuation. The
following discussion identifies the critical decision points for the six evacuation phases.
1. Phase 1, Incident Analysis and Decision to Evacuate
a. “Site Evacuation” decisions are made by the IC based on the nature, scope, and severity
of the incident. For any evacuation larger than a “Site Evacuation,” it is preferable to
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have an emergency declaration signed by the Mayor or designee. Life safety actions will
not be delayed waiting for such a declaration.
b. In Washington State, there are three generally recognized evacuation alert levels, the
same as those used by the US Forest Service for wildfire evacuation alerts. The three
evacuation levels are listed below and explained in detail at TAB A:
Level I – Precautionary or Advisory Alert (equates to Voluntary Evacuation).
Level II – Begin Planning to Evacuate, Warning (equates to Recommended
Evacuation).
Level III – Strongest Suggestion to Evacuate, Evacuation Directive (equates to a
Mandatory Evacuation Order).
c. The on-scene IC is responsible for assessing the situation and performing the flowing
tasks as necessary:
•
•
•
•

Conduct rapid size-up and determine the need to evacuate.
Determine initial evacuation boundaries.
Order resources
Provide the City leadership with the pertinent details and status.

2. Phase 2, Warning and Notification
a. An evacuation larger than a “Site Evacuation” should be considered as a measure of last
resort required for life safety.
b. A Public Information Officer (PIO) is required to facilitate warning and distribute
accurate instructions by all means possible.
c. Once evacuation is ordered, the Operations Section will complete the written
evacuation instructions using the template in Tab 2 to this annex. First priority will
concentrate efforts on moving any emergency response assets and equipment out of
the hazard area.
d. The Planning Section will be responsible for identification of routes and alternate
routes, assembly areas, and planning for reentry.
3. Phase 3, Preparation to Move
a. An effective evacuation is dependent on providing coordinated and accurate evacuation
information and instructions to those to be evacuated and to those supporting the
move.
b. The actual evacuation will be managed by the Evacuation Branch in the Operations
Section. Other groups or divisions within the Evacuation Branch may include
Notification, Transportation, Staging, and Reception and Sheltering.
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c. The Planning Section is responsible for all evacuation planning for which prepared plans
do not exist. Evacuation planning considerations include not are not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Communications assets, separate channels or frequencies from other incident
functions.
Procedures for security and restriction of access to evacuated areas.
Number of structures to notify and number of personnel available to make
notifications.
Availability of Personal Protective Equipment for personnel in the evacuation zone
(HAZMAT, polluted water, other health risks).
Feasibility of sheltering-in-place rather than evacuating.
Criteria to be met before residents are allowed re-entry to the evacuation zone.

4. Phase 4, Movement and En-Route Support
a. This phase includes transportation from the evacuation zone to reception center/shelter
locations. Transportation remains a responsibility of the individual citizen and the
preferred mode is by personal vehicle. However, the City will assist with transportation
to the extent resources are available.
b. Traffic control is a major element of any evacuation. If school or transit buses are
available, there will be a need to establish routes to pick-up those without transport.
Pick-up points must be easy to find and numerous enough to not require people to walk
carrying luggage or pets in carriers. Whenever possible, evacuees will be told of their
destination prior to boarding transport.
c. Separate evacuation transport staging areas will be established for inbound
transportation assets so that they can be organized and given directions or led to the
designated pick-up points. Law enforcement may be required to escort evacuation
transport into and out of the evacuation zone. Some form of mobile communications
must be provided for the transportation vehicles.
d. Evacuation routes, assembly areas, pick-up points, destinations and shelters must be
determined before routes are announced to the public. This eliminates confusion and
reduces stress and indecision. Evacuation route maps, safety, fuel, and break-down
instructions will be provided to self-evacuees, if possible.
5. Phase 5, Reception and Support
a. The City of Lake Stevens can only provide for mass care as resources permit. It is likely
that the Reception and Support Phase of any evacuation will require resources provided
by the County or State. Requirements for mass care support will vary based on the
nature of the incident the size of the evacuation and the destinations. Other factors
such as weather and resources will also impact the provision of mass care. Reception
and support will be provided outside the evacuation zone only. Fueling points and the
associated traffic should be separated from evacuation routes to reduce traffic
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congestion. The majority of services required for the Reception and Support Phase are
covered in ESF 6: Mass Care.
b. The City of Lake Stevens is responsible for shelters, staffing, and shelter supplies within
the city limits. City efforts will depend heavily on the resources of the American Red
Cross and other relief organizations. Some of these organizations will not be able to
respond for several days, particularly in the event of a regional emergency. Planning will
quickly have to estimate evacuation totals, transport and en-route support resources,
and shelter requirements.
6. Phase 6, Return
a. The decision to allow evacuees to return rests with the Incident Commander or on the
IC’s recommendation to the Mayor or City Administrator. All relevant information and
all relevant decision-makers should be included in the decision process.
b. If re-entry is to be restricted, the Operations Section must have procedures and
instructions in place to identify residents, support personnel, first responders,
contractors, insurance adjustors, and the media. Maintenance of access points and
perimeter security will require more resources than the City has. Group transportation
into and out of the evacuation zone may be required to preclude traffic control and
safety issues in the evacuation zone.
c. The Planning Section will develop the re-entry plan in conjunction with all involved
sections, departments, and agencies. Re-entry priorities include:
•
•
•
•
•

Life Safety (and Public Health)
Physical Security
Public infrastructure and private property damage assessment
Restoration of public utilities and services
Information dissemination

d. Prior to re-entry the area must be thoroughly inspected and analyzed to ensure the
safety of the returning residents and the support personnel. Assessments should
include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Structures and Trees – mark or remove unstable structures/ trees.
Initial damage assessments have been completed
Leaking or ruptured gas lines have been capped or repaired
Downed power and other lines have been repaired or removed for safety.
Water and sewer lines have been repaired. Boil orders issued if necessary.
All search, rescue, recovery operations have been completed
Hazardous materials have been removed, rendered safe, or marked
Major streets and transport routes cleared of debris.

e. The IC will determine when reentry controls and restrictions can be reduced or
removed.
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VII. ADMIN & LOGISTICS
A. Resource Management
Evacuations beyond the scale of a “Site Evacuation” are resource intensive. While general
resource guidelines exist elsewhere in the CEMP, actual resources and costs will vary greatly
depending on the incident size, location, time of day, and other factors. Based on known
limitations in city resources, as soon as evacuation is contemplated, the City of Lake Stevens
should initiate coordination with the Snohomish County DEM or ECC if already activated. This
will allow other resources to be alerted and planning for support to begin.
A formal declaration of emergency by the city may be necessary to quickly provide funding for
needed resources. Resources will be managed such that unused/unneeded resources will be
efficiently demobilized (if local resources) or released to the control of the County ECC.
B. Support Agreements
The City of Lake Stevens will investigate and enter into mutual aide and other supporting
agreements as evacuation and other emergency response planning progresses. Formal and
informal agreements and coordination with area and local non-profit agencies and private
business are encouraged under the National Incident Management Systems (NIMS) to speed the
delivery of resources during emergencies.
C. Emergency Funding Mechanisms
As soon as the extreme nature and magnitude of the incident can be determined, the Mayor or
designee should consider a formal declaration of emergency to suspend selected financial and
procedural rules and regulations. The City Finance Director (or ECC Finance Section) should be
fully involved in the process to ensure that accurate controls are in place and all spending
decisions are accurately documented.
D. Post-Evacuation Reimbursement Claims
Following an evacuation, the County, municipalities, and other agencies may seek
reimbursement for many of the costs associated with the event. Each jurisdiction / agency is
responsible for documenting expenses and completing any appropriate forms for requesting
reimbursement.
E. Post-Incident After Action Reports
It is critical to the documentation of incident response, decision documentation, and process
improvement that the City conducts an after-action review (AAR) of any evacuation operations.
The AAR process can highlight areas for improved coordination, training or equipment.
VIII.

PLAN REVIEW & MAINTENANCE
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This plan will be scheduled for review as part of the CEMP and will be up-dated at least every
four years.
IX. TRAINING & EXERCISES
This plan will be trained and exercised in conjunction with the procedures established in the
CEMP.
X. REFERENCES
See Lake Stevens CEMP, Appendix 1, Authorities and References
XI. DEFINITIONS AND TERMS
A. Evacuation Specific Definitions, See Tab C
B. See Lake Stevens CEMP, Appendix 2, Definitions and Acronyms
XII. ATTACHMENTS & MAPS
A. Attachments
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

48-Hour Response Quick Reference/Checklist
Evacuation Reference Contacts
Items to Take to a Shelter
Items to Take to a Pet Shelter
Building Marking System
Transportation Resource Request
Jurisdictional Analysis

B. Maps
1. City of Lake Stevens Major Road / Rail / Marine / Air Networks
2. City of Lake Stevens River Basins
3. City of Lake Stevens Land Use (Urban / Rural)
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INCIDENT ANNEX D
FLOOD OPERATIONS PLAN
ICS FUNCTION:

Operations

LEAD:

Emergency Management Coordinator

SUPPORT:

Lake Stevens Public Works
Lake Stevens Police Department
Lake Stevens Fire Department
Snohomish PUD
Lake Stevens School District
Lake Stevens Sewer District
Amateur Radio, RACES/ARES
Snohomish County Chapter – American Red Cross
Snohomish Community Transit
US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE)

I.

INTRODUCTION
A. Purpose
1. To provide instructions and standard processes for warning, response,
evacuation, and recovery from the effects of a river or tidal flood.
B. Scope

II.

1. This annex addresses pre-flood warning and preparations, response during and
immediately after a flood, evacuation for a flood, and general recovery actions.
This annex will not address continuing public preparedness education.
Evacuation is covered in detail in Incident Annex (IA) C. Damage assessment is
covered in ESF #14, Recovery.

POLICY
A. The City of Lake Stevens strongly encourages business, individual, and family emergency
preparedness actions. Pre-planning for flood response and evacuation is highly effective
for saving lives, saving animals, and safeguarding personal, business, and governmental
critical papers and records. While floods cannot always be stopped, the effects can be
mitigated through planned actions and other preparedness measures.
B. The City encourages all residents and businesses located on the flood plain to obtain
flood insurance for their buildings and the appropriate additional coverage for
possessions and furnishings.
C. During and after a flood emergency, City resources will be primarily devoted to
immediate life safety actions, protection and recovery of public infrastructure including
roads, streets, and public utilities. The City’s ability to assist in the recovery or
preservation of private property or residences is limited to life saving and preventing
further damage to public infrastructure. Business and private property owners need to
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plan in advance of an emergency for such items as sandbags, private property flood
protection barriers, evacuation of records and papers, evacuation of animals, and
specific hazard insurance (including flood and wind damage coverage and coverage for
the contents of residences/businesses).
III.

PLANNING ASSUMPTIONS
A. The City of Lake Stevens is most susceptible to severe wind, heavy rain or snow, and
flooding from extreme river flow and seasonal extreme high tides in the December
through March period.
B. An evacuation of part of Lake Stevens is always a possibility when there is a flood threat.
All flood response planning will include evacuation planning (See Incident Annex C,
Evacuation and Movement).

IV.

CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS
A. Flood operations will be carried out in three phases:
1. The Pre-Flood Warning and Preparation Phase
2. Flood Response and Evacuation Phase
3. Flood Recovery and Safe Return Operations
B. A Lake Stevens flood emergency may directly impact access to and from the City of Lake
Stevens. At the initiation of any flood preparations by the City of Lake Stevens, the
Snohomish County DEM, it is anticipated that Lake Stevens Fire will coordinate actions
with the Lake Stevens ECC.
C. Each operational phase consists of governmental (public) tasks and tasks for private
citizens and businesses. Increased warning time and on-going public preparedness
education can reduce the impact of a flood if the public is reasonably prepared. Phases
can and will overlap as conditions and requirements change.
The Pre-flood Warning and Preparation Phase
1. The Pre-Flood Warning and Preparation Phase begins when the pre-flood conditions
for the bodies of water in and surrounding the City of Lake Stevens are identified.
This phase ends when the danger of flooding has passed. Once the pre-flood
conditions are identified, other factors need to be addressed such as:
•
•
•
•

Flood predictions and timing
Amount of precipitation forecasted and type (rain, sleet, hail, snow) and
recent precipitation totals affecting ground saturation and run-off levels.
Forecasted temperatures (probability of freezing).
Special circumstances: (extreme cold, soil saturation, etc)

2. The Pre-Flood Warning and Preparation Phase also includes those actions taken by
county government, local government, and other jurisdictions to ensure facilities,
equipment, and supplies on-hand are checked and ready, response materials are
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available and pre-staged, if appropriate. A general list of pre-flood checks is
included in TAB B. Sandbags for private property are normally the responsibility of
the business and property owners.
3. Public preparedness and warning actions will be shaped by the quality of weather
information and the time available to plan. Advance forecasting facilitates better
warning and timely preparation actions. General public warning and preparedness
tasks are listed in TAB D. Flood protection for residences and businesses is the
responsibility of the owner. Owners must decide well in advance of severe weather
to construct flood protection structures and to purchase and fill sandbags, remove
valuables to higher elevations, and plan/prepare for self-evacuation.
Flood Response and Evacuation
1. The Flood Response and Evacuation phase begins when flood level water arrives in
the City of Lake Stevens and continues until all immediate life, safety and public
infrastructure issues have been addressed and water is receding. This phase will
include the opening of the Lake Stevens EOC, initial reporting of damage and utility
outages, and evacuation and shelter operations. A formal emergency/disaster
declaration will be required to waive standard contracting and purchasing
procedures.
2. The flood fight will be organized and conducted under the Incident Command
System (ICS). Incident command (IC) will be a unified command. The initial ICS
flood fight organization and structure is published separately.
Flood Recovery and Safe Return Operations
1. Flood Recovery and Safe Return operations begin when all new threats to life and
property have stopped. Recovery operations will include “windshield” survey
reports, aircraft flyovers, preliminary damage assessments (PDA) for county and
EMD reporting, continued debris removal, and utility restoral.
2. General recovery actions are discussed in ESF #14. Recovery actions consist
primarily of two parts overlapping in time. Part 1 of recovery is a safety assessment
and the full or partial reopening of all evacuated areas. The restoral and of public
facilities, services, utilities, clean-up of businesses and residences, and the removal
of debris may lag far behind other recovery actions. A general list of recovery tasks
both public and private is in TAB E.
3. Part 2 of recovery is the implementation of a process to accurately collect and
document public and private (including business) damage assessments. This
process is critical to future efforts to recover costs associated with the emergency or
disaster. Specific responsibilities are in Section V below. Damage estimation and
documentation is addressed in ESF #14, Recovery.
V.

RESPONSIBILITIES
Rev. August 2018
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A. Emergency Coordination Center
1. The ESC will coordinate flood warnings and preparation actions.
2. The ECC will maintain a chronological log of incident events, and coordinate for
resources. The Emergency Manager Coordinator in the ECC will provide the City PIO
with information for media releases. Emergency Manager Coordinator will activate
ECC emergency communications as necessary and coordinate with the Red Cross for
sheltering needs.
3. After the flood, the ECC will coordinate recovery actions. Recovery and damage
information will be made available in areas most damaged. Finally, the ECC will
manage the process for collection of damage assessments, document and report
city recovery actions, and coordinate with Snohomish County and Washington State
EMD for damage surveys.
4. As necessary, the ECC will use automated systems such as the EAS, My Stat USA, and
announcements over commercial radio and television systems for both early
warning and evacuation warning.
5. The ECC will coordinate with the Snohomish DEM to provide public information
through the DEM Call Center. Local announcements will advise people to call the
Snohomish DEM Call Center for current information.
B. Other City Departments:
1. Each City Department with separate buildings or structures:
a. Review flood plans including the identification and initial packing of critical
documents, records, and equipment. Provide briefings to employees about
post-flood actions and safety.
b. Review any requirements to sandbag doors and windows or areas where
surface water has collected previously.
c. Determine if any internal drains are subject to storm water back-up and
flooding.
d. Remove or elevate furniture and computer/electronic equipment. Remove
critical documents and records. Lock all file cabinets and storage
containers.
e. Initiate sandbagging.
2. Director of Finance:
a. Obtain County or State incident mission number from ECC.
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b. Assign a unique City project code for all emergency purchases and
contracts. Provide accounting forms and receipt instructions.
3. City Clerk
4. Community Development and Planning:
a. Identify and mark unsafe structures, beginning with public structures and
businesses.
b. Coordinate emergency permitting and inspection processes for public and
private property recovery work to ensure compliance with safety,
environmental, and fire standards.
5. Public Works:
a. Implement flood plans, clean drainages, initiate drainage and flood/tide
gate inspections and maintenance and warn personnel.
b. Implement barrier plans and supervise barrier construction.
c. Designate a PW ECC liaison.
d. Alert personnel for early damage surveys and assessments. Document all
damage and emergency work with digital photographs and GPS locations.
e. Request emergency health, hydraulic, and environmental permits for
recovery work.
f.

Alert all available personnel for recall and extended operations. Implement
severe weather plans.

g. Ensure all equipment is fueled and ready for use including power generators
and portable gas powered pumps and saws. Fill all truck or trailer fuel
tanks. Move all wheeled or trailerable equipment to safe areas.
h. As directed, stage sand at known flood areas or pre-planned sand-bag areas.
Pre-stage road hazard signage and barriers as necessary.
i.

Notify local material and equipment suppliers to be ready to accept City
work-orders. Verify emergency contracting and documentation
requirements.

j.

Conduct early damage surveys and collection of information including digital
photographs, addresses, and GPS location data.

k. Closely document all emergency work under an assigned unique work order
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including equipment and materials used, fuel consumed, worker overtime,
tipping fees and number or volume of debris loads.
6. Utilities:
a. Implement flood plans and construct barriers as necessary.
b. Request emergency health, hydraulic, and environmental permits for
emergency work and debris storage.
c. Establish early coordination with State Departments of Health, Ecology, and
other agencies as necessary.
7. Police Department:
a. Implement flood plans and warn personnel. Prepare to assist Fire and
Public Works with any evacuation warning. Request mutual aid for traffic
control and perimeter security.
b. Create a traffic diversion plan.
c. Coordinate road closure and debris information with City ECC, PW, Lake
Stevens School District and SNO911. Emphasize reporting of debris and
blocked roads, power outages, power lines, and possible electrical and fire
hazards.
d. Develop a security plan based on the requirements of the incident.
C. Non-City Organizations
1. Snohomish County Public Health Department:
a. Provide instructions for preparing water and septic systems for flood and
possible damage. Provide emergency water treatment guidance.
b. Provide instructions for the recovery of water and septic systems after flood or
high water, including water testing and emergency treatment.
c. In accordance with the City’s solid waste contract provide advice on collection
and disposal of flood generated household hazardous waste (cleaning materials,
chemicals, garden chemicals). Provide instructions for the prevention and
treatment of mold and mildew.
d. As necessary, inspect potable water and water treatment systems.
Inspect/monitor flooded areas and shorelines for shoreline contamination.
e. Monitor the City for signs of water/food-related infection or illness.
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2.

Snohomish County Chapter-American Red Cross
a. Review and implement disaster response plans. Provide shelter information to
the ECC. Alert disaster teams and potential shelters.
b. Coordinate with the City and County ECCs for sheltering of people using electric
medical equipment (ventilators, dialysis, etc).
c. Ask City or County emergency management to designate amateur radio
emergency support to the chapter headquarters and to any shelters as
necessary.
d. Identify a Red Cross liaison to the City ECC.

3.

Lake Stevens School District
a. Review and storm and flood emergency plans.
b. Monitor weather and river reports and maintain close contact with the Fire
Department or City ECC, if activated, for river information, road status and
safety of travel.
c. Ensure City ECC is notified of any school closures or cancellations, schedule, or
transportation changes.
d. Prepare to support a flood evacuation with buses and drivers. Designate a
transportation coordinator with (bus) radio to the city ECC.

4.

Snohomish County Community Transit
a. Review and update storm plans and other emergency plans.
b. Ensure all equipment is fueled and ready for either planned or emergency
dispatch.
c. Coordinate closely with the City ECC for road conditions and closures.
d. Plan to provide buses to support an evacuation.

VI.

REFERENCES
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

Snohomish County CEMP with changes
Lake Stevens CEMP, ESF# 2, Telecommunications
Lake Stevens CEMP, ESF# 5, Emergency Management
Lake Stevens CEMP, ESF# 14, Recovery
Lake Stevens CEMP, Incident Annex D, Evacuation
Flood-fight Handbook, Preparing for a Flood; USACE, St. Paul District, 8 Mar 2007
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VII.

TABS
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.

Flood Phases, Warning Times, Flood Related Definitions
General Pre-Flood Preparedness Planning Checks
Typical Pre-flood Checks for Individuals and Private Property Owners
Typical Post-Flood Checks for Individuals and Private Property Owners
Preliminary Damage Assessment
Flood Operations Communications Plan
Sandbag Planning Requirements for Critical Facilities
Public Works Resource List
Commercial Resource Contact list
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INCIDENT ANNEX D
TAB A
Snohomish County Flood Phases, Lake Stevens Actions by Phase, Lake Stevens Flood Warning Times
and Flood Related Definitions
Snohomish County Flood Phases
(Excerpted From: “Flood Warning Information for Snohomish County”, Nov 2002)
PHASE 1:
During Phase 1, actual flooding is rare. County Staff put on alert and preparations are
made to open the County’s flood Warning Center.
Lake Stevens: Emergency Coordination Center will monitor river gauges and weather
and tide predictions.
PHASE 2:
Corresponds to National Weather Service (NWS) Flood Stage.
The County flood Warning Center opens, staff begins monitoring river gauges and flood
conditions around the clock. Minor flooding and some road closures may occur. Flood
updates are reported to police, schools, fire departments, other agencies, and news
media.
Lake Stevens: Emergency Coordination Center continue to monitor river gauges,
weather and tide predictions.
PHASE 3:
Investigation crews are sent out to monitor flood control facilities (such as levees).
Moderate to severe flooding, with some levee overtopping can be expected. Flood
warnings are reported to police, fire departments, schools, other agencies, and the
news media.
Lake Stevens: Local resource alert level increased. Emergency Coordination Center
continue to monitor river gauges, weather and tide predictions. Activities may include
pre-staging of sand and sand bags at selected locations. Flood info calls directed to
County ECC call-center.
PHASE 4:
All agencies respond in anticipation of major flooding and widespread damage. Flood
warnings are reported to police, fire departments, schools, other agencies, and news
media.
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Lake Stevens: Prepare to declare local emergency. Request County prep-stage bulk
sand and sand bags. Begin preparations to construct three flood barriers. Increase
citizen and business flood evacuation potential awareness. Open city ECC at
appropriate level and call for volunteers.
Lake Stevens Flood Warning Times
Warning times are based on historical averages and a flood crest may arrive earlier or later
based on a wide range of external conditions.
Flood Related Definitions
(See Appendix 1, Definitions and Acronyms for additional definitions and terms)
Flood Stage
The flood stage is the point where a gauge height is at when a watercourse overtops its banks
and begins to cause damage to any portion of the defined reach. Flood stage is usually higher
than or equal to bank-full stage.
Flood Advisory
An advisory is issued when a hazardous weather or hydrologic event is occurring, imminent, or
likely. Advisories are for "less serious" conditions than warnings that may cause significant
inconvenience, and if caution is not exercised could lead to situations that may threaten life or
property.
Flood Watch
The potential exists for a river to exceed flood stage in the next 12 to 72 hours.
Flood Warning
The river is expected to exceed flood stage in the next 48 hours. Loss of life or property is
possible with this type of event.
Flood Statement (FLS)
In hydrologic terms, a statement issued by the NWS to inform the public of flooding along major
streams in which there is not a serious threat to life or property. It may also follow a flood
warning to give later information.
On-Line River Flow and Flood Gauge Information
Snohomish County Public Works Real-Time Flood Warning Information
http://www.co.snohomish.wa.us/PWApp/SWM/floodwarn/index.html
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USGS Real time data for Washington Stream flows:
http://waterdata.usgs.gov/wa/nwis/current/?type=flow
National Weather Service Advanced Hydrologic Prediction Service
http://ahps2.wrh.noaa.gov/ahps2/index.php?wfo=sew
(1)
National weather Service Northwest River Forecast Center
http://www.nwrfc.noaa.gov/
(2)
(3)

Snohomish County Road Closure Information
http://www.co.snohomish.wa.us/PWApp/roads/emclosure/index.html

WSDOT Road Closure Information
Telephone: 511
Internet: http://www.wa511.org/
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INCIDENT ANNEX D
TAB B

General Pre-Flood Preparedness Planning Checks for First Response Organizations
•

Verification of personnel recall numbers. Implement planned road and facility inspections.
Review severe weather and flood plans and remind employees to prepared their families and
homes. Issue any special safety warnings to employees.

•

Operational checks of selected equipment including power generators, pumps, saws, work
lights, and radios.

•

Top-off of all equipment fuel tanks.

•

Inventory sandbags, bulk sand, barriers, and signage. Determine if bulk sand should be staged
and the likely locations. Contact Snohomish County ECC for availability of sandbags and possible
pre-staging. Consider positioning and number of portable toilets at sandbags sites.

•

Review emergency plans for critical services in the event of power outages. Determine
availability of portable generators. Identify and prioritize any locations to be supported with
emergency power and emergency work light sets.

•

Review City of Lake Stevens Emergency Coordination Center Standard Operating Guideline
(SOG) including, who to report information to, format for the information, how to contact them,
and on what schedule. Review/update emergency contact names and numbers for areas of
mutual concern and support. Review how to report road debris, blocked roads, utility outages,
and electrical and water hazards.

•

Provide any special precautions or changes to the designated Public Information Officer (PIO).
Plan media releases with City specific information. Publicize Snohomish County call center lines
for non-emergency information calls.

•

Contact local construction, paving, sand and gravel, and landscaping companies and determine
availability of equipment specifically: dump trucks, front loaders, backhoes, portable pumps,
constructions light sets, and portable generators.

•

Alert volunteer support for possible activation: CERT Teams, Amateur Radio Operators,
volunteer fire and medical support. Contact Snohomish County ECC for mission numbers to
cover emergency volunteer workers.

•

Review shelter information and evacuation planning.

•

Review procedures for recording all emergency work done, personnel involved and hours,
equipment used and hours operated, fuel consumed, sandbags and sand used, any other rental,
leases, or purchases specifically for the response.
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INCIDENT ANNEX D
TAB C
Typical Pre-Flood Checks for Individuals and Private Property Owners
The following steps will help private property owners prepare for the next storm and the power outages
that generally accompany them.
BEFORE:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Have a disaster plan; and assemble a disaster supplies kit (include several flashlights, battery
powered radio, extra batteries and a wind-up clock).
Fill vehicles with gas in case the gas stations lose power.
Prepare life-sustaining medical equipment for movement/evacuation.
Determine if you are in a flood prone area, if so, move vehicles to higher ground, time
permitting, move furnishings to upper floors or move valuable items to higher ground.
Clear local storm drains or ditches to move water more effectively.
Collect valuable papers, other items in case you must leave the residence.
Prepare and position sandbags in advance.
Know location of utility shut-offs and how to shut off each.
Time permitting, obtain extra prescribed medications.
Gather critical documents, medications, prescriptions, eyeglasses for a quick departure.
Establish and out-of-area contact. And let them know your movements and location.

DURING :
•
•
•
•
•

Do not drive or go outside in high winds. Avoid windows. Avoid driving through high water.
If you can evacuate early in your own car do so. Evacuation later will be more difficult.
Before you leave turn-off all utilities
Take only what is necessary, what will fit in your automobile, or what you can easily carry.
If you are ordered to evacuate and chose not to, assistance may not be possible later.
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INCIDENT ANNEX D
TAB E
Typical Post-Flood Checks for Private Property Owners and Businesses
Taken from the Centers For Disease Control Web-site, complete text at
http://www.bt.cdc.gov/disasters/hurricanes/recovery.asp
Enclosure 1

Reentering Your Flooded Home

Enclosure 2

Clean-up of Flood Water

Enclosure 3

Protect Yourself from Mold

Enclosure 4

Electrical Hazards
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INCIDENT ANNEX D
TAB F
Initial Damage Assessment Reporting Process, ESF #14
Detailed damage assessment and reporting information can be found in ESF #14, Recovery.
Private Property and Business Damage Reporting
The initial reporting of flood or storm damage follows two separate processes – one series of actions for
the reporting of damage to private property and businesses and another process for reporting damage
to public property and infrastructure. Each process requires the reporting of specific information or the
completion of standard forms. Also, this information must be collected and reported to the county ECC
usually within three days of the damage to meet State mandated reporting guidance.
A simplified information collection form for reporting private property damage can be found at ESF #14,
TAB C. This same form will also be posted on the Snohomish County DEM web pages. This form must
be filled out as completely as possible and returned to DEM as soon as possible. Damage estimates or
repair estimates are meant to be “best guesses” and submission of the form should not be delayed
waiting for professional estimates to be made.
Public Property Initial damage Assessment Reporting
The process and forms for completing the initial damage assessment for public property is contained in
the Lake Stevens CEMP, ESF #14, Recovery. The forms and instructions are in TAB B. The forms may
also be posted on the Snohomish County DEM web pages or on the State EMD, web pages. Following a
damaging flood or storm, the LSF EM will coordinate with the Snohomish County ECC for reporting
deadlines and any special requirements and make those know to the Lake Stevens Community. Each
non city public entity or non-profit completing damage and other FEMA claim forms is responsible for
returning those forms to the Snohomish County DEM or other state or county office as directed.
City of Lake Stevens Property
The reporting of damage to city property will also follow the procedures in ESF 14, Tab B. All damaged
city property will be reported to the responsible department who will compile location, cost, pictures,
and other supporting information. The collected information will be provided to the City Finance
Director, the City point of contact for the FEMA damage claim.
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INCIDENT ANNEX 3
TAB G
Flood Operations Communications Plan
Telephone
When the National Weather Service (NWS) issues a flood or severe storm warning, the LSF EM and the
City PIO will coordinate to put a recorded message on the City telephone system so that callers are
directed to the Snohomish County DEM call center and web pages for relevant information.
Internet
If a potential flood emergency develops or a flood watch is issued for the Lake Stevens area, the City ECC
and PIO will provide links to the Snohomish County DEM web pages and relevant flood related
information. At the point where the ECC opens this responsibility transfers to the PIO.
Additionally, information in the form of automated telephone calls to county and city residents located
in targeted area may be sent out using the My State USA system.
Snohomish Emergency Radio System (SERS)
SERS is essentially fire, law enforcement, and emergency medical communications for Snohomish
County. This system is controlled by the central dispatch facility or SNO911 for the northern portion of
the County to include Lake Stevens.
When a flood emergency develops, the LSF EM or other fire department officer will call SNO911 and ask
for the assignment of dedicated channels (A PSOPS N3) to the Lake Stevens ECC for the coordination of
flood operations and evacuation. Channels will be assigned as follows:
•
•
•

Flood Operations Command and Coordination
Evacuation control
Flood Operations Logistics

Amateur Radio
The County Radio Officer (RO) or local Emergency Management Coordinator (EMC) will plan for and
coordinate primary and back-up radio operators at selected locations around the city such as: the ECC,
shelters, logistic sites, barriers, and other locations. Amateur radio operators will not deploy until
dispatched by the EC/RO - but they will be alerted and ready. City ECC will obtain a mission number
from the county ECC to cover their employment.
Amateurs will initially operate from their home locations and provide information as to weather, road,
and utility conditions around the area. Especially important will be communications from throughout
September 2013
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the Lake Stevens area for the assessment of river levels, road conditions/road closures, including any
stranded locations or emergency situations.
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INCIDENT ANNEX D
TAB H
Sandbag Planning Requirements for Critical Infrastructure
Extracted from, “Flood Fight Handbook – Preparing for a Flood,” St. Louis district, USACE, 3/8/2007,
page 7
Estimated Number of Sandbags Per linear foot of
Dike
Height in Feet
Bags Required
1
5
2
10
3
21
4
36
5
55
(All measurements are linear feet only)
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INCIDENT ANNEX D
TAB I
PUBLIC WORKS RESOURCE LIST
Description

NIMS Type

Qty On-hand

On-Hand
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INCIDENT ANNEX D
TAB J
Commercial Resource Contact List
The City of Lake Stevens utilizes the Municipal Research Services Center (MRSC) of Washington Small
Works roster for procurements of goods and services.
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INCIDENT ANNEX D
TAB K
Dike and Drainage District Contact Information
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INCIDENT ANNEX D
TAB L
City of Lake Stevens Barrier Plan
Area/River:
Resources:
•
•
•
•

Ecology Blocks:
Sandbags:
Bulk Gravel:
Plastic Sheeting:

Time to Construct:
Equipment:

Rev. August 2018
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INCIDENT ANNEX E
SEVERE WEATHER RESPONSE PLAN – STORM PLAN
ICS FUNCTION:

Operations

LEAD:

Lake Stevens Emergency Coordination Center

SUPPORT:

Lake Stevens Public Works
Lake Stevens Police Department
Lake Stevens Fire Department
Snohomish PUD
Amateur Radio, RACES/ARES

I. INTRODUCTION
A.

PURPOSE
To provide instructions and standard processes for warning, response,
and recovery from the effects of a severe storm.

B.

SCOPE
This annex addresses pre-storm warning and preparations, response
during and immediately after a storm, and general recovery actions. This
annex will not address continuing public preparedness education.
Damage assessment is covered in ESF 14, Recovery.

II. POLICY
The City of Lake Stevens strongly encourages personal, family, and business
emergency preparedness plans. During and after a storm caused emergency,
City emergency response resources will be primarily devoted to immediate life
safety actions and the recovery of public infrastructure including roads, streets,
and public facilities/utilities. The City’s ability to assist in the recovery or
preservation of private property or residences is limited to life safety and
preventing further damage to public infrastructure. Business and private
property owners need to plan ahead of an emergency for such items as
sandbags, private property flood protection barriers, emergency power
generation, tree trimming and removal, snow removal, and specific hazard
insurance (including flood and wind damage coverage and coverage for the
contents of residences/businesses).
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III. PLANNING ASSUMPTIONS
A.

The City of Lake Stevens is most susceptible to severe wind, heavy rain or
snow, and flooding from extreme river flow and seasonal extreme high
tides in the December through March period.

B.

The most likely damage will be downed trees, wind and tree damage to
buildings, blocked roads and driveways, extended power outages, and
localized flooding. Secondary problems will be a loss of economic activity
inability to pump motor fuels, water damage, and resulting mold/mildew
health hazards.

C.

The most severe consequences result from an extended loss of electrical
power or flooding or a combination of both. The resulting inability to
open businesses, operate fuel pumps, and heat residences will
immediately and seriously impact business, the elderly, and the very
young.

D.

A wet heavy wet snow will bring down trees and utility lines, can collapse
roofs and other structures, and contribute to ponding or inland flooding.

IV. CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS
A.

B.

Severe Storm response operations will be carried out in three phases:
1.

Pre-storm warning and preparation phase

2.

Storm response operations

3.

Storm recovery operations

Each phase consists of governmental (public) tasks and tasks for private
citizens and businesses. Increased warning time and on-going public
preparedness education can reduce the impact of a storm if the public is
reasonably prepared.
1.

Pre-storm Warning and Preparation Phase
a.

The pre-storm warning phase begins when the storm or
other weather event is identified and forecasted to impact
2
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Snohomish County. (See list of selected weather terms is
in TAB A). This phase ends when the storm arrives over
the area or the danger has passed. Once the storm and its
track is identified other factors need to be addressed such
as:
•
•
•
•
•

2.

High tide times related to the storm’s arrival.
Wind direction and speed (on-shore or off-shore).
Amount of precipitation forecasted and type (rain,
sleet, hail, snow) and recent precipitation totals
affecting ground saturation and run-off levels.
Forecasted temperatures (probability of freezing).
Special circumstances: (extreme cold, potential or
existing flood conditions on the Skagit and
Stillaguamish Rivers.)

b.

The Pre-Storm Phase also includes those actions taken by
county government, local government, and other
jurisdictions to ensure facilities, equipment, and supplies
are checked and ready, response materials are available
and pre-staged if appropriate. A general list of pre-storm
checks is included in TAB B. Based on the best information
available, Public Works may preposition bulk sand and
sandbags close to flood prone areas. Sandbags for private
property are normally the responsibility of the business
and property owners.

c.

Public preparedness and warning actions will be shaped by
the quality of weather information and the time available
to plan. Advance forecasting facilitates better warning and
focuses preparation actions. General public warning and
preparedness tasks are listed in TAB C. Flood protection
for residences and businesses is the responsibility of the
owner. Owners must decide well in advance of severe
weather to construct flood protection structures and to
purchase and fill sandbags, remove valuables to higher
elevations, and plan/provide for emergency power and
potable water.

Storm Response Phase
3
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The Storm Response Phase begins when severe weather arrives in
the area and continues until all immediate life safety and public
infrastructure issues have been responded to and cleared. This
phase may include opening of the City ECC, initial reporting of
damage and utility outages, and shelter operations. A formal
emergency/disaster declaration may be required then or at a later
date.
3.

Storm Recovery Phase
The Recovery Phase begins when all new threats to life and
property have stopped. Recovery operations will include
“windshield survey reports, initial damage reporting for EMD
reporting, continued debris removal, utility restoral, and shelter
closing. The decision to formally declare an emergency or disaster
may be part of this phase.
a.

General recovery actions are discussed in ESF #14,
Recovery. Recovery actions consist primarily of two parts
overlapping in time. Part 1 is restoral and return to service
of public facilities, services, utilities, clean up of businesses
and residences, and the removal of debris. A general list
of recovery tasks both public and private is in TAB D.

b.

Part 2 is the implementation of a process to accurately
collect and document public and private (including
business) damage assessments. This process is critical to
future efforts to recover costs associated with the
emergency or disaster. The collection of damage
assessment information is complex and requires specific
information within a short period of time. Damage
estimation and documentation is addressed in ESF #14.

c.

Recovery operations are further detailed in TAB E.

V. RESPONSIBILITIES
A.

Lake Stevens ECC
1.

Lake Stevens ECC will coordinate storm warnings and preparation
actions. Time permitting and with adequate information, Lake
4
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Stevens ECC will consult with Police, PW, SNO911, and other
emergency support organizations to determine likely areas of
greatest impact. Lake Stevens ECC will then focus warning and
preparedness information on residents in threatened areas. The
use of volunteers to accomplish this activity is essential.
2.

During and after the storm, Lake Stevens ECC will operate at the
appropriate level, maintain a chronological log of incident events,
and coordinate for resources. Lake Stevens ECC will provide the
City PIO with information for media releases. Lake Stevens ECC
will activate emergency communication as necessary and
coordinate with the Red Cross for any sheltering needs.

3.

After the storm, Lake Stevens ECC will coordinate recovery
actions. Information packets will be made available in areas most
impacted. Finally, Lake Stevens ECC will manage the process for
collection of damage assessments, document and report city
recovery actions, and coordinate with Snohomish County and
Washington State EMD for damage surveys.

4.

As necessary, Lake Stevens ECC will coordinate with the Police and
other organizations to use vehicle mounted public address
systems for both early warning, and provide critical information in
damaged areas.

5.

A telephone information line will be established and staffed to
provide current information. Additionally, recovery information
will also be placed on the city web pages.

B. Other City Departments:
1.

Community Development:
a.

Identify and mark unsafe structures, beginning with public
structures and businesses.

b.

Coordinate emergency permitting and inspection
processes for public and private property recovery work to
ensure compliance with safety, environmental, and fire
standards.
5
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2.

3.

Each department with separate buildings or structures:
a.

Review severe weather plans including the inspection and
test of emergency power generators, fixed emergency
lights, and flashlights, and generator fuel status.

b.

Review any requirements to sandbag below grade doors
and windows or areas where surface water has collected
previously.

c.

Determine if any internal drains are subject to storm water
back-up and flooding.

d.

Coordinate with suppliers for emergency generator
refueling.

Public Works:
a.

Implement severe weather plans and warn personnel.

b.

Designate a PW ECC liaison

c.

Alert personnel for early damage surveys and
assessments. Document all damage and emergency work
with digital photographs and GPS locations.

d.

Ensure all equipment is fueled and ready for use including
power generators and portable gas powered pumps and
saws. Fill all truck or trailer mounted bulk fuel tanks.

e.

As directed, stage sand at known flood areas or preplanned public access areas. Pre-stage road hazard
signage and barriers as necessary.

f.

Closely document all emergency work under an assigned
unique work order including equipment and materials
used, fuel consumed, worker overtime, tipping fees and
number or volume of debris loads.

g.

Request emergency health, hydraulic, and environmental
6
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permits for recovery work.
4.

Police
a.

Implement severe weather plans and warn personnel.

b.

Coordinate road closure and debris information with PWRoads, and SNO911. Emphasize reporting of debris and
blocked roads, power outages, power lines, and possible
electrical and fire hazards.

c.

Increase security patrols

C. Other Organizations
1. Snohomish County Public Health Department:
a. Provide instructions for preparing water and septic systems
for storms and possible damage. Provide emergency water
treatment guidance.
b. Provide instructions for the recovery of water and septic
systems after flood or high water, including water testing and
emergency treatment.
c. In coordination with Public Works, Solid Waste Division, advise
on collection and disposal of flood generated household
hazardous waste (cleaning materials, chemicals, garden
chemicals). Provide instructions for the prevention and
treatment of mold and mildew.
d. As necessary, inspect potable water and water treatment
systems including septic systems. Inspect/monitor flooded
areas and shorelines for ground shoreline contamination.
e. Monitor the county for signs of water/food related infection
or illness.
2. Snohomish County Chapter-American Red Cross
7
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a. Review and implement disaster response plans. Based on

information available, assess shelter needs and possible locations.
Alert disaster teams.

b. Prepare for people using electric medical equipment (ventilators,
dialysis, etc).

c. Ask City emergency management to designate amateur radio
emergency support to the chapter headquarters and to any
shelters as necessary.
d. Identify a Red Cross liaison to the city ECC when activated.
3.

Lake Stevens School District
a.

Review and update storm and emergency plans.

b.

Monitor weather reports and maintain close contact with
the City of Lake Stevens Public Works Department and the
City of Granite Falls Public Works Department for road status
and safety of travel.

c.

Ensure Snohomish County DEM is notified of any school
closures or cancellations, schedule changes, or
transportation changes.

VI. REFERENCES
A.
B.
C.
D.

Washington State CEMP, as changes
Stanwood CEMP, ESF #14, Recovery
Stanwood CEMP, ESF #14,TAB A, Damage Assessment
Stanwood CEMP, ESF #2, Communications and Warning

VII. TABS
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

Severe Weather Warning Definitions
General Pre-Storm Preparedness Planning Checks
Typical Pre-Storm Checks for Individuals and Private Property Owners
Typical Post-Storm Checks for Individuals and Private Property Owners
Detailed Recovery Operations
Storm Communications Plan
8
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INCIDENT ANNEX E
TAB A
Selected NOAA Weather Definitions
Flood Stage
A gage height at which a watercourse overtops its banks and begins to cause
damage to any portion of the defined reach. Flood stage is usually higher than or
equal to bankful stage.
Flood Statement (FLS)
In hydrologic terms, a statement issued by the NWS to inform the public of
flooding along major streams in which there is not a serious threat to life or
property. It may also follow a flood warning to give later information.
Flood Warning (FLW)
In hydrologic terms, a release by the NWS to inform the public of flooding along
larger streams in which there is a serious threat to life or property. A flood
warning will usually contain river stage (level) forecasts.
High Wind
Sustained wind speeds of 40 mph or greater lasting for 1 hour or longer, or winds
of 58 mph or greater for any duration.
High Wind Advisory
This product is issued by the National Weather Service when high wind speeds
may pose a hazard. The criterion for this advisory varies from state to state. In
Michigan, the criteria is sustained non-convective (not related to thunderstorms)
winds greater than or equal to 30 mph lasting for one hour or longer, or winds
greater than or equal to 45 mph for any duration.
High Wind Warning
This product is issued by the National Weather Service when high wind speeds
may pose a hazard or is life threatening. The criterion for this warning varies
from state to state. In Michigan, the criteria is sustained non-convective (not
related to thunderstorms) winds greater than or equal to 40 mph lasting for one
hour or longer, or winds greater than or equal to 58 mph for any duration.
High Wind Watch
1
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This product is issued by the National Weather Service when there is the
potential of high wind speeds developing that may pose a hazard or is life
threatening. The criterion for this watch varies from state to state. In Michigan,
the criteria is the potential for sustained non-convective (not related to
thunderstorms) winds greater than or equal to 40 mph and/or gusts greater than
or equal to 58 mph.
Ice Storm
An ice storm is used to describe occasions when damaging accumulations of ice
are expected during freezing rain situations. Significant accumulations of ice pull
down trees and utility lines resulting in loss of power and communication. These
accumulations of ice make walking and driving extremely dangerous. Significant
ice accumulations are usually accumulations of ¼" or greater.
Ice Storm Warning
This product is issued by the National Weather Service when freezing rain
produces a significant and possibly damaging accumulation of ice. The criteria for
this warning varies from state to state, but typically will be issued any time more
than 1/4" of ice is expected to accumulate in an area.
Severe Local Storm
A convective storm that usually covers a relatively small geographic area, or
moves in a narrow path, and is sufficiently intense to threaten life and/or
property. Examples include severe thunderstorms with large hail, damaging
wind, or tornadoes. Although cloud-to-ground lightning is not a criterion for
severe local storms, it is acknowledged to be highly dangerous and a leading
cause of deaths, injuries, and damage from thunderstorms. A thunderstorm
need not be severe to generate frequent cloud-to-ground lightning. Additionally,
excessive localized convective rains are not classified as severe storms but often
are the product of severe local storms. Such rainfall may result in related
phenomena (flash floods) that threaten life and property.
Severe Thunderstorm
A thunderstorm that produces a tornado, winds of at least 58 mph (50 knots),
and/or hail at least ¾" in diameter. Structural wind damage may imply the
occurrence of a severe thunderstorm. A thunderstorm wind equal to or greater
than 40 mph (35 knots) and/or hail of at least ½" is defined as approaching
severe.
Severe Thunderstorm Warning
2
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This is issued when either a severe thunderstorm is indicated by the WSR-88D
radar or a spotter reports a thunderstorm producing hail 3/4 inch or larger in
diameter and/or winds equal or exceed 58 miles an hour; therefore, people in
the affected area should seek safe shelter immediately. Severe thunderstorms
can produce tornadoes with little or no advance warning. Lightning frequency is
not a criterion for issuing a severe thunderstorm warning. They are usually
issued for duration of one hour. They can be issued without a Severe
Thunderstorm Watch being already in effect.
Like a Tornado Warning, the Severe Thunderstorm Warning is issued by your
National Weather Service Forecast Office (NWFO). Severe Thunderstorm
Warnings will include where the storm was located, what towns will be affected
by the severe thunderstorm, and the primary threat associated with the severe
thunderstorm warning. If the severe thunderstorm will affect the nearshore or
coastal waters, it will be issued as the combined product--Severe Thunderstorm
Warning and Special Marine Warning. If the severe thunderstorm is also causing
torrential rains, this warning may also be combined with a Flash Flood Warning.
If there is an ampersand (&) symbol at the bottom of the warning, it indicates
that the warning was issued as a result of a severe weather report.
After it has been issued, the affected NWFO will follow it up periodically with
Severe Weather Statements. These statements will contain updated information
on the severe thunderstorm and they will also let the public know when the
warning is no longer in effect.
Severe Thunderstorm Watch
This is issued by the National Weather Service when conditions are favorable for
the development of severe thunderstorms in and close to the watch area. A
severe thunderstorm by definition is a thunderstorm that produces 3/4 inch hail
or larger in diameter and/or winds equal or exceed 58 miles an hour. The size of
the watch can vary depending on the weather situation. They are usually issued
for duration of 4 to 8 hours. They are normally issued well in advance of the
actual occurrence of severe weather. During the watch, people should review
severe thunderstorm safety rules and be prepared to move a place of safety if
threatening weather approaches.
A Severe Thunderstorm Watch is issued by the Storm Prediction Center in
Norman, Oklahoma. Prior to the issuance of a Severe Thunderstorm Watch, SPC
will usually contact the affected local National Weather Service Forecast Office
(NWFO) and they will discuss what their current thinking is on the weather
3
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situation. Afterwards, SPC will issue a preliminary Severe Thunderstorm Watch
and then the affected NWFO will then adjust the watch (adding or eliminating
counties/parishes) and then issue it to the public by way of a Watch Redefining
Statement. During the watch, the NWFO will keep the public informed on what is
happening in the watch area and also let the public know when the watch has
expired or been cancelled.
Small Craft
Generally, a vessel under 65 feet in length.
Small Craft Advisory
This is issued by the National Weather Service to alert small boats to sustain
(more than 2 hours) hazardous weather or sea conditions. These conditions may
be either present or forecasted. The threshold conditions for it are usually
sustained winds of 18 knots (21 mph) (less than 18 knots in some dangerous
waters) to 33 knots (38 mph) inclusive or hazardous wave conditions (such as 4
feet or greater). In the Great Lakes, this advisory relates to conditions within 5
nautical miles of shore. As a result, these will be only issued in the Nearshore
Forecast. Along the coastal regions of the East Coast, Gulf of Mexico, and West
Coast, this advisory relates to conditions out to as much as 100 nautical miles of
shore (coastal waters). As a result, these will be only issued in the Coastal Marine
Forecast. Mariners learning of this advisory are urged to determine immediately
the reason by turning their radios to the latest marine broadcast. Decisions as to
the degree of the hazard will be left to the boater, based on experience and size
and type of boat. There is no legal definition for a "small craft."
Storm Warning
A warning of 1-minute sustained surface winds of 48 kt (55 mph or 88 kph) or
greater, predicted or occurring, not directly associated with tropical cyclones.
Marine Small Craft Thunderstorm Advisory
A marine warning issued by the Environment Canada Atmospheric Environment
Branch when the possibility of thunderstorms is greater than 40 percent.
Severe Weather Potential Statement
This statement is designed to alert the public and state/local agencies to the
potential for severe weather up to 24 hours in advance. It is issued by the local
National Weather Service office.
Severe Weather Probability
4
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This WSR-88D radar product algorithm displays numerical values proportional to
the probability that a storm will produce severe weather within 30 minutes.
Values determined using a statistical regression equation which analyzes output
from the VIL algorithm. It is used to quickly identify the most significant
thunderstorms.
Severe Weather Statement
A National Weather Service product which provides follow up information on
severe weather conditions (severe thunderstorm or tornadoes) which have
occurred or are currently occurring.
Wind Advisory
A sustained wind 25 to 39 mph and/or gusts to 57 mph. Issuance is normally site
specific. However, winds of this magnitude occurring over an area that
frequently experiences such winds
Wind Chill
Reference to the Wind Chill Factor; increased wind speeds accelerate heat loss
from exposed skin, and the wind chill is a measure of this effect. No specific rules
exist for determining when wind chill becomes dangerous. As a general rule, the
threshold for potentially dangerous wind chill conditions is about -20°F.
Wind Chill Advisory
The National Weather Service issues this product when the wind chill could be
life threatening if action is not taken. The criterion for this warning varies from
state to state.
Wind Chill Factor
Increased wind speeds accelerate heat loss from exposed skin. No specific rules
exist for determining when wind chill becomes dangerous. As a general rule, the
threshold for potentially dangerous wind chill conditions is about -20°F.
Wind Chill Warning
The National Weather Service issues this product when the wind chill is life
threatening. The criterion for this warning varies from state to state.
Winter Storm Warning
This product is issued by the National Weather Service when a winter storm is
producing or is forecast to produce heavy snow or significant ice accumulations.
The criteria for this warning can vary from place to place.
5
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Winter Storm Watch
This product is issued by the National Weather Service when there is a potential
for heavy snow or significant ice accumulations, usually at least 24 to 36 hours in
advance. The criteria for this watch can vary from place to place.
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INCIDENT ANNEX E
TAB B
General Pre-Storm Preparedness Planning Checks for First Response Organizations
Verification of personnel recall numbers. Implement planned road and facility
inspections. Review sever weather plans and remind employees to prepared their
families and homes. Issue any special safety warning to employees.
Identification of potential flood areas or unstable slopes. Determine if increased
inspections are warranted.
Operational checks of selected equipment including power generators, pumps, saws,
and radios.
Top-off of all equipment fuel tanks, trailer mounted fuel tanks, and if warranted road
shop bulk fuel tanks.
Inventory of sandbags, bulk sand, barriers, and signage. Determine if bulk sand should
be staged and the likely locations.
Review emergency plans for critical services in the event of power outages. Determine
availability of portable generators. Identify and prioritize any locations to be supported
with emergency power.
Review emergency communications procedures and reporting procedures including
who to report information to, format for the information; how to contact them, and on
what schedule. Review/update emergency contact names and numbers for areas of
mutual concern and support. Review how to report road debris, blocked roads, utility
outages, and electrical and water hazards.
Provide any special precautions or changes to Lake Stevens Fire EM or City Public
Information Officer (PIO). Plan media releases with City specific information. Establish
and publicize information lines for non-emergency information calls.

1
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Alert volunteer support for possible activation: CERT Teams, Amateur Radio Operators,
fire and medical support. Contact Snohomish County EOC for mission numbers to cover
emergency volunteer workers.
Review shelter information and planning.
Review procedures for recording all emergency work done, personnel involved and
hours, equipment used and hours operated, fuel consumed, sandbags and sand used,
any other rental, leases, or purchases specifically for the response.

2
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INCIDENT ANNEX E
TAB C
Typical Pre-Storm Checks for Individuals and Private Property Owners
The following steps will help private property owners prepare for the next storm and
the power outages that generally accompany them.
BEFORE























Have a disaster plan; and assemble a disaster supplies kit (include several
flashlights, battery powered radio, extra batteries and a wind-up clock).
Anchor outdoor objects that can blow away.
Fill vehicles with gas in case the gas stations lose power.
Register life-sustaining equipment with your utility.
Consider buying a small generator to power electrically powered life-sustaining
equipment.
When installing generators, follow the manufacturer's instructions and have it
inspected by the utility company and qualified electrical inspector.
Have a corded telephone available. Cordless phones do not work when the
power is out.
Post the phone number of the New Construction, Repairs and Power Outage
listing of your local utility.
Learn how to open your electric garage door using the manual override.
Make sure you have an alternate heat source and fuel supply.
Determine if you are in a flood prone area, if so, move vehicles to higher ground,
time permitting, move furnishings to upper floors or move valuable items to
higher ground.
Clear local storm drains or ditches to move water more effectively.
Collect valuable papers, other items in case you must leave the residence.
Prepare and position sandbags in advance.
Know location of utility shut-offs and how to shut off each.
Time permitting, obtain extra prescribed medications.

DURING
Do not drive or go outside in high winds. Avoid windows. Avoid driving through high
water.
1
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Stay far away from downed power lines. Report the outage to your local utility;
otherwise, use the phone for emergencies only.
If you are the only one without power, check your fuse box or circuit breaker
panel. Turn off large appliances before replacing fuses or resetting circuits.
If power is out in the neighborhood, turn-off/unplug electrical heaters and
appliances to reduce the initial demand and protect motors from possible low
voltage damage. If you leave home, turn off or unplug heat-producing
appliances.
If you have an electrical generator read all safety notes and operating
instructions. – Never use a generator indoors or in a closed garage.
Unplug computers and other voltage sensitive equipment to protect them from
power surges.
Conserve water, especially if you are on a well.
Keep doors, windows and draperies closed to retain heat.
Keep refrigerator and freezer doors closed. If doors remain closed, a fully loaded
freezer can keep foods frozen for two days.
Be extremely careful of fire hazards caused by candles or other flammable
sources.
When using kerosene heaters, gas lanterns or stoves indoors, maintain
ventilation to avoid a build-up of toxic fumes. Do not use charcoal indoors.
Leave one light switch on to alert you when the power is restored. If you leave,
turn on your porch light so that the utility crews on the street will be able to tell
when power is restored. To your property.
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INCIDENT ANNEX E
TAB D
Typical Post-Storm Checks for Individuals and Private Property Owners
Taken from the Centers for Disease Control Web-site, complete text at
http://www.bt.cdc.gov/disasters/hurricanes/recovery.asp
When returning to your home after a hurricane, flood, or other natural disaster protect
yourself and your family by following these tips:
Re-entering Buildings
•

•

•

Stay away from damaged buildings or structures until they have been examined and
certified as safe by a building inspector or other government authority. You may want
to wait to return to buildings during daylight hours, when it is easier to avoid hazards,
particularly if the electricity is off and you have no lights.
Leave immediately if you hear shifting or unusual noises that signal that the structure
may fall or if you smell gas or suspect a leak. If you smell gas, notify emergency
authorities and do not turn on the lights, light matches, smoke, or do anything that
could cause a spark. Do not return to the house until you are told it is safe to do so.
Keep children and pets out of the affected area until cleanup has been completed.

General Safety Measures
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Have at least two fire extinguishers, each with a UL rating of at least 10A, at every
cleanup job.
Wear hard hats, goggles, heavy work gloves, and watertight boots with steel toe and
insole (not just steel shank) for cleanup work.
Wear earplugs or protective headphones to reduce risk from equipment noise.
Use teams of two or more people to move bulky objects. Avoid lifting any material that
weighs more than 50 pounds (per person).
When using a chain saw, operate the saw according to the manufacturer's instructions,
wear appropriate protective equipment, avoid contact with power lines, be sure that
bystanders are at a safe distance, and take extra care in cutting trees or branches that
have gotten bent or caught under another object. Use extreme caution to avoid
electrical shock when using an electric chain saw.
If there has been a backflow of sewage into your house, wear rubber boots, rubber
gloves, and goggles during cleanup of the affected area.
In hot weather, try to stay cool by staying in air-conditioned buildings, taking breaks in
shaded areas or in cool rooms, drinking water and nonalcoholic fluids often, and
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wearing light and loose-fitting clothing. Do outdoor activities during cooler hours. For
more information on protecting yourself against heat-related illness,

Carbon Monoxide Exposure
•

Never use generators, pressure washers, or other gasoline, propane, natural gas, or
charcoal-burning devices inside your home, basement, garage, or camper—or even
outside near an open window, door, or vent. Carbon monoxide—an odorless, colorless
gas from these sources that can cause sudden illness and death—can build up indoors
and poison the people and animals inside.

Mold and Cleanup
•

•
•

Remove and discard items that cannot be washed and disinfected (such as mattresses,
carpeting, carpet padding, rugs, upholstered furniture, cosmetics, stuffed animals, baby
toys, pillows, foam-rubber items, books, wall coverings, and paper products).
Remove and discard drywall and insulation that has been contaminated with sewage or
flood waters.
Thoroughly clean all hard surfaces (such as flooring, concrete, molding, wood and metal
furniture, countertops, appliances, sinks, and other plumbing fixtures) with hot water
and laundry or dish detergent.

Electrical Issues
•

•
•

If electrical circuits and electrical equipment have gotten wet or are in or near water,
turn off the power at the main breaker or fuse on the service panel. If you must enter
standing water to access the main power switch, then call an electrician to turn it off.
Never turn power on or off or use an electric tool or appliance while standing in water.
Do not connect generators to your home's electrical circuits without the approved,
automatic-interrupt devices. If a generator is on line when electrical service is restored,
it can become a major fire hazard and it may endanger line workers helping to restore
power in your area.

Hazardous Materials Issues
•
•
•
•

Call the fire department to inspect or remove chemicals, propane tanks, and other
dangerous materials.
Wear protective clothing and gear (for example, a respirator if needed) when handling
hazardous materials.
Wash skin that may have come in contact with hazardous materials.
Wear insulated gloves and use caution if you have to remove a car battery. Avoid any
acid that may have leaked from a car battery.
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Hygiene and Infectious Disease Issues
•

•
•
•

After completing the cleanup, wash with soap and water. If there is a boil-water
advisory in effect, use water that has been boiled for 1 minute (allow the water to cool
before washing). Or you may use water that has been disinfected for personal hygiene
use (solution of 1/8 teaspoon of household bleach per 1 gallon of water). Let it stand
for 30 minutes. If the water is cloudy, use a solution of 1/4 teaspoon of household
bleach per 1 gallon of water.
If you have any open cuts or sores that were exposed to floodwater, wash them with
soap and water and apply an antibiotic ointment to discourage infection.
Seek immediate medical attention if you become injured or ill.
Wash all clothes worn during the cleanup in hot water and detergent. These clothes
should be washed separately from uncontaminated clothes and linens.

Water Issues
•

•

•

If the building is flooded, the waters may contain fecal material from overflowing
sewage systems and agricultural and industrial waste. Although skin contact with
floodwater does not, by itself, pose a serious health risk, there is risk of disease from
eating or drinking anything contaminated with floodwater.
If you have any open cuts or sores that will be exposed to floodwater, keep them as
clean as possible by washing them with soap and applying an antibiotic ointment to
discourage infection.
To reduce cold–related risks when standing or working in water which is cooler than 75
degrees F (24 degrees C), wear insulated clothes and insulated rubber boots, take
frequent breaks out of the water, and change into dry clothing when possible.

Monitor your radio or television for up-to-date emergency information.
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INCIDENT ANNEX E
TAB E
Detailed Recovery Operations
PART 1
Jurisdiction recovery actions will vary greatly depending on the facilities and utilities
involved and the damage sustained. First consideration will be to life safety, public
health issues and actions. Issues and tasks may include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identification, marking, reporting of downed power lines.
Restoration of utilities and public facilities and structures.
Identification of any HAZMAT spill or release including natural gas lines
damage, fuel or oil storage tank rupture, and industrial or agricultural
chemical storage issues.
Consideration of emergency potable water and sanitation service issues.
Flood water control and pumping, debris removal, road clearance, slide
stabilization, drainage clearance. Opening of areas to collect and store
debris.
Provide updated information to the public regarding services and facilities.
Compile extensive documentation of all damage and emergency work.
Obtain emergency permits for emergency work and debris disposal.

Depending on the severity of the storm and damage, extended power outages may
result in large areas that cannot pump water from wells and will either have to be
provided access to potable water for drinking and sanitation or they will have to
relocate to other areas. This will be especially problematic for businesses, schools, and
health care/nursing facilities.
PART 2
Part 2 are those actions required to compile quick and comprehensive damage
assessments and estimated costs. A local damage reporting form for private property
and businesses is shown at TAB E. This form can be printed and distributed and when
completed faxed in or handed in at designated City locations. The Lake Stevens ECC
must quickly determine and publicized the deadline for the submission of these forms.
The form will also be available on the DEM web pages on the City web site. Once filled
in, the form can be e-mailed to the Lake Stevens ECC office. This form requests the
1
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same information as the Human Services forms HS Form 1-PR [Private Residences] and
Human Services Form HS 2-BU [Businesses] but in a more user-friendly form. The
information will have to be transferred to these forms prior to submission to the state.
These forms and instructions are also part of the CEMP, ESF 23, Damage Assessment.
Damage assessment is also critical to public entities so that the cost of damage to public
property and the cost of emergency and clean-up work can be recovered from Federal
funding. The collection and reporting of public facility damage is more detailed than
that for private property. The instructions and forms are contained in the CEMP, ESF 23,
Damage Assessment. Additionally, as soon as possible, the Lake Stevens ECC will
prepare damage assessment books with forms and instructions and provide them to all
the impacted jurisdictions.
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INCIDENT ANNEX E
TAB F
Storm Communications Plan
Telephone
When the National Weather Service (NWS) issues a severe storm warning or a high wind
warning, DEM and the county PIO will coordinate to put a recorded message on the
county telephone system so that callers can access current information about the storm
and about any changes to county operations and office hours.
Amateur Radio
The Radio Officer (RO) or Emergency Management Coordinator (EMC) will plan for and
coordinate primary and back-up radio operators at selected locations around the city
such as: the ECC, shelters, and other locations. As often as is practical, these operators
will participate in any drills or emergency briefings conducted by these organizations.
When the National Weather Service issues a severe storm warning or a high wind
warning, or when the ECC is opened, Lake Stevens ECC will coordinate with the County
Radio Officer/Area EMC for the opening of RACES and ARES nets within the county.
Amateur radio operators will not be deployed but will be warned and ready. Amateurs
will initially operate from their home locations and provide information as to weather,
road, and utility conditions around the county. They will not be deployed until directed
by EMC. Lake Stevens ECC will obtain a mission number from the county ECC to cover
their employment.
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